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Nuclear thermal propulsion (NTP) is a viable technology for near-term interplanetary 

exploration.  Of the candidate mission architectures that are currently available for a 

crewed Mars mission, NTP permits the greatest flexibility in launch window selection and 

provides the shortest possible trip time, thereby reducing risks associated with cosmic ray 

exposure, microgravity, isolation, and life-support system reliability.  A set of methods and 

tools were developed for designing and evaluating the radiation shielding required to 

enable the use of nuclear propulsion technologies.  The tools produced in this work are 

coupled with MCNP6 to perform Monte Carlo radiation transport simulations.  A method 

was developed for calculating the time-dependent dose rate that varies dramatically as the 

propellant (which acts as an inherent shield) is consumed, and as the delayed fission 

product sources of photons are produced during engine operation and decayed after 

shutdown.  The radiation environment surrounding the nuclear engines was evaluated and 

mapped into useful iso-line contours, and was recorded and reimplemented as a source 

term for evaluation of shielding strategies.  A multiobjective optimization algorithm 

(MOEA) was developed to explore candidate shield designs.  The MOEA allows 



 

simultaneous changes in both discrete parameters (e.g. material selection) and continuous 

parameters (e.g. thickness and diameter).  The design space is thus efficiently explored 

such that a set of optimal design solutions are produced that perform best at both 

minimizing the effects of penetrating radiation and doing so at minimal mass expense.  

Rather than produce and optimize single point-designs, this method produces curves of 

optimal solutions that are most useful in early-stage design trades where performance 

requirements are still an uncertainty.  A tool for visualization of the design space following 

an optimization case was produced, and two example scenarios were evaluated to 

demonstrate the use of those methods produced in this work.  Radiation shield design is a 

complex and iterative process that must be considered early in the design of both a nuclear 

engine and a full propulsion stage.  There are many significant interfaces introduced by 

penetrating nuclear radiation that are not typical of most flight systems, and the methods 

employed in this work may be used to characterize their effects.   
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Motivation 

When viewed through the lens of history, it is apparent that on the whole, humans are a 

species of intrepid explorers.  Now in an age where all of Earth seems explored, untrue as 

that may be, our eyes have turned upward to the stars and planets as the next great leap.  

The hard truth is that outer space is an unwelcoming place, and humans are not built to 

survive there.   It is a testament to the engineers and astronauts of the early space 

exploration programs that the endeavor of reaching distant celestial objects now seems a 

matter of course by public perception.  The steps of Armstrong and Aldrin that appeared 

so effortless on the moon belied the turmoil and labor of hundreds of thousands of 

individuals here on Earth, as well as the lives lost in pursuit of that goal.  At that time, it 

seemed obvious that the next step was to fly to the next closest destination, Mars.  In fact, 

the risks of living in space increase exponentially over time and a roundtrip Mars mission 

requires humans to live in a set of entirely self-contained environments for two or more 

years at a time, rather than the one or two weeks required for a lunar expedition.   Risks of 

component failure and limited life support resources are compounded by health effects 

from bone loss, cosmic radiation exposure, and psychological effects of confined isolation.  

Decades of research have since been conducted onboard Skylab, MIR, the space shuttle 

fleet, and the International Space Station to evaluate these effects and their associated risks.  

Now nearly a half century later, a crewed Mars mission still remains as an ever-

approaching milestone and no particular mission architecture has yet been selected for the 
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journey.  A number of candidate scenarios are studied and revisited with each iteration of 

the design reference architecture reports (Drake, 2009), but a common theme emphasizes 

the need to minimize transit times, especially now as the implications of cosmic radiation 

exposure become increasingly evident (Durante and Cucinotta, 2011).   

Nuclear thermal rocket propulsion offers this capability, as it provides nearly twice the 

specific impulse (a measure of mass-efficiency) as the chemical propulsion alternative, and 

also provides high thrust output to quickly maneuver large payloads between planetary 

orbits unlike the electric propulsion alternatives.  Nuclear thermal propulsion is also a fairly 

well advanced technology, owing to its extensive development in the 1960s under the 

NERVA program.  Nuclear thermal propulsion uses a core of solid fission fuel to generate 

heat, and is typically controlled by a set of rotating neutron absorber drums set within the 

radial reflector.  A working fluid is pumped through the core, serving to cool the reactor 

and using that heat to expand and expel out of the engine through a nozzle.  Conservation 

of momentum means that the opposing force pushes the rocket forward.  The efficiency of 

the rocket is related directly to the velocity of exhaust molecules, meaning that the lightest 

molecules will provide the greatest efficiency.  Thus, cryogenic liquid hydrogen is typically 

assumed to be the propellant of choice for nuclear thermal propulsion.  Nuclear propulsion 

does require consideration for production of radiation, and thus a method of shielding must 

be accounted for in the design of the engine and propulsion stage. 

Some early development work in shielding for nuclear thermal propulsion has enabled 

consideration for critical interfaces in the reactor and propulsion stage systems.  This early 

investigation has revealed some of the relevant engineering constraints, challenges, and a 
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host of possible mitigating solutions.  The main performance constraints include 

permissible crew dose rates (shared with expected cosmic ray dose), nuclear radiation 

heating in cryogenic propellant, as well as material radiation damage to radiosensitive 

components.  Design strategies in staging can serve to reduce radiation scatter and enhance 

the effectiveness of inherent shielding within the spacecraft while minimizing the required 

mass of reactor shielding.  Within the reactor system, shield design is further constrained 

by the need for active cooling with minimal radiation streaming through flow channels.  

Material selection and thermal design must maximize the reliability of the shield to survive 

the extreme exposure environment through a long duration mission with multiple engine 

restarts.  

In most aerospace applications, system interfaces are fairly well defined and have relatively 

few points of interaction.  It is then entirely possible to design an engine with very little 

information regarding the mission requirements or design of the spacecraft.  A given engine 

may be designed for one specific spacecraft, but it is valid to assume that it may be applied 

to an entirely different craft so long as the system interfaces (fuel, structure, avionics, etc.) 

can be accommodated.  Take for example the adoption of the space shuttle main engine 

(SSME) for use in the booster of the SLS.  This practice allows mission planners to consider 

a given engine from a set of viable options, and then develop an optimal mission profile 

based upon that engine’s performance characteristics.  Those characteristics include engine 

thrust, specific impulse (efficiency), and mass. 

Applying this philosophy to the design of a nuclear engine would also be valid, except that 

the effects of radiation produce a more complex set of interfaces.  Radiation emitted from 
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the engine may affect the reliability of control systems or induce boiling and cavitation at 

the turbopump inlet.  It may even effect the health of the crew, although that is likely to be 

of lesser concern for any ship of the anticipated size.  The radiation shield, or portions 

thereof, may be considered a component of the nuclear engine, and its mass is directly 

related to its function and ability to mitigate these interfaces.  It is therefore very difficult 

to develop a ‘one size fits all’ nuclear engine if that design includes the radiation shield, as 

its mass is subject to the requirements of the mission and the design of the spacecraft.   

It is apparent, then, that a method must be established for linking the interfaces of nuclear 

engines with the spacecraft on which they are used, in terms of the effects of radiation, in 

order to assess the relative impact that those interfaces have upon system mass and 

performance.  

1.2 Objectives 

The objective of this work is to provide a set of tools and techniques that will expedite the 

development of a radiation shield for high power nuclear reactors in space.  A core 

component of this endeavor is the development of a streamlined method of optimization to 

produce a minimum-mass shield with consideration for all other constraints.  It must be 

recognized that early development for spacecraft of this kind will rarely match the final 

product.  Only after a crewed exploration mission program is fully initiated will fixed 

parameters be set for engine sizing, mission duration, propellant requirements, crew dose 

limits, or crew compartment shielding.  Therefore, the establishment of a single point 

design at such an early stage of development is of less importance than the establishment 
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of a method for producing a suite of valid candidate designs.  This work therefore includes 

guidance on production of a source term and representative particle transport, provides 

methods for exploring the design space to determine an optimal shield geometry and for 

calculating time-dependent dose and heating rates based upon propellant load, and includes 

sufficient background to aid future work in this endeavor.  

 

2 LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Space reactor shielding 

A long history of space nuclear technology research has spanned nearly to the earliest days 

of the space program, especially regarding power production on a relatively small scale.  

In the US, this effort fell under the SNAP program, an acronym for Systems for Nuclear 

Auxiliary Power, as well as the SP-100 program which considered the development of a 

larger reactor for power production. 

An analysis by Lee Jr. for the SP-100 reactor program (Lee, 1987) explored the use of 

several combinations of shielding materials, including lithium hydride, boron carbide, 

beryllium, and tungsten.  That work utilized particle transport codes from Sandia National 

Laboratory, FEMP1D and FEMP2D, to determine the optimal configurations, masses, and 

volumes of various shield designs.  Notable findings included the confirmation that a 

combined lithium-hydride and tungsten shield provided the most mass-efficient 

configuration.  However, the boron-carbide and tungsten configuration provided the most 
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volume-efficient configuration, with a mass penalty of about 25% greater than the LiH-

based shield.  That modest mass penalty was recognized to be offset by the drastically 

improved thermal characteristics of boron carbide.  

A more recent revisiting of the space reactor shielding (Poeth, 2005) considered the 

feasibility of using lithium hydride for shielding of a nuclear electric propulsion system in 

the Prometheus project.  The project was short lived, but the general outcome was that 

lithium hydride was not recommended for immediate application as a radiation shield for 

a high power reactor.  Uncertainty in the mechanisms and nature of irradiation swelling of 

the material remained, despite decades of prior research and irradiation testing during the 

SNAP program.  Much of the literature surrounding the material is also less accessible due 

to its application in thermonuclear weapons in the form of lithium deuteride.  This aspect 

of the material also limits the accessibility of manufacturing facilities and techniques, and 

inherently increases the cost of production. 

An overview of shielding work for the SNAP reactor program is also provided by Barattino 

(Barattino et al., 1985).  This includes discussion and figures for the SNAP 8, 10A, and 

SP-100 conical shield.  A brief discussion of the manufacturing difficulties of lithium 

hydride is provided, along with some benefits and problems associated with the material.  

As in the more recent analysis of the Prometheus program  (Poeth, 2005), Barattino 

concludes that with the closure of the SNAP program, unresolved concerns for 

thermal/stress analysis and long term performance went unanswered.  An overview of the 

SNAP 8 shield system by Masora (Masora 1973) discusses the need for enrichment of Li-

7 to minimize internal heating caused by neutron absorption in Li-6. 
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2.2 Shielding optimization 

2.2.1 General methodology 

The development of radiation shielding should be considered as an integral part of the 

design of any nuclear system, as the principles applied to radiation absorption may be 

incorporated into the base design and may reduce the amount of excess mass or effort that 

is applied.  For instance, a large neutronic reflector may not be required to achieve 

criticality, and perhaps the nuclear engineer who designs the reflector decides to limit its 

size with consideration for diminished returns of reactivity worth as the thickness is 

increased.  If it then turns out that the exiting neutron flux must be drastically reduced, then 

a large shield must be added.  That could very well be mass, material, and effort added to 

the system that may have otherwise been better expended in the reflector.  Neutrons 

captured in the shield are considered waste, in terms of neutron economy, and perhaps the 

more efficient design for this situation would include a smaller shield, a larger reflector, 

and thus a reduced quantity of fissionable material. 

Shield design for spacecraft is an iterative process that may be categorized into a five step 

procedure (Anderson et al., 1983; Angelo and Buden, 1985).  These are categorized as 

follows: 

1) Establish the guidelines of the shield design.  This includes the basic geometry of 

the spacecraft, radiation source, mission profile, and selection of those areas which 

must be protected from radiation. 
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2) Establish acceptable limits for radiation exposure.  This may be driven by dose 

limits to the crew, material damage to components or structure, or thermal limits to 

propellant due to nuclear heating. 

3) Determine the sources of radiation.  This may include primary photons and neutrons 

from a reactor core, secondary photons produced in a reflector, or scattered 

radiation from external components.  In the case of shadow shielding, such 

scattering components may produce a very large relative contributor to the source 

if the scattering components are outside of the line-of-sight within the conical 

shadowing geometry.  Streaming of radiation through structural penetrations for 

cooling or electrical conduit may also contribute a significant fraction of the 

observed radiation flux in the protected region. 

4) Select the shielding materials that best suit the intended goal, with consideration 

for nuclear properties, mass efficiency, and thermal/mechanical properties. 

5) Perform a detailed calculation of the source/shield/target system and arrive at an 

optimized design for the radiation shield. 

This process would then be repeated iteratively until a compromised design is finalized, as 

feedback for the effects of radiation may in fact alter the design of other systems.   

 

2.2.2 Steepest Descent Methods  

The method of steepest descent, often also referred to as the gradient method, is among the 

oldest and most widely known methods for minimizing a function with multiple variables.  
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It is one of the simplest methods available that provides satisfactory results, and is generally 

considered the standard method to which other optimization methods are compared.  More 

advanced methods are often based upon this theoretical framework, and generally focus 

upon improving the rate of convergence. (Luenberger, 2003) 

An early one-dimensional optimization algorithm was developed by Bernick (Bernick, 

1963) for a single-constraint system, deemed OPEX.  The algorithm utilized the method of 

steepest descent applied to slab geometry.  The theory of this method, as applied to 

radiation shielding, was explained and adapted by Lahti into spherical geometry for the 

OPEX-2 code (Lahti, 1969, 1971) and later expanded for multiple constraints in the DOPEX-

1D2C code (Lahti, 1973).   

For a single constraint problem, such as calculating dose at one point or region, a set of n-

dimensional vectors are formulated with length corresponding to the number of shield 

component regions, 𝑁𝑗.  Dose contributions are separated and indexed according to the 

various combinations of shield region, j, and interaction type.  For example, separate 

indices, i, would be assigned to fission gammas in the core (j=1, i=1), fission neutrons in 

the core (j=1, i=2), capture gammas produced in the first shield region (j=2, i=3), etc.  For 

the purposes of optimization, total dose rates are then defined for a given region or point 

as 

𝐷 = ∑ 𝐷𝑖

𝑁𝑖

𝑖=1

  (2.2.2-1) 

where 
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𝐷     is total dose rate 

𝐷𝑖    is the ith component of the total dose rate 

𝑁𝑖    is the number of dose components 

Further, each dose component is assumed to take its own unique attenuation function of 

the form 

𝐷𝑖 = 𝐶𝑖 𝑒
(− ∑ 𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡𝑗

𝑁𝑗
𝑗=1

)
  (2.2.2-2) 

where 

𝐶𝑖     is a fitted parameter 

𝑡𝑗      is the thickness of the jth region 

𝜇𝑖𝑗   is an attenuation coefficient describing the effect of changes of thickness 𝑡𝑗 

upon 𝐷𝑖 

𝑁𝑗   is the number of regions 

Each attenuation coefficient is determined by successively perturbing the thickness of each 

layer by a given amount, Δ𝑡𝑗, and comparing the respective dose rate.  

𝐷𝑖 (𝑡1, 𝑡2, … 𝑡𝑗 , … , 𝑡𝑁𝑗
) = 𝐶𝑖  𝑒

(− ∑ 𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡𝑗

𝑁𝑗
𝑗=1

)
 

𝐷𝑖 (𝑡1, 𝑡2, … 𝑡𝑗 + Δ𝑡𝑗 , … , 𝑡𝑁𝑗
) = 𝐶𝑖 𝑒

(− ∑ 𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡𝑗

𝑁𝑗
𝑗=1

)
𝑒(−𝜇𝑖𝑗Δ𝑡𝑗) 

  

 

Which can be solved as 𝜇𝑖𝑗 for all 𝑖 and 𝑗 by the equation 
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𝜇𝑖𝑗 =
1

Δ𝑡𝑗
ln [

𝐷𝑖 (𝑡1, 𝑡2, … 𝑡𝑗 , … , 𝑡𝑁𝑗
)

𝐷𝑖 (𝑡1, 𝑡2, … 𝑡𝑗 + Δ𝑡𝑗 , … , 𝑡𝑁𝑗
)

]  (2.2.2-3) 

 

Finally, the set of fitted parameter coefficients are solved by simply rearranging Equation 

(2.2.2-2). 

𝐶𝑖 = 𝐷𝑖  𝑒
(∑ 𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡𝑗

𝑁𝑗
𝑗=1

)
  (2.2.2-4) 

 

The procedure for weight minimization then requires the set of n-dimensional Euclidean 

vectors to be defined as: 

𝑡̅ = (𝑡1, 𝑡2, … , 𝑡𝑁𝑗
) 

�̅� = (
𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑡1
,
𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑡2
, … ,

𝜕𝑤

𝜕𝑡𝑁𝑗

) 

�̅� = (
𝜕𝐷

𝜕𝑡1
,
𝜕𝐷

𝜕𝑡2
, … ,

𝜕𝐷

𝜕𝑡𝑁𝑗

) 

In these vectors, 𝑡𝑗, represents the thickness in whatever direction is relevant to 𝑗𝑡ℎ region.   

The components of �̅� are determined by the geometry through an analytic expression of 

the weight-thickness relationship.  Components of �̅� are evaluated from the partial 

derivatives of Equations (2.2.2-1) and (2.2.2-2) as 

𝜕𝐷

𝜕𝑡𝑘
= ∑

𝜕𝐷𝑖

𝜕𝑡𝑘
=

𝑁𝑖

𝑖=1

∑
𝜕

𝜕𝑡𝑘
[𝐶𝑖 𝑒

(− ∑ 𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡𝑗

𝑁𝑗
𝑗=1

)
]

𝑁𝑖

𝑖=1
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= ∑(−𝜇𝑖𝑘)𝐶𝑖 𝑒
(− ∑ 𝜇𝑖𝑗𝑡𝑗

𝑁𝑗
𝑗=1

)

𝑁𝑖

𝑖=1

 

= ∑ 𝜇𝑖𝑘𝐷𝑖

𝑁𝑖

𝑖=1

 

The ‘workhorse’ of this method is the characterization of the unit vector, �̅�, for which an 

extensive derivation was performed by Bernick by use of Lagrange multipliers (Bernick, 

1963) and which is provided by Lahti, both for this this single-constraint system and for 

more involved multi-constraint systems(Lahti, 1971). 

�̅� =
−�̅� + (

�̅� ∙ �̅�
�̅� ∙ �̅�) �̅�

[�̅� ∙ �̅� −
(�̅� ∙ �̅�)2

(�̅� ∙ �̅�)
]

1
2

 (2.2.2-5) 

 

This unit vector, �̅�, indicates how the shield may best be adjusted to maintain a presumed 

constant dose rate.  Or as Lahti describes it, “[�̅�] points in the direction of greatest weight 

decrease (steepest descent) along a hyperplane tangent to the hypersurface described by 

the [following] equation” 

𝐷(�̅�) = 𝐷 (𝑡1, 𝑡2, … , 𝑡𝑁𝑗
) = 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑎𝑛𝑡 

Thus, the components of �̅� simply represent the relative change in thickness that should be 

applied to the existing shield system such that the total weight decreases most while 

maintaining a constant dose rate.  An iteration parameter, 𝜆, may be applied to relax the 
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adjustment increment according to the user’s discretion.  The new intermediary set of 

thicknesses is then determined as 

 𝑡�̅�𝑒𝑤
∗ = 𝑡�̅�𝑙𝑑 + 𝜆 �̅� 

The new thicknesses do not generally match the constant dose constraint precisely, so a 

first order correction is then applied to find the true set of new thicknesses: 

𝑡�̅�𝑒𝑤 = 𝑡�̅�𝑒𝑤
∗ + [𝐷(𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑎𝑖𝑛𝑡) − 𝐷(𝑐𝑎𝑙𝑐)] ∗

�̅�

(�̅� ∙ �̅�)
 

The process is repeated over several iterations until the result meets some convergence 

criteria.  It was indicated that coefficients do not necessarily need to be recalculated for 

each iteration unless major changes to the shield configuration are applied (Lahti, 1969). 

2.2.3 Method of dose derivatives 

A method of derivatives for optimization is used within the ANISN Shielding Optimization 

Program (ASOP) code (Engle Jr et al., 1971a, 1971b), structured around the ANISN one 

dimensional discrete ordinance code with anisotropic scattering (Engle, 1967).  The ASOP 

technique considers a shield design of multiple layers in 1D spherical geometry.  The 

derivative of the dose, measured at some point outside the shield, with respect to the weight 

of the shield can be determined at each material interface.  When two or more boundaries 

express different dose-weight derivatives, then it is possible to adjust the position of those 

boundaries such that the dose remains constant but the total shield weight decreases.  If all 

dose-weight derivatives are equal, then no such adjustments can be made and the shield 

arrangement must be at a relative minimum weight.   
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The process is summarized with two basic equations.  First, when considering small 

perturbations of material thickness, the natural logarithm of the dose can be approximated 

as a linear function of each material boundary position, 𝑟𝑖, 

ln 𝐷 = ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑖

𝑖

+ 𝐵 (2.2.3-1) 

 

Next, the dose-weight derivative for each material boundary can be approximated as a 

linear function with respect to the position of the boundary, 

(
Δ𝐷

Δ𝑊
)

𝑖
= 𝐸𝑖𝑟𝑖 + 𝐹𝑖 (2.2.3-2) 

 

The ASOP process calculates the coefficients for each iteration using the ANISN transport 

solver, determined for the initial condition and for two displacements of each movable 

shield boundary.  A set of 𝑛 + 1 equations can then be solved to determine a new set of 

material boundary positions, 𝑟1 through 𝑟𝑛.  The method attempts to maintain a fixed 

desired dose level, 𝐷𝑑, and produce a shield configuration where all dose-weight 

derivatives are equal to 𝜆, the (𝑛 + 1)𝑡ℎ unknown value.  The set of equations is shown 

with initial conditions indicated with superscript zeroes, 
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𝐴1𝑟1 + 𝐴2𝑟2 + ⋯ + 𝐴𝑛𝑟𝑛 = ln (
𝐷𝑑

𝐷0
) + ∑ 𝐴𝑖𝑟𝑖

0

𝑖

 

𝐸1𝑟1 − 𝜆 = −𝐹1 

𝐸2𝑟2 − 𝜆 = −𝐹2 

⋮ 

𝐸𝑛𝑟𝑛 − 𝜆 = −𝐹𝑛 

(2.2.3-3) 

The entire process is then repeated using the newly determined set of 𝑟𝑖 boundary positions, 

since the assumptions used for Equations (2.2.3-1) and (2.2.3-2) may no longer be valid.  

The ASOP code typically converged the solution for both dose and dose-weight derivatives 

within three to five iterations. (Engle Jr et al., 1971a, 1971b) 

2.2.4 Perturbation Theory 

For shielding calculations that can be solved by more direct solutions of the Boltzmann 

transport equation, it may be possible to apply perturbation theory to obtain ‘perturbed’ 

solutions that aid the calculation of optimal shielding thickness profiles.  Perturbation 

equations allow for the rapid calculation of relative differences in a solution, such as dose 

derivatives, based upon certain changes in shielding layer thickness or density.  Rather than 

calculating a new forward solution for each geometry, perturbation allows for rapid 

calculation of relatively minor changes and can speed the development of an optimal 

solution.  Perturbation equations were developed for laminated shields by Fieno (Fieno, 

1972) in spherical geometry.  Such equations are informative for decisions of shield 

materials and relative thickness or placement of layers, but cannot be reasonably applied 

to larger and more complex geometries.  The methods of perturbation theory are still 
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relevant, even neglecting the calculation of perturbation equations, and those concepts are 

applied within other optimization codes described here. 

2.2.5 Pareto sets 

If the entire set of possible shield configurations were to be plotted in terms of total mass 

versus some relevant quantity of interest, such as dose at a point beyond the shield, then 

the entire design space would be characterized by a field of possible solutions.  At the edge 

of this field, closest to the origin, would exist a curve that bounds the design space and 

which represents the unconstrained optimal shield design for all possible system masses.  

This curve is known as the Pareto Front (Caramia and Dell’Olmo, 2008).  For a discrete 

set of design solutions, those solutions that exist closest to this front are known as the Pareto 

Set.  
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 Figure 2.2-1  Example of non-dominated solutions (a and c) versus dominated solutions 

(b) in the objective space of a multi-objective problem.  𝑓(�̅�) and 𝑔(�̅�) represent competing 

objective functions.  Each point represents a unique combinatorial selection or vector of 

parameters within �̅� in parameter space.   
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Figure 2.2-2  When selected from a discrete set of solutions, the non-dominated set forms 

the known Pareto front.  This frontier is only a discontinuous approximation of the true 

Pareto front, which can never be fully represented unless an analytical solution is available.  

Individual points of PFknown may not even be good approximations of PFtrue.  It is the goal 

of multiobjective optimization to build a solution set of PFknown that closely approximates 

PFtrue.  

 

A rudimentary method for optimization could be through simple trial and error.  The 

process of ‘throwing ideas at the wall to see what sticks’ is rather inelegant, but it can often 

be quite effective.  It should not be entirely discounted as a method of optimization, as the 

power of human intuition wrought from experience may sometimes yield entirely 

satisfactory results with far less effort than the development of a fully automated 

optimization algorithm.  Such ‘human-in-the-loop’ methods of optimization often employ 

Pareto sets, as they can quickly demonstrate the general trend of any given modification to 
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a system.  The best solutions often elude human intuition, though, and a more rigorous 

approach should be applied to confirm that the optimal case has been discovered. 

2.2.6 Evolutionary Algorithms 

Evolutionary algorithms, also known as genetic algorithms, are a class of optimization 

techniques that have grown as an increasingly popular method for optimization of complex 

engineering problems.  The basic premise of this technique is to encode the various 

parameters that describe the problem into a vector that could be considered analogous to a 

chromosome.  The problem is then approached in a similar manner as the process of 

biological evolution, in which the user enforces some constraints or pressures on a 

population of candidate designs and ‘breeds’ them to produce increasingly high-

performing solutions over successive generations. 

2.2.6.1 Overview 

The process begins by producing an initial population of candidate designs, typically 

randomly selected within some predefined limits, said to bound the ‘parameter space’.  

Each candidate parameter set represents an individual, and the parameters are fed as inputs 

into an objective function.  The results of this objective function are then compared with 

each other within ‘objective space’, where each candidate is assigned a score based upon a 

‘fitness function’.  The score may also be driven by other factors such as relative 

uniqueness of a solution, in order to preserve a diverse set of candidate individuals.  

Individuals from the population are then preferentially selected based upon their fitness 

score, typically with some degree of randomness, and paired with other individuals in the 
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population.  The traits of those individuals are then combined in a process known as cross-

over.  The newly created individuals then replace the previous generation, although some 

methods preserve a high-performing fraction of the prior generation.  The new generation 

is then scored for fitness as before, and the process repeats for a set number of generations 

or until some convergence criteria are met.   

Produce initial population

Evaluate fitness of each individual

Preferentially select high-fitness indiduals 

Crossover: Combine high-fitness traits

Mutation: Allow chance of deviation in 
new population

Replacement: eliminate old population 
and replace with new generation

Check convergence

End
 

 

Figure 2.2-3   Generalized workflow of a genetic algorithm, or evolutionary algorithm. 

 

2.2.6.2 Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithms 

Multiobjective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) can be considered a sub-class of genetic 

algorithm in which multiple objectives must be considered at once.  For instance, in a shield 
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design, if the user is only concerned with minimizing dose, then that could be considered 

a single-objective problem.  If, however, the user intends to minimize dose and also reduce 

the total mass (a far more realistic engineering problem) then the problem is considered 

multiobjective.  MOEAs require some special considerations in order to apply the 

principles of general evolutionary algorithms, namely with regard to evaluating the fitness 

of each candidate design.  With a properly built fitness function, or some other method of 

evaluating relative fitness, the methods of evolutionary algorithms work very well to 

produce Pareto sets of optimal solutions.  Most recent advances in MOEA methods are 

discussed briefly in the survey by Zhou et al. (Zhou et al., 2011), as well as in some leading 

texts: (Deb and Kalyanmoy, 2001) and (Coello et al., 2007). 

2.3 Radiation transport calculations 

The nature of radiation shielding requires that, by definition, a large fraction of radiation 

emitted from a source in the direction of a given target is attenuated and captured within 

the shield material.  The measured or calculated flux on one side of a radiation shield is 

often several orders of magnitude less than that on the opposing side.  In simple cases, it is 

sometimes possible to apply simplifications of Boltzmann transport considering only 

exponential attenuation, but complex sources and geometries require a more robust 

calculation (Duderstadt and Hamilton, 1976).  There are two general classes of codes used 

for this purpose.   

First is the deterministic code, which can be said to exactly solve an approximated model 

of physics and geometry. These codes require that the materials and the set of physical 
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interactions be discretized such that the problem may be solved by numerical methods.  

Uncertainty in such problems is driven by the approximations made in discretization, and 

is not so strongly correlated to the relative flux of particles that may be present within any 

given region of the problem.  Modern examples of these deterministic codes include 

ATTILA (Wareing et al., 1996), DENOVO (Evans et al., 2010), TORT (Rhoades and 

Childs, 1987), and DORT (Rhoades and Childs, 1988). 

Second is the stochastic code, or Monte Carlo solver, so named because of its reliance upon 

chance and probability to produce transport solutions.  In contrast to the deterministic 

methods, stochastic codes can be said to approximately solve an exact model of physics 

and geometry.  These solvers follow the history of individual particles and simulate the 

probabilistic nature of their interactions using pseudorandom numbers.  The events, 

histories, and track-lengths traversing various regions are recorded and integrated to 

approximate the transport solution with some associated value of statistical uncertainty.  

These calculations are often more computationally “expensive” and require methods of 

variance reduction to expedite the calculation.  Some examples of Monte Carlo codes that 

can approximate shielding solutions include MCNP6 (Goorley et al., 2012b, p. 6), KENO 

(Petrie and Landers, 1984), and GEANT4 (Agostinelli et al., 2003). 

2.4 Fundamental Interactions 

2.4.1 Cross sections 

Selection and analysis of materials in nuclear systems are driven not only by their thermal 

and mechanical properties, but often more importantly by their unique nuclear 
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characteristics.  Radiation interactions with matter are probabilistic events in which the 

likelihood of any one of a variety of possible interactions is primarily a function of incident 

particle type and energy, as well as material composition, with additional effects 

attributable to material temperature.  The probability of each type of interaction is 

quantified in terms of a ‘cross-section’.  In its most basic form, or ‘microscopic cross-

section’ denoted by lower case sigma, 𝜎, this value has units of area (cm2 or ‘barn’).  This 

would seem a peculiar method of representing probability, but when this value of 

microscopic cross section is multiplied by the number density of atoms in a given region 

of material then it indeed produces a value of probability per unit path length (cm-1), 

deemed ‘macroscopic cross-section’ and is denoted by the upper case sigma, Σ.  As in 

Σ = 𝜎𝑁 

where 𝑁 represents number density of atoms per unit volume of material.  While 

microscopic cross-sections are intrinsic properties of each individual nuclide, macroscopic 

cross sections are extrinsic properties that depend upon material density and may be 

combined with multiple nuclides to produce a single compound macroscopic cross section 

for a given material.   

Quantities of radiation may be defined in terms of the number of particles that traverse a 

hypothetical sphere of an arbitrary cross-sectional area.  The fundamental units of intensity 

are then quantified per this area, deemed fluence and often represented by 𝜑 (cm-2), or by 

the rate thereof, deemed flux and represented as 𝜙 (cm-2 s-1).  The incremental change in 
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flux for a beam of particles passing through material can be defined simply as the product 

of flux and the macroscopic cross section, shown as 

−
𝑑𝜙

𝑑𝑥
= 𝜎𝑁𝜙 = Σ𝜙 

which may be solved to produce a fundamental equation for exponential attenuation when 

generalized to values of intensity.  In this case it is shown as 

𝜙(𝑥) = 𝜙0𝑒−𝜎𝑁𝑥 = 𝜙0𝑒−Σ𝑥 

and is a valid approximation for shielding in certain idealized conditions.  In many cases a 

buildup factor must be applied, as discussed in following sections.  By convention, 

macroscopic cross sections associated with photon attenuation are generally expressed in 

terms of an attenuation coefficient 𝜇, and the more intrinsic value of (𝜇/𝜌) is often provided 

as tabulated density-independent values for various materials. 

A number of values associated with material cross sections may be used in the design and 

analysis of radiation shielding.  Materials may be characterized by their ‘half-value layer’ 

or ‘tenth-value layer’ which is the thickness required to attenuate an incident beam of 

radiation at a specific energy such that one half or one tenth of the original intensity exits 

the opposite face of the shield layer, respectively.  The term ‘relaxation length’ is a similar 

value, defined as the distance required to attenuate a beam to 1 𝑒⁄  of its original intensity.  

This is identical to the value of ‘mean free path’ which is equal to (1/Σ) for neutrons or 

(1/𝜇) for photons, and can also be expressed as 𝜆.  In the case of neutrons, which tend to 

behave in a far more diffusive manner at lower energies, relaxation lengths tend to be 
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determined empirically or approximated through more complex applications of Boltzmann 

transport theory (Duderstadt and Hamilton, 1976; Martin, 2013; Shultis and Faw, 2010). 

2.4.2 Neutron Collisions 

Neutrons are produced primarily in the fission reactions within a reactor core, and are 

emitted from their originating nuclei at a relatively high velocity and kinetic energy.  These 

are deemed ‘fast neutrons’.  Their probability of interaction, specifically for absorption 

reactions, is considerably less than that of neutrons traveling at lower velocities.  The 

probability of elastic scattering tends to remain relatively constant regardless of neutron 

energy, though, so the dominant interaction mechanism will be through elastic scatter until 

the neutron reduces its kinetic energy.  Kinetic energy is shed through repeated collisions 

with nuclei in a process termed “moderation”. The kinetic energy, 𝐸, of a neutron after 

undergoing an elastic collision can be approximated with simple mechanics as  

𝐸 = 𝐸0 [
(1 + 𝛼) + (1 − 𝛼)cos (𝜃)

2
] (2.4.2-1) 

 

where 𝛼 = (
𝑀−𝑚

𝑀+𝑚
)

2

,  𝑚 is the mass of the incident neutron, 𝑀 represents the mass of the 

target nucleus, 𝜃 is the center-of-mass scattering angle, and 𝐸0 is the kinetic energy of the 

incident neutron.  For a head-on collision this simplifies as 

𝐸 = 𝐸0 [
𝑀 − 𝑚

𝑀 + 𝑚
]

2

 (2.4.2-2) 

 

From this approximation it can be readily seen that targets composed of lighter nuclei will 
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cause a greater reduction in the kinetic energy of the incident neutron.  In the most extreme 

example of head-on collision of a neutron incident on a stationary hydrogen nucleus, which 

has approximately the same nuclear mass as a neutron, it is apparent that the target nucleus 

will carry away the entire kinetic energy of the incident neutron in a single collision.  For 

this reason, materials with light nuclei (low-Z) are preferred for neutron shielding 

applications, particularly hydrogenous materials. 

2.4.3 Photon Collisions 

As with neutrons, photons have neutral charge and travel unimpeded between discrete 

collisions in matter.  Unlike neutrons, however, photons interact predominantly with the 

electrons and electromagnetic field that surround the atom’s nucleus, rather than with the 

nucleus itself.  For this reason, materials with the greatest number of electrons per unit of 

mass provide the most efficient gamma shielding.  The interaction at each collision point 

is a probabilistic event that depends strongly upon the energy of the incident photon.  For 

the energy range of gammas produced by fission and the resulting progeny, three 

interactions dominate.   

The most dominant of these interactions, for the ‘medium’ energy range of most interest in 

photon shielding and dosimetry, is Compton scatter.  In these events, the photon interacts 

with a free or loosely bound (outer shell) electron and imparts a portion of its kinetic energy 

that is transferred to the recoil electron.  The resulting angles of the electron and photon 

are coupled, and are related to the amount of energy transferred in the interaction.  The 

Compton scattered photon can potentially emerge in any direction with a new reduced 
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energy, but scatter tends to be biased more to the forward directions.  A single photon may 

undergo multiple Compton scatters, depositing energy by way of the recoil electron along 

the way until the chain of photons is eventually terminated by some other interaction.  The 

probability of Compton scatter is dependent upon electron density, which is directly 

proportional to Z, and is inversely proportional to the particle incident energy (Martin, 

2013). 

Photoelectric absorption is the most dominant interaction for lower energy photons, in 

which the incident photon interacts with a bound orbital electron and imparts sufficient 

energy to eject the electron from its shell.  This typically happens with the inner shell 

electrons, which are ejected with the same kinetic energy of the incident photon minus the 

binding energy of the particular orbit.  As the electron is removed, its vacancy must be 

filled by electrons in higher shells and will thus produce the characteristic x-ray associated 

with the difference in binding energy.  The probability of photoelectric effect interactions 

is proportional to Z5 and is inversely proportional E3.  Thus, the effect is greatly enhanced 

in high-Z materials and is dominant only in the lower range of energies, although there is 

always some finite probability at any energy (Martin, 2013). 

For higher energy photons with a minimum threshold energy of 1.022 MeV, pair 

production becomes increasingly probable as energy increases.  The probability of pair 

production increases as a function of Z2 for materials such that for higher Z materials, pair 

production eventually becomes the dominant interaction at high energies.  In these events, 

the photon interacts with the strong electromagnetic field surrounding the nucleus and 

spontaneously converts its pure kinetic energy into mass.  This produces an electron-
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positron pair, consuming the 1.022 MeV threshold energy from the incident photon energy 

in the production of mass, with the remaining energy distributed between the electron 

(sometimes referred to as a negatron) and the positron, which is in fact antimatter.  The 

kinetic energy of the two particles is split, with an added ‘kick’ of velocity from the 

positively charged nucleus that results in a higher kinetic energy for the positron.  The 

electron is generally ejected from the local region, gradually shedding its energy by 

ionization and bremsstrahlung production along its tortuous path.  The positron is attracted 

to nearby electrons, and will quickly spin its way down to contact one.  At this point, 

antimatter recombines with matter and annihilates, now producing pure energy from mass 

in the form of two 511 keV photons ejected in opposite directions when observed in the 

center-of-momentum frame of reference (Martin, 2013). 

2.4.4 Buildup factor 

Calculations for photon attenuation are complicated by the fact that particles attenuated 

from the incident flux are generally not simply absorbed and removed from the problem.  

Instead, they tend to be scattered in the shielding media and a substantial fraction of that 

scattered component is still likely to exit the shield in the direction of the original dose 

target.   

Empirical correction factors have been formulated for specific materials and thicknesses to 

correct for this discrepancy, known as ‘Buildup factors’.  These can be defined as a simple 

ratio, as in (Angelo and Buden, 1985) 
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𝐵(𝜇𝑥) ≡
true flux w/ buildup

thin geometry flux
=

𝜙𝑏

𝜙0𝑒−𝜇𝑥
 

 

(2.4.4-1) 

And may be applied as a correction factor as 

𝜙𝑏 = 𝜙0𝐵(𝜇𝑥)𝑒−𝜇𝑥 
 

(2.4.4-2) 

2.4.5 Dose to Humans 

Radiation dose is traditionally measured and quantified as average energy deposition 

within a given volume of known mass, deemed “absorbed dose” (D).  Values of absorbed 

dose caused by photons have been studied and correlated to known health effects.  Other 

radiations that cause dense regions of ionization are known to cause greater biological 

harm, or equivalent dose (HT), for identical quantities of absorbed dose in a given tissue 

(T).  In typical dosimetry applications, this difference in Relative Biological Effectiveness 

(RBE) is corrected by simple radiation weighting factors (wR) for each radiation type (R).  

These are applied to the value of absorbed dose (DT,R) averaged over an organ, with wR 

equal to 1 for photons & electrons; 2 for protons; 20 for heavy ions, etc., so that:   

𝐻𝑇,𝑅 = 𝑤𝑅 ∙ 𝐷𝑇,𝑅 
 

(2.4.5-1) 

For mixed radiation fields, the total equivalent dose (HT) is calculated by summing the 

various contributions: 

𝐻𝑇 = ∑ 𝐻𝑇,𝑅

𝑅

= ∑ 𝑤𝑅 ∙ 𝐷𝑇,𝑅

𝑅

 

 

(2.4.5-2) 
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This can then be corrected with a set of tissue weighting factors (wt) applied for each organ 

to determine the effective dose (E) that serves as a risk estimate for long-term effects 

(ICRP, 2007): 

𝐸 = ∑ 𝑤𝑇 ∙ 𝐻𝑇

𝑇

 
(2.4.5-3) 

This method functions well for terrestrial applications in which photons, neutrons, and 

electrons tend to dominate the radiation dose hazard.  However, this method is not suited 

to dosimetry for space radiation, for which dose is dominated by a varied flux of charged 

particles.  In such cases, applying the basic radiation weighting factor of 20 for all HZE 

interactions would be tend to be overly conservative (ICRP, 2007).  A method is instead 

recommended by NCRP 132 (NCRP, 2000) for space dosimetry in Low Earth Orbit (LEO) 

that employs the factor for radiation quality (Q) as a function of the linear energy transfer 

(LET) as provided by ICRP-60 (ICRP, 1991).  Dose equivalent is traditionally expressed 

simply as: 

𝐻 = 𝐷 ∙ 𝑄(𝐿) (2.4.5-4) 

where (L) represents LET = dE/dx, and Q(L) is unity for (L) less than 10 keV/µm, increases 

gradually to 30 for (L) up to 100 keV/µm, and decreases thereafter due to the increased 

probability of cell death that does not contribute to cancer effects.  The use of quality factor 

as a correction for absorbed dose results in point-location values of “dose equivalent” (H), 

rather than the “equivalent dose” as obtained by the weighting factor method.  To take 
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advantage of existing tissue weighting factors for data that includes radiation quality, dose 

is determined as a tissue-averaged value as recommended by ICRU (ICRU, 1993): 

𝐻𝑇 =
1

𝑚
∫ 𝑑𝑚

𝑚

 ∫ 𝑄(𝐿) ∙ 𝜙𝑇(𝐿) ∙ 𝐿 𝑑𝐿 
(2.4.5-5) 

where 𝜙𝑇(𝐿) represents the fluence of particles through organ T, in the differential 

increment of LET (L + dL) (Durante and Cucinotta, 2011; Knoll, 2010).  Investigations 

continue for development of dosimetry methods in deep space (NCRP, 2006) and research 

has shown significant evidence toward the importance of track structure and charge rather 

than simple LET to approximate RBE (Durante and Cucinotta, 2011; Katz et al., 1972).   

 

2.4.6 Nuclear Heating 

Nuclear heating is an important consideration in any nuclear system.  It may be a desired 

effect, such as in a power reactor, or it may occur as a nuisance, such as in shielding and 

structural components.  Regardless, it is important to quantify this property and understand 

its implications.  Nuclear heating occurs through the interaction of charged particles as they 

slow within a material.  For neutrons, heating rate is proportional to the flux of neutrons 

and is driven by the kinetic energy of charged particles and recoil nuclei generated by 

absorption reactions.  For photons, heating rate is also proportional to flux but is driven by 

the kinetic energy of photon interactions such as electron-positron pairs and photoelectric 

capture recoil. Heating is thus generally related to the KERMA, or Kinetic Energy Released 

in Material, calculated as 
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𝐻(𝐸) = ∑ ∑ 𝜌𝑖𝑘𝑖𝑗(𝐸)𝜙(𝐸)

𝑗𝑖

 (2.4.6-1) 

 

where 𝜌𝑖 is the number density of material 𝑖, 𝑘𝑖𝑗(𝐸) is the KERMA coefficient for material 

𝑖 and reaction 𝑗 with incident energy 𝐸, and 𝜙(𝐸) is the neutron or photon scalar flux at 

the energy 𝐸 (MacFarlane and Kahler, 2010). 

 

2.5 Materials 

2.5.1 Lithium Hydride 

Lithium Hydride (LiH) was used extensively for shielding applications in the SNAP reactor 

program, and manufacturing techniques were refined gradually over several years of 

development.  The main enticing feature of the material, as with other metal hydrides, is 

the high concentration of hydrogen that serves as an ideal moderator of neutrons.  Lithium 

hydride in fact provides a greater density of hydrogen nuclei than even pure hydrogen, 

which is particularly voluminous even as a condensed cryogenic liquid.  Internal heating 

was considered a major concern, though, mainly attributable to the exothermic (n,t) 

reaction of neutron absorption in the Li-6 isotope in which the excess energy, 𝑄, is 

distributed to the triton and alpha.  This is shown as 

𝐿𝑖3
6 + 𝑛0

1 →  𝐻1
3 + 𝐻𝑒2

4 + 𝑄 (4.78 𝑀𝑒𝑉) 

Li-6 accounts for only 7.5 atomic percent abundance in natural lithium, but accounts for 

nearly all of the total absorption and heating for thermal and epithermal neutrons.  This can 
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be seen in the plots of principle cross sections and heating coefficients for the two isotopes 

shown in Figure 2.5-1 and Figure 2.5-2.   

 

 

 
 

Figure 2.5-1  Principle cross sections of Li-6 and Li-7 isotopes.  (LANL T2, 2011) 
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Figure 2.5-2   Heating coefficients of Li-6 and Li-7 isotopes.  (LANL T2, 2011) 

 

It is possible to enrich lithium in the Li-7 isotope, which accounts for 92.5 atomic percent 

in natural abundance, though the cost of enrichment can be restrictive.   

Despite the heat production caused by this neutron absorption reaction of Li-6, the process 

emits no significant photons as secondary particles.  Absorption of neutrons in hydrogen 

is still problematic in terms of secondary photon production, though, with the (𝑛, 𝛾) 

reaction described as 
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𝐻1
1 + 𝑛0

1 →  𝐻1
2 + 𝛾 (2.2 𝑀𝑒𝑉) 

It is also worth noting that this absorption reaction, with its high energy secondary gamma, 

also drives the majority of dose caused by thermal neutrons when absorbed within the 

human body. 

Besides the favorable nuclear properties, lithium hydride provides a couple of other 

benefits.  It has a relatively high melting temperature of 960 K, especially compared to 

other hydrogenous materials such as polymers.  It is also has a very low solid density of 

0.76 g/cc, and a relatively low dissociation pressure such that hydrogen off-gassing may 

be prevented with low-pressure containment.  A host of problems remain, however, 

including the material’s tendency to swell with irradiation.  Swelling can be countered by 

maintaining the material at a high temperature during irradiation, with an ideal operating 

temperature range determined to be between 600 and 680 K (Barattino et al., 1985; Welch, 

1974).  LiH has poor thermal conductivity, however, so maintaining a uniform temperature 

within such a narrow band will prove to be a significant engineering challenge when 

subjected to high radiation fluxes such as is present in a nuclear thermal rocket engine.  

LiH also expands by up to 25 percent upon melting, which mandates a strict limit on its 

upper temperature and complicates manufacturing.  It must be encapsulated, as it is brittle, 

chemically reactive, and susceptible to hydrogen dissociation.  The most practical 

manufacturing method is casting, however the density difference between its solid and 

molten states results in significant fracturing and opening of void space within the vessel 

that must be backfilled with lithium metal.  These are all significant engineering 
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complications that must be addressed, and the facilities in which to perform the required 

technology development are limited (Kaszubinski, 1973). 

Still, lithium hydride continues to prevail as the most mass-efficient neutron shield, at least 

in theory.  In practice, however, the cost and complication for a relatively unproven 

technology may favor another material even if at the expense of some mass-efficiency.  

2.5.2 Boron Carbide 

By contrast, boron carbide (B4C) generally stands out as the most effective neutron shield 

per unit volume, but with a mass penalty in the neutron shield of about 20% greater than 

that of a lithium hydride shield.  As a ceramic, B4C has better thermal conductivity, 

mechanical integrity, and chemical stability.  Although its moderating capacity is reduced 

by the absence of hydrogen, it does provide some moderation and absorbs with production 

of relatively low-energy secondary gammas.  The primary method of absorption is 

characterized by the following interactions 

𝐵5
10 + 𝑛0

1 →  

𝐿𝑖3
7 + 𝐻𝑒2

4 + 𝛾 (0.48 𝑀𝑒𝑉) + 𝑄 (2.31 𝑀𝑒𝑉) [94%]
 
 

𝐿𝑖3
7 + 𝐻𝑒2

4  + 𝑄 (2.79 𝑀𝑒𝑉)                                 [6%]

 

and the energy dependence and comparison of interaction cross sections is demonstrated 

in Figure 2.5-3.   
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Figure 2.5-3  Principle cross sections of B-10 and B-11 isotopes.  (LANL T2, 2011) 
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Figure 2.5-4 - Heating coefficients of B-10 and B-11 isotopes.  (LANL T2, 2011) 

 

Boron carbide is currently manufactured in large quantities at relatively low cost, and 

although use of enriched boron-10 would increase cost above that of off-the-shelf products, 

those manufacturing processes are relatively well-proven and are readily available.  The 

material also has a long history of use in the nuclear industry, and deleterious effects of 

helium production and the resulting material destructing would likely not be of major 

concern for the short expected operating lifetime of a nuclear thermal propulsion engine 

(Maruyama et al., 1997).  
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3 BACKGROUND 

3.1 Shield Sizing and Performance Requirements 

Radiation shielding design presents a unique challenge for spacecraft as the effects of 

neutron and gamma radiation emitted from the reactor provide an interface to several 

external systems.  These effects provide limiting conditions on the performance of a 

radiation shield.  Shield capabilities must be balanced against requirements to minimize 

shield mass and also withstand the necessary thermal and mechanical stresses.  Those 

performance targets may be categorized in three parts:  (1) radiation dose to the human 

crew, (2) damage to radiation-sensitive components, and (3) thermal energy deposition in 

propellant and structural components. 

3.1.1 Crew Dose 

Among these performance requirements, minimizing radiation dose to the crew would 

seem to be the greatest concern.  This is certainly true for spacecraft design and mission 

planning, but it should be noted that any crewed long-mission spacecraft will require at 

least one region of the habitat that is more heavily shielded for protection during solar 

particle events.  Onboard water and pantry supplies also provide a significant amount of 

shielding.  More importantly, the vast stores of propellant and long separation distance 

between crew and engines mean that radiation dose from the engines will be entirely 

negligible for most of the mission.  Only in the last minutes of engine use, as the propellant 

tanks are emptied, will any appreciable radiation flux reach the crew habitat.  Radiation 

dose from the propulsion system must still be minimized, as any accumulated dose will be 
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in addition to the high expected dose caused by the space radiation environment.  Total 

dose limits for long-duration space exploration are not yet fully defined, but some 

guidelines for short term determinist effects (Table 3.1-1) and long term stochastic effects 

(Table 3.1-2) are currently available from a recent NASA Standard (NASA, 2014). 

Table 3.1-1 Dose limits for Short-Term or Career Non-Cancer Effects (in mGy-Eq. or 

mGy) [STD-3001] 

Organ 30-day limit 1-year limit Career 

Lens 1,000 mGy-Eq 2,000 mGy-Eq 4,000 mGy-Eq 

Skin 1,500 3,000 6,000 

BFO 250 500 Not applicable 

Circulatory 

system 
250 500 1000 

CNS 500 mGy 1,000 mGy 1,500 mGy 

CNS (Z≥10) - 100 mGy 250 mGy 

 

Table 3.1-2 Example effective dose limits for 1-yr missions resulting in 3% risk of 

exposure-induced death, assuming equal organ dose equivalent for all tissues and no prior 

occupational radiation exposure [STD-3001] 

 Females Males 

Age 

(yr) 

Avg US Adult 

Population 

Never-

Smoker 

Avg US Adult 

Population 

Never-

Smokers 

30 0.44 Sv 0.60 Sv 0.63 Sv 0.78 Sv 

40 0.48 Sv 0.70 Sv 0.70 Sv 0.88 Sv 

50 0.54 Sv 0.82 Sv 0.77 Sv 1.00 Sv 

60 0.64 Sv 0.98 Sv 0.90 Sv 1.17 Sv 
 

3.1.2 Material Dose 

Some components in a nuclear propulsion system may be sensitive to radiation damage, 

particularly in the case of electronic control circuits and motorized actuators.  Other 

susceptible materials include such ‘soft’ organic materials as adhesive, electrical 

insulation, rubber, plastic, and lubricants.  Extensive work in the field of radiation 
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hardening for aerospace applications (electronics) and terrestrial nuclear applications 

(pumps, valves, and motors) will provide a wealth of options for system design. In the 

worst cases in which hardened materials may not be available, sensitive electronics and 

other components may be placed within the protection of an existing shield or utilize spot-

shielding as needed.  Therefore, component radiation damage is considered unlikely to be 

the driving factor for radiation shield design.   

3.1.3 Propellant Heating 

Maximum tolerable levels of radiation flux emitted from the engine system are primarily 

limited by the thermal effects of radiation absorption.  Absorption of nuclear radiation 

energy dramatically increases the heating rate within cryogenic propellant during engine 

operation.  LH2 must be actively maintained at cryogenic temperatures as heating results 

in boil-off and requires venting to avoid excess pressurization.  Electric cryocoolers may 

be able to maintain necessary temperatures and pressures during periods of storage with 

engines powered down, and can also be used to pre-chill propellant to overcome the effects 

of nuclear heating.  However, depending upon the engine placement and shield mass, 

power deposition on the order of 100 kW could reasonably be expected to deposit in the 

propellant during a burn.  This is well beyond the capacity of electric cryocooler systems, 

but can still be mitigated with fluid controls and effective staging design.   

Direct heating of propellant occurs in two ways.  First, neutrons are slowed and absorbed 

in the aft portion of the propellant tank closest to the engine, producing significant local 

heating at the tank wall that diminishes quickly with increased depth.  Second, gamma ray 
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photons absorbed throughout the tank volume produce a bulk heating effect that is more 

pronounced at the aft portion of the tank, but not with the extreme gradient caused by 

neutron heating.  Indirect heating of propellant also occurs due to nuclear heating in 

structural components and tank walls.  Monte Carlo simulations of a reference reactor and 

shield design show that fast neutrons emitted from the reactor typically deposit around one 

fifth of the total energy deposited by photons.  The maximum energy density deposited by 

neutrons at the engine-facing surface is several times that deposited by photons, but is 

almost entirely absorbed within the first 50 cm of liquid hydrogen (Figure 3.1-1). 

 

 

The localized nature of nuclear heating results in a complex heat distribution that changes 

throughout the duration of an engine burn.  Vehicle acceleration, coupled with the density 

gradient due to heating, also induces convective flows that drive the aft-heated fluids 

counter to the pump-driven outflow.  This phenomenon is also seen in studies of more 
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Figure 3.1-1   Example nuclear heating profile comparing neutron and gamma 

contributions for a 3-engine cluster with cylindrical LiH-S.S. and tungsten shield. 
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traditional externally heated tank walls in spacecraft (Bailey et al., 2012; Harper and 

Tellep, 2012). These processes counteract one another, with preferential accumulation of 

heated propellant in the fore section and preferential nuclear heating of propellant in the 

aft section.  The resulting dynamics are dependent upon several factors such as the flow 

rate of propellant pumped from the tank into the engine, the radiation flux entering the aft 

face of the tank, and the presence of any mitigating devices to direct the flow of propellant 

inside of the tank.  Accumulation of stratified layers of heated propellant can likely be 

avoided with careful design of baffling and mixing devices inside of the propellant tank 

(Douglas Aircaft Company, Inc, 1961).  A set of possible scenarios are sketched in Figure 

3.1-2. 

(Warmer)

(Cooler)

Convective
Flow

Nuclear Heating

Pump 
Inlet

Nuclear Heating

Pump 
Inlet

Baffling

Ullage
Ullage

Nuclear Heating

Pump 
Inlet

Ullage

Stratified

 

Figure 3.1-2. (Left) Thermal stratification of heated propellant near the ullage interface or fore-

end (top) of tank.  Propellant temperature entering the pump is highest at end of burn.  (Center) 

Local mixing forces immediate consumption of heated propellant and prevents buildup of heated 

fluid near end of burn. (Right) Complete mixing homogenizes thermal distribution. 
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Pumping liquid propellant out of the tank vacates more ullage space and drives down the 

vapor pressure, thus requiring a repressurization system fed by heated propellant sourced 

from the engine system.  If that repressurization is limited or removed, then propellant at 

the liquid-gas interface is permitted to boil off and thus pulls heat out of the remaining 

liquid through evaporative cooling.  This effect could be used to maintain propellant 

conditioning, but such cooling strategies are complicated by the large separating distance 

between the heated fluid mass and the liquid-gas interface where most cooling occurs.  This 

strategy is even more complex when considering the use of multiple tanks in which the 

ullage expands in an entirely separate tank from that which is receiving the majority of 

radiation flux.  Maximum permissible flux to the propellant is not yet fully defined, which 

presents the largest challenge in moving toward establishing a single point-design for a 

radiation shield. 

3.1.4 Design Principles 

Neutron shielding typically occurs in multiple stages for each individual neutron.  First, in 

the case of high energy neutrons, the kinetic energy must be shed by nuclear collisions.  

Elastic collisions with heavy nuclei such as lead or tungsten will have little effect on the 

kinetic energy of the incident neutron due to the conservation of momentum.  Kinetic 

energy is more effectively shed by collisions with lighter atoms such as carbon, beryllium, 

and especially hydrogen.  With each scattering collision, the neutron sheds more energy 

and subsequently increases the chance of absorption in a receptive nucleus.  The probability 

of absorption is typically highest for the lowest energy, or thermal, neutrons.  A purely 
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elastic scattering shield, such as beryllium, is not considered effective as the scattered 

neutrons will eventually exit the shield and be absorbed elsewhere.  Rather, the neutron 

shield needs to slow and then also capture the incident neutron flux.  Inclusion of nuclides 

with a high absorption cross section is desirable then, but neutron capture typically 

produces some form of secondary radiation emission.  Shields that use absorbers producing 

high energy gamma ray photons must then also account for a third stage in the neutron 

shielding process by absorbing these penetrating secondaries.  Photon shielding is, by 

comparison, a much simpler task.  Photons are scattered and absorbed through electron 

interactions, and are best attenuated by materials with a high charge density (high-Z) such 

as lead, tungsten, or uranium.   

3.1.5 Mass Minimization 

In the case of a combined shield in which secondary photons are produced within the 

neutron shield, it may seem more efficient to place all of the neutron shield material 

between the reactor source and the photon shield so that fission and secondary photons are 

all captured in a single layer.  This would be true in the case of one-dimensional slabs 

where the diameter of all shield layers is constant.  In a shadow-shield, however, the shield 

material must block radiation in a geometry that is roughly defined as a cone extending 

between the outer walls of the reactor core and the outer perimeter of the propellant tank 

face.  The consequence of this geometry is that shield layers farther from the source will 

have a greater diameter and mass.  In working with a reactor-produced source, however, 

the greatest flux is concentrated along the central axis and the periphery of a cylindrical 
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shadow shield may be trimmed or chamfered at its corners to reduce unnecessary mass.  

Optimization for the placement of individual layers is used to account for this effect.  

3.1.6 Thermal Management 

Substantial heating occurs within the shield due to radiation absorption and collision 

processes.  Radiation transport tools can provide information on the deposition rates of 

radiation, and therefore provide heat production rates across a spatial mesh.  However, 

thermodynamics and heat transfer are not directly modeled and must be coupled with other 

methods or software in order to properly evaluate thermal effects.  In a separate early study 

(Caffrey et al., 2015), such analyses were performed  for representative designs featuring 

boron carbide neutron shield material, assumed as a pebble bed design with bulk material 

density adjusted to account for effective packing density.  LiH was also considered in this 

analysis as part of a multicomponent neutron shield to mitigate fast neutron leakage, but 

its poor thermal conductivity and stringent thermal requirements preclude its use in 

locations immediately adjacent to reactor components.   

As a ceramic, B4C features reasonable thermal conductivity and very high temperature 

limits, particularly when compared against other neutron shielding materials.  Its hardness 

and chemical stability also permit some added flexibility in design, although manufacturing 

techniques are limited.  An enticing option is the use of a pebble bed design that allows 

generous cooling flow while minimizing radiation streaming paths.  Pebble beds may also 

allow for ample opportunity to mix flow streams from multiple inlets prior to injection into 
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the core.  One concern for this option, however, is the magnitude of pressure drop across 

the shield and its negative impact on engine system power balance.   
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4 METHODS 

4.1 Monte Carlo Calculations 

Most results reported here are determined through Monte Carlo radiation transport 

calculations in the MCNP6.1 transport code from Los Alamos National Laboratory 

(LANL) available through the Radiation Safety Information Computational Center 

(RSICC) (Goorley et al., 2012a).  Source terms were generated in an MCNP6 model of a 

low-enriched reactor core design featuring tungsten composite fuel and a large fraction of 

moderating tie-tubes.  A broad discussion of techniques relevant to dose and shielding 

calculations in MCNP are provided in Kiedrowski’s criticality alarm primer (Kiedrowski, 

2012), many of which are addressed herein. 

4.1.1 Source production 

Source term descriptions for nuclear reactors can be produced fairly easily for low-fidelity 

calculations, particularly if the regions of interest are sufficiently far from the surface of 

the core.  In such cases, estimates of total flux can be affixed to a generalized shape 

approximating that of the reactor and exiting flux can be assigned to the outer surfaces of 

the reactor or to some outer surface (real or imaginary) that encapsulates the core and any 

proximate secondary sources if so desired.   

For components and regions that are close to a reactor core such approximations break 

down, given that exiting flux varies widely over the surface of the reactor.  One obvious 

effect is that the bulk scalar flux of radiation increases with increased proximity to the core 

centerline, either axially or radially.  Some less obvious effects include the changes in 
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angular flux and energy spectra associated with relative position along the outer surface of 

the core.  For instance, the centerpoint on the axis of a cylindrical core (call it the “North 

pole”) would have a bias for particles emitted in the 90° N direction due to its position 

relative to the high-flux central region of the core.  Likewise, a point along the central band 

(the “equator”) of the cylinder would have a bias for particles emitted in the 0° directions, 

and points along the upper rim of a square cylinder would have a bias for particles emitted 

at 45° N.  Furthermore, the spectrum of energy may be hardened at such periphery locations 

due to increased self-shielding effects, or may be otherwise altered by increased production 

of secondary radiation from interactions in coolant or structure. 

It is not possible to use the standard source definitions of MCNP to produce a fixed 

discretized source that accurately reflects all of these dependencies.  It is possible to 

produce distributions of particle energy and angle, but such angles are described only by a 

single cosine parameter.  This parameter reflects only the relative angle from the axis 

normal to the emitting surface (i.e. ‘elevation’ or ‘altitude’) and assumes equal distribution 

along the 360° azimuthal rotation.  Even if such definitions were available in the SDEF 

functions of MCNP, the resulting source definition would likely be prohibitively complex 

and would require a significant amount of automation to produce or interpret.  Therefore, 

if utilizing a fixed source, approximations must be made regarding the angular distribution 

of particles around the emitting surfaces.  Alternatively, the particles emitted from a 

KCODE run or from a banked surface source (SSR/SSW) may instead be analyzed, though 

at the expense of some functionality and at the cost of computational expense. 
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4.1.2 Activation Sources 

Neutron activation of material in and around the reactor core is often included in the 

definition of photon sources, however it should be noted that this is, at best, a second-order 

effect in cases where the reactor fission core remains fixed in its original location.  The 

presence of fission products within the reactor core will almost always dominate the photon 

source term after shutdown by at least an order of magnitude.  Thus, activation becomes a 

primary concern when considering reentry into an area after the core is removed or when 

an activated component is removed from the vicinity of the reactor core.  In the present 

study, it is assumed that the reactor is a fixed component of the spacecraft and therefore 

activations sources are excluded in most analyses, as they require far more computational 

expense and model complexity with minimal added value.   

It is possible to track activation within MCNP6 using the built-in ACT card that leverages 

CINDER90 for transformation and decay data (Wilson et al., 1995).  A brief comparison 

of the relative leakage rate of photons exiting the core assembly from fission products and 

from activation products is shown in Figure 4.1-1.   The results indicate that activation 

sources contribute only 2-3% of the total photon energy exiting the core, beginning 

immediately after shutdown. 
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Figure 4.1-1. Comparison of delayed photon leakage rate in a reactor core.  Values 

represent mean photon energy exiting the core in all directions over time after a single 

fission, expressed in MeV per second per fission event.   

 

4.1.3 Source normalization 

Simulation of reactor criticality in MCNP does not explicitly behave as it would in a true 

reactor, particularly in terms of treatments for time and power generation.  Instead, the 

particle transport model requires only the minimal number of simulated neutrons that can 

represent a well-distributed fission source in the reactor.  It is assumed here that the state 
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of criticality is independent of total neutron population, and thus power generation, and 

compares neutron population between calculation cycles.  In order to normalize any results 

from a simulation to a physical unit of reactor power, the user must determine a 

normalization constant C that relates the average number of neutrons produced in the 

reactor per fission, �̅�, to the average energy produced per fission, Q.   

𝐶 =
𝜈

𝑄
 (4.1.3-1) 

 

In practice, this would be calculated with conversion factors to directly relate the neutron 

production rate to reactor power in terms of wattage over a given time interval, as in 

(4.1.3-2). 

(
1 𝐽 𝑠⁄

1𝑊
) (

1 𝑀𝑒𝑉

1.6𝐸 − 13𝐽
) (

1 𝐹𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛

~200 𝑀𝑒𝑉
) (

2.445 𝑛𝑒𝑢𝑡𝑟𝑜𝑛𝑠

1 𝐹𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛
) = 7.64𝐸10

𝑛

𝑊 ∙ 𝑠
 (4.1.3-2) 

4.1.4 Surface sources (SSR/SSW) 

MCNP permits the recording of fully characterized radiation tracks passing through a 

defined surface or produced within a given cell.  The user can apply this ‘Surface Source 

Write’ (SSW) functionality within a criticality calculation to capture the particle fluence 

exiting the reactor boundaries.  With careful consideration, subsequent calculations can 

utilize the ‘Surface Source Read’ (SSR) functionality to recreate the same radiation 

environment around the reactor with no need to track the dense population of neutrons 

within the core.  The internal radiation environment would not be expected to change 
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significantly between shielding design iterations, so the SSW/SSR functionality provides 

orders of magnitude in time savings for shielding design analysis. 

Proper definition of the track recording surfaces is important, as there are a handful of 

pitfalls that can lead to mischaracterization of the exiting flux for a source system.  For 

instance, if the reactor system is not entirely convex, then it is possible for exiting radiation 

to be recorded more than once.  The source-producing body can be replaced with a void of 

zero importance, such that tracks reentering the source region are killed and double-tracks 

are thereby avoided.  If placing a shield or other component within the concave region of 

a complex source surface, however, the duplicate particle may interact with the outside 

system prior to being killed off.   

There are at least two approaches to correct for this problem.  First, the surface recording 

envelope may be truncated to cut off a portion of the source geometry at the concave region.  

The remaining geometry must be included in each of the later runs, however, which 

increases computational expense.  It also complicates the selection of fission and capture 

transport options (namely the NONU fission and capture physics options), particularly if 

any material within the truncated source region contributes particles from criticality.  

Second, the surface recording envelope may be expanded such that the concave portions 

of the source geometry are not wrapped closely by the recording surface.  This eliminates 

the possibility of placing other bodies within the concave region, but has the advantage of 

allowing the entire source body to be voided and eliminated from the computation.  Each 

method was used in this work, selected on a case-by-case basis depending upon the goal 

of the calculation. 
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Shield

REACTOR
VOID

(Imp=0)

VOID
(Imp=0)
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(Imp 0)

Double 
Track

a. b.

c. d.

 

Figure 4.1-2. Example of some double-counting pitfalls for surface sources.  A) Initial 

source run with tracks written (SSW) at boundary surfaces. B) Surface source is read (SSR) 

with a voided, zero-importance source region to kill off reintruding tracks.  C) SSR with 

non-zero-importance region produces a double-track (either void or non-void) D) An object 

within the concave source region interferes with the double-counted track prior to being 

killed in the void region.  
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Figure 4.1-3. Some mitigation strategies to maintain proper particle balance in surface 

source read/write methods.  A) Inflate recording envelope in SSW so that it is not concave 

at any point.  B) Then the resulting SSR produces only the last particle emission that would 

have occurred in a double-count scenario.  C) Truncate recording envelope in SSW to cut 

off the non-convex portion of the source geometry.  D) Keep truncated portion during SSR 

readout.  Method A/B reduces computation expense but limits shield geometry.  Method 

C/D increases computational expense on readout, but preserves full design space of 

geometry options. 
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4.1.5 Variance Reduction 

Reactor shielding problems are notoriously difficult to perform in Monte Carlo analysis.  

The nature of a successful shield means that the total number of particles exiting the shield 

system is vastly lower than those entering the system, typically by many orders of 

magnitude.  This means that out of all of the particle histories followed by the computer 

code, only an extremely small fraction will contribute to the scoring tallies of interest.  In 

order to achieve reasonable statistics within those tallies, either an astronomical number of 

total histories must be run, or some form of statistical manipulations (i.e. variance 

reduction) must be applied to the system.  A number of such techniques were applied in 

these analyses, including cell importance weighting, weight windows, energy splitting, and 

DXTRAN (a partially-deterministic method of forced collisions built into MCNP6).  The 

ADVANTG code developed at Oakridge National Laboratory has also provided an 

effective means of automatic variance reduction by calculating weight windows and 

biasing parameters based upon a deterministic calculation of the problem geometry 

(Mosher et al., 2013).  A full description of variance reduction techniques is covered in the 

MCNP user’s manual (Goorley et al., 2012a).  
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Figure 4.1-4. ADVANTG uses deterministic approximations to automatically generates 

weight-window meshes based upon a discretized mesh model of the MCNP geometry 

(Mosher et al., 2013).  Geometry mesh is visible here using VisIt visualization software 

(Childs, 2013). 

4.1.6 Tally tagging 

Tally tagging is a powerful feature that was added to MCNPX version 2.6.0 in 2008, and 

has since been incorporated into MCNP6.  The feature allows standard tallies to segregate 

their contributions by a variety of parameters including creation cell, emitting nuclide, and 

reaction type.  Particles can be tracked through their lifetime by retaining their original tags 

through elastic collisions, or can be given new tags for each elastic collision so that only 

the most recent scatter event is considered in the tally information.  This feature can also 

be used to inspect activated components and provide a detailed analysis of simulated 

secondary spectra.  (Goorley et al., 2012a; McKinney, 2008) 

4.2 Applying Optimization Methods to MCNP Transport 

The methods of steepest descent used by Bernick and Lahti (Bernick, 1963; Lahti, 1969, 

1971, 1973) as well as the method of dose-derivatives applied by Engle (Engle Jr et al., 

1971b), both discussed in the literature review, were implemented using discrete ordinates 

calculations in simple 1D slab and spherical geometries.  Such calculations may be 
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appropriate for basic estimates of relative shield thickness and layered configurations, but 

are inappropriate when attempting to construct a high-fidelity 3D shield design with 

complex geometry.  Modern transport solvers can solve such 3D problems, either through 

deterministic methods such as those used in DENOVO or ATTILA, or through Monte 

Carlo methods such as MCNP, KENO, GEANT, and many others.  The method selected 

in this work utilizes MCNP6, as it is well suited for both criticality and fixed source 

calculations, and also provides a very flexible and robust 3D geometry system. 

The benefits of utilizing a complex transport solver are counteracted by the severe penalty 

in calculation complexity and, therefore, the time required to produce a reasonable solution.  

In the case of Lahti’s method of steepest descent, effective attenuation coefficients must 

be inferred from individual perturbations for each combination of dose component and 

layer, as shown in Equation (2.2.2-3).  An alternative method may be employed, however, 

particularly for shielding geometries in which the effects of one region may be only weakly 

related to the properties of other regions.  By using cell/surface flagging and tally tagging, 

the dose contribution may be segregated to monitor the relative effects of individual 

components of the shielding system.  This permits the concurrent perturbation of several 

regions at one time, and evaluates the effects of those changes in dose components within 

fewer calculations.  This can be a useful method of concurrently developing, for instance, 

an optimized shield system of few layers but which extends radially with variable thickness 

that changes as a function of radial distance from the central axis of the system, as is 

required in the design of a shadow shield. 
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For a more flexible approach to optimization, it seems that the methods used by Lahti and 

Bernick may not be appropriate.  A genetic algorithm, by contrast, allows for nearly 

limitless exploration of geometries, and allows material properties to be quickly swapped 

and explored within a single optimization run.  Again, the computational expense becomes 

a bottle-neck for optimization, but Monte Carlo transport and genetic algorithms are both 

well-suited to massive parallelization, as each individual in a generation may have its 

fitness calculated independently from the others.  Of course, the use of variance reduction 

techniques can drastically reduce the required computation time.  More importantly, the 

optimization process can utilize simplified surrogate sources, tallies, and geometries that 

may not be accurate in terms of the true quantities of interest, but do precisely demonstrate 

the relative changes between design iterations.  The resulting set of optimal designs can 

then be reintroduced into a high-fidelity model to evaluate their effectiveness with more 

accuracy. 

4.3 Time dependent dose 

Dose rates at the crew compartment vary continuously over the duration of the mission, 

either through loss of shielding afforded by propellant while the engine is in operation or 

through the decay of fission products after engine shutdown.   The time dependent behavior 

of dose rates in a nuclear propulsion system are of vital concern, particularly as the 

propellant is drained near the end of the final burn and dose rates reach a maximum before 

final engine cutoff.    
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Figure 4.3-1  MCNP model of shield with tanks of variable fill-height.   

Time dependent dose rates may be modelled in MCNP by varying the propellant load 

within tanks of the anticipated size and shape for a given mission profile.  Dose rates would 

be expected to follow an exponentially increasing curve as the effective shielding thickness 

of propellant decreases.  Dose rates deviate from this trend only at points associated with 

the transition between stage tanks, where the geometry of the tank ends modifies the rate 

of change for effective shield thickness under constant flow rate conditions.  The system 

can be modeled with reasonable accuracy by applying an empirical exponential function 

in which the dose rate is a function of remaining propellant.  Alternatively, a logarithmic 

interpolation between the data points from the MCNP analysis can help to refine a solution.   
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Figure 4.3-2  Prompt dose rate during engine operation as a function of remaining burn 

time 

Dose rates for prompt fission photons and neutrons, as well as delayed neutrons, are 

determined by use of the MCNP surface-source read and write (SSR, SSW) cards based 

upon an initial criticality calculation.  This is a relatively simple process that only requires 

modification of the propellant load between each run to associate the dose rate at a specified 

point with the remaining propellant.  Results are determined in terms of dose contributed 

to the crew area per fission in the core, and can be easily translated to dose rate with 

knowledge of the reactor’s power level (energy per second) and effective Q-value (energy 

per fission). 

Contributions to dose from delayed photons due to buildup and decay of fission products 

are rather more complex and require a different approach.  In one such approach, 
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instantaneous dose rates are calculated for each of six energy groups introduced as a fixed 

source into the core based upon the power profile determined from analysis of the criticality 

run, as shown in Figure 4.3-3. Dose contributions are then determined per emitted particle 

within a series of photon energy groups (Figure 4.3-3).  Equation (4.1.6-1) is used to 

determine energy emission rate by a set of 𝑁𝑗 multi-exponential empirical formulas for 

each energy group j with varying production coefficients 𝛼𝑖𝑗 and accompanying effective 

half-lives 𝜆𝑖𝑗, based upon the reactor operating time 𝑡𝑜 and subsequent shutdown time 𝑡𝑠 

assuming a constant fission rate 𝑃𝑜 , the behavior of which is shown in Figure 4.3-4 (George 

et al., 1980; LaBauve et al., 1982; Shultis and Faw, 2000).   

 
 

Figure 4.3-3. Dose per emitted particle for gamma rays of varying energy groups (labeled 

by MeV) generated within the reactor core as a function of remaining propellant mass.   
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Γ𝑗(𝑡𝑜 , 𝑡𝑠) = 𝑃𝑜 ∑
𝛼𝑖𝑗

𝜆𝑖𝑗
𝑒−𝜆𝑖𝑗𝑡𝑠[1 − 𝑒−𝜆𝑖𝑗𝑡𝑜]

𝑁𝑗

𝑖=1

 (4.1.6-1) 

  

Figure 4.3-4 (Left) Energy emission rate of fission products across 6 energy groups 

(labeled in MeV) building in during steady state operation at 560 MW, and (right) Energy 

emission rate of fission products decaying after one hour of operation at 560 MW. 

 

Thus, a set of six delayed decay terms and one parallel fission term are used to create a 

series of expected dose rate contributions at discrete propellant loads, referred to here as 

‘dose rate kernels’.  These seven terms are combined within a MATLAB code to analyze 

the dose rate throughout the mission, shown in Figure 4.3-5.  The simplified model of 

operation uses two conditions for calculation at discretized time steps.  In the ‘Engines On’ 

condition, propellant is expended and all dose rate kernels increase as the effective 

thickness of propellant shielding is eliminated.  The fission source term is applied 
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throughout this condition, and buildup of delayed decay sources from fission products is 

added as an independent source term.  In the ‘Engines Off’ condition, the fission source is 

turned off and propellant load is assumed to be static while the delayed decay term stops 

building up and instead decays for the remainder of the calculation.  Subsequent engine 

cycles repeat this process and all delayed decay terms are added independently of those 

built-in during the preceding runs.  In the current model, no accounting is made for engine 

transients (startup and shutdown) and no consideration for burn-up or reabsorption in 

fission products is made.  Additional methods are available to account for reabsorption, 

though with considerable added complexity (George et al., 1982).   

 
 

Figure 4.3-5. Example dose rate history calculated in the custom MATLAB code for a 

reactor operating at 560 MW with a reference LiH/Pb shield.   
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4.4 Isoflux and Isodose Contours 

Early studies for component selection, sizing, and configuration in a nuclear propulsion 

system require a basic understanding of the radiation environment presented during engine 

operation.  Contour plots of anticipated radiation levels are especially useful in these early 

phases to provide guidance for placement of sensitive components and enable simple trades 

between materials and cost factors.  MCNP6 superimposed cylindrical FMESH tallies were 

used in an initial investigation to generate isoline contours of neutron flux and gamma dose.  

Silicon was selected as the medium for gamma dose calculations near the reactor as it 

provides a useful reference for placement of electronic components.  Where crew dose is a 

concern, conversion coefficients were applied for ambient deep dose equivalent from 

neutrons and photons (ICRP, 1996).  Alternative representations may be normalized per 

unit fission or reactor power, or may be integrated over the reactor power history to provide 

total dose or fluence.   

4.5 Other Radiation Mitigation Strategies 

A number of key parameters influence the amount of radiation imparted on the cryogenic 

storage system.  Chief among these are standoff distance from engine to storage tank as 

well as tank diameter (particularly at the aft face).  Shadow-shielding for engines close to 

a broad tank surface requires a very large diameter slab to effectively intercept the radiation 

cast from the peripheral surfaces of the core and reflector.  This problem is exacerbated for 

clustered engines where the emitting surfaces are off of the central axis.  The diameter (and 

mass) of the shield can be reduced drastically by either moving the engines farther from 
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the core stage tank or by reducing the apparent diameter of the tank at the aft side.  This is 

especially important for shield designs restricted approximately to the diameter of the 

containment vessel and radial reflector, as is demonstrated by the Monte Carlo calculation 

described in Table 4.5-1 and Figure 4.5-1.  For that calculation, a reference cylindrical 

shield design was used with 1 meter diameter to match that of the radial reflector, composed 

of lithium hydride with stainless steel for neutron absorption, lead for photon attenuation, 

and weighing approximately 1 metric ton.  The design is not considered optimized in terms 

of geometry, mass, or materials, but serves as a reference for comparison of certain 

geometric effects in staging.  Actual shielding designs must be optimized specifically for 

a given staging design, mission profile, and permissible radiation flux. 

The results of this survey study indicate the dramatic effect that staging design may have 

upon thermal performance of a nuclear rocket in terms of nuclear heating.  Consideration 

should be made for the use of distance trusses and a narrowed/tapered core stage to 

optimize against the mass penalty for shielding, a concept that was also encouraged in the 

early development of nuclear thermal rockets (Goetz and Billings, 1972).  The tools and 

methods developed in this work will enable rapid calculation of these effects, along with 

the relative mass of shielding associated with the varying designs.   
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Table 4.5-1 Calculated total heating rates in core stage tank for varying tank diameter and 

standoff distance.  Identical shielding in all cases. 

Standoff b/w Tank and 

Engines 
3 m 6 m 9 m 

Tank 

Diameter 

6 m 10.9 kW 3.7 kW 1.5 kW 

7.6 m 24.1 kW 7.5 kW 3.2 kW 

8.4 m 32.3 kW 10.0 kW 4.2 kW 

 

D

 
Figure 4.5-1 Sketch describing variable parameters of Monte Carlo calculation in Table 1.  

S = Standoff distance between nuclear engines and bottom of tank.  D = Diameter of 

cryogenic storage tank, including 20 cm insulation thickness. 
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4.6 Genetic Algorithm 

A specialized genetic algorithm was developed to help explore the design space and 

establish an optimized shield geometry.  As mentioned previously, genetic algorithms have 

the advantage of broadly sampling the entire design space, but they require the definition 

of a fitness function in order to score the relative merit of any given design.  Such a fitness 

function is difficult to define for complex shield systems in multiobjective optimization.   

4.6.1 Fitness 

In a single-objective problem where only one output value is of concern, the fitness 

function may be a simple translation of the objective function (i.e. the smallest value 

represents the greatest fitness).  In multiobjective problems, the fitness function must 

account for the relative merits of each objective.  In some cases this can be accomplished 

by applying a weighted sum of single-objective fitness values.  There is an abundance of 

choice in this matter, though, and while many fitness functions for specific problems have 

been crafted and accepted in literature, it is generally agreed that the definition of a useful 

fitness function is a matter of some creativity (Coello et al., 2007). 

Fitness metrics were determined in this work using Euclidean distance between points and 

line segment approximations of 𝑃𝐹𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛 in the objective space.  With each generation, a 

new non-dominated set was determined and a Pareto front was produced as line segments 

connecting this Pareto set.    
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Figure 4.6-1 Description of the distance-to-Pareto fitness metric used in this work.  For 

dominated points (P) lying outside the orthogonal bounds of any line segment of PFknown, 

the distance to the nearest point (a) on the frontier represents that point’s performance 

metric.  For points within the orthogonal bounds of PFknown, the shortest distance to the 

nearest line segment represents the performance metric.  All points on PFknown have a 

distance of zero.   

 

  

𝑑 = min [
𝑑𝑎𝑃 = 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝑎, 𝑃)
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]  
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4.6.2 Crowding and Diversity 

Problems arise in genetic algorithms when the diversity of the population is not maintained, 

and crowding of individuals occurs at certain portions along the Pareto front.  This was 

first classified in early work by De Jong (De Jong, 1975), and many methods of addressing 

the problem have been devised.  Possible solutions include measuring the distance of any 

individual to its parent point and preferentially selecting the most well-spaced offspring 

(Galan and Mengshoel, 2010), or introducing a metric for diversity of the population by 

determining the distance to nearest neighbors.  For higher dimensional problems (problems 

with more than three objectives) the nearest neighbor density metric can be defined by 

calculating the volume of the hyper-rectangle with corners bounded by the adjacent points 

(Coello et al., 2007).  A simple nearest neighbor metric was employed in this work, defined 

as the Euclidean distance to the nearest point in objective space, with both axes normalized 

relative to the maximum value in each objective.   

4.6.3 Selection 

Translating the fitness of a candidate point into a probability of selection may be performed 

in several ways.  The two general methods used in common practice are roulette and rank-

order selection.  In roulette selection, the relative fitness is directly translated into a 

probability function, often by simply dividing the fitness by the sum of all fitness values in 

a set, as in (4.6.3-1). 
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𝑃𝑖 =
𝐹𝑖

∑ 𝐹𝑗
𝑁
𝑗=1

 (4.6.3-1) 

The alternative rank-order selection can be useful in cases where extremely large 

differences in fitness may make it nearly impossible for lower-fitness individuals to ever 

be selected.  Rank-order methods are therefore useful in maintaining population diversity, 

though often at the expense of poor convergence rates.  In this method, each individual is 

given a sorted rank based upon its relative fitness compared to all others.  A set probability 

of selection, 𝑃𝑐, is defined, and the selection process works by parsing through each 

individual in order of rank (highest fitness first), and selecting that individual with a 

probability of 𝑃𝑐 using random number selection.  If that individual is not selected, then the 

test is performed on the next individual in line with the same probability of selection, 𝑃𝑐.   

4.6.4 Mutation 

The inclusion of random mutations is a vital component of the MOEA process.  In the 

absence of a mutation operator, the design space would be limited only to simple 

permutations on the original randomly produced set of parameters.  Once all permutations 

are explored, no further improvement is possible and the problem is likely to be falsely 

converged well away from the true Pareto front.  Introduction of random mutations allows 

for an infinite variety of possible design solutions, including those that incorporate 

parameters not introduced in the initial population.  Inclusion of mutation result in a 

sacrifice for rate of convergence, as the majority of mutations will produce worse-

performing individuals.  However, the occurrence of the occasional ‘breakthrough’ 

individual and overall benefit to diversity makes the mutation process worthwhile. 
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4.6.5 Archiving/Elitism 

A method of archiving is performed to avoid the attrition of high-performing candidates 

from prior generations.  In the absence of an archive set, the information gained in the 

previous generation is lost after selection and recombination.  This would not be a problem 

if one could be assured that every new individual produced better performance than its 

parents, but that is often not the case.  Maintaining an archive of ‘best-yet’ solutions allows 

the highest performing individuals to continually contribute to the selection pool.  Selection 

of archive size plays an important role in developing a well-defined Pareto front.  It was 

generally observed that an archive size of at least 40 individuals produced a well-defined 

curve along the Pareto front.  Archiving also serves to counteract some of the deleterious 

effects of high mutation rates, preventing the frontier from losing ground due to random 

occurrence of poor-performers, but accommodating the preservation of randomly produced 

high-performers.  
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Produce initial population (random)

Replaceable Population Archival Population

Parse and record result

Repeat for n=gen_size

Score fitness

Perform transport calculation

Translate fitness to selection 
probability

Perform roulette selection for 
Parent 1

Repeat for n=gen_size

Perform roulette selection for 
Parent 2

Randomly select crossover point 
and recombine

Apply mutation (if randomly 
selected)

Add to new generation set

Select new archive set

Repeat for m=n_generations

 

Figure 4.6-2 General schematic of the MOEA method applied in this work. 
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4.6.6 Pruning function 

A pruning function is utilized to eliminate excessive numbers of points and preferentially 

select points that are on the Pareto front and more sparsely located.  This function operates 

by calculating distance between its nearest neighboring points on the normalized objective 

space.  For each point, the distance to the nearest neighbor is calculated and stored in an 

array, along with a logical indicator of whether the point is on the Pareto front, reference 

index for itself and for its neighbor, and distance to each point’s second-nearest neighbor.   

The array is then sorted in order of nearest-neighbor distance and the function marches 

through each point-pair to find the best candidate for elimination based on the following 

criteria, in order of priority: 

1) Dominated solution, unless all points are non-dominated then continue with criteria 

2 & 3; 

2) Smallest nearest neighbor distance of all point-pairs; and 

3) Smallest second-nearest neighbor distance of the two paired points. 

Once that point is found, the index is recorded and the point is eliminated from the next 

iteration.  The function iterates until the desired size is achieved. 

4.7 Metrics for MOEAs  

Performance of various algorithms and optimization parameters should be compared so 

that the methods with fastest convergence rate are utilized, however, convergence is 

difficult to accurately determine in this form of Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm 

(MOEA).  The process can be observed qualitatively during the early phase of the 
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optimization case, as shown in Figure 4.7-1, but the measure of progress becomes more 

difficult to detect once the majority of points exist on the Pareto front.    

 

Figure 4.7-1. Example of the typical progression of all points in an optimization run. The 

first generation is randomly produced, and is broadly distributed through much of the 

design space.  Coloration represents relative fitness, calculated in this case as a weighted 

sum of scores generated as a function of distance to the nearest point on the Pareto front 

(red line) and as a function of distance to the nearest neighboring point.   The number of 

Generation 1 Generation 10 

Generation 20 Generation 30 

Generation 50 Generation 40 
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non-dominated points visibly increases with progressive generations, except between 

generations 40 and 50, indicating some degree of convergence. 

 

Given that the true Pareto front cannot be solved analytically in this problem and is not 

known a priori, there are a limited set of metrics that may be used for this purpose.  The 

only such metric that can evaluate the progress of an optimization toward convergence 

without assuming a true Pareto front is termed the Overall Non-dominated Vector 

Generation (ONVG) metric (Coello et al., 2007).  This is simply the number of non-

dominated solutions within each generation, or the number of points that make up the 

current Pareto front.  The ONVG is not a particularly robust metric, however, as it says 

little about the quality of the frontier in terms of its proximity to the true Pareto front.  It 

can also be unresponsive to dramatic changes to the frontier, as points can often be removed 

and replaced on the frontier at approximately the same rate.  This would be shown as a 

static ONVG metric (implying convergence) even as the frontier may continue to progress 

closer to the true Pareto front. 

As the true Pareto front is unknown in these cases, and given that the most informative 

metrics for generational performance (i.e. how well the algorithm is producing high-

performing designs between generations) require some knowledge of the true Pareto front, 

then it may be necessary to approximate the true Pareto front statistically using a large 

sample size.  The approximation is unlikely to be perfect and does not help to actively 

determine the performance of a previously unexplored dataset while that optimization is 

underway, but it can be a useful way to examine the relative performance of various 

algorithms and their parameters after a sufficiently large dataset is produced.  With multiple 
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runs of the same optimization parameters, a large dataset is generated and a Pareto front 

calculated from the aggregation of all points is used as an effective PFtrue.  The Generational 

Distance (GD) can then be calculated as the sum or mean of the Euclidean distances 

between every point on PFknown and its nearest approach to PFtrue, evaluated across the 

entire dataset. 

4.8 Interpreting Results 

Upon completion of the optimization run, the user must interpret the dataset that is 

produced.  This can be a considerable challenge for any multiobjective optimization, as 

there may be a large set of parameters serving as independent variables and at least two 

objective functions of interest serving as dependent variables.  Simultaneous visualization 

of ‘parameter space’ and the resulting ‘objective space’ is not possible, so all parameter 

space must be collapsed into a single point within objective space.  In practice, this means 

that the Pareto set of ideal designs may be plotted in objective space as in Figure 2.2-1 and 

Figure 2.2-2, but the details of each design must be investigated by ‘expanding’ (fetching 

the corresponding data) of each point.  An interactive plotting solution was thus developed 

to perform this task, described in Appendix B, with examples demonstrating its use in 

Section 5.2. 
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5 RESULTS 

5.1 Test case comparisons 

A series of test cases were evaluated to compare performance of the algorithm with various 

parameter adjustments.  The test case utilized a banked surface source of a reactor core, 

that included flux exiting both the top plane and the cylindrical wall.  Four layers of 

shielding were evaluated with arbitrary thickness restrictions between one and six 

centimeters, and radius restricted between 30 and 60 centimeters.  The scoring region was 

assumed to be a circular surface of 420cm radius, approximating the exposed face of a 

propellant storage tank.  The surface was defined as one facet of a voided macrobody 

located 400 cm above the core centerline.  Total energy flux was scored, and normalized 

to represent watts of heat produced during the operation of a reactor at 500 MW power. 

Surrogate Scoring Region

Recorded 
Surface Source

Exchangeable 
Shield Assembly

Voided Core 
Region

 

Figure 5.1-1 Test case scenario schematic.  A simple tally volume is used to approximate 

the total energy deposition (primarily thermally) into a stage tank.   

 

This set of test cases used a relatively small archival set, with only 40 individuals and 20 

new individuals per generation.  The effect of this small archive is an unstable convergence, 
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where the GD convergence metric is heavily influenced by the random production of points 

away from the Pareto front, as shown in Figure 5.1-2.  The effect of increasing archive size 

is generally beneficial, as it reduces the attrition of prior non-dominated points.  Large 

archives do not add any significant computational expense in terms of the costly objective 

function (MCNP runs), but they do add to the required memory storage and time required 

to evaluate relative fitness.  In this case, that is a very small fraction of the total process 

time, however, so large archive sizes are considered beneficial.  

Table 5.1-1 Comparison parameters in restricted test case  
 

Case 1 Case 2 Case 3 Case 4 

Mutation rate: 0.5 0.5 0.5 0.9 

Diversity wgt: 1 2 3 2 

 

Figure 5.1-2. Comparison of generational distance convergence metrics for the size-

constrained test case.  Value represents the sum of the Euclidean distances between every 

point on the current Pareto frontier and its nearest approach to the total Pareto front 

evaluated across the entire dataset.   
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For the same set of test cases shown in Figure 5.1-2 even with ‘noisy’ convergence, it is 

apparent that the final PFknown in each case is relatively consistent, as seen in Figure 5.1-3.  

Genetic algorithms are fairly robust, in this sense, and can often provide a valid solution 

even if the parameters selected for the operation of the algorithm are less than ideal. 

Figure 5.1-3. Final Pareto front for each of the comparison test cases.  Modifying 

parameters for MOEA processing often has little effect on final result, but does affect the 

rate of convergence and computational expense. 

The fitness function is a weighted sum of Pareto-distance and diversity metrics, allowing 

for adjustment of the relative weight of the two parameters.  As seen in Figure 5.1-4 and 

Figure 5.1-5, increasing weight for diversity initially improves the rate of convergence, but 
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produces a less stable convergence.  This is due to the fact that a high diversity score 

weighting will reward those points that exist farther from other points.  In the early design 

space reduction, where the broad spread of points collapse toward 𝑃𝐹𝑘𝑛𝑜𝑤𝑛, some highly-

diverse points may represent those that are advancing toward the front more quickly.  

Rewarding those points with greater fitness allows later generations to follow suit, and thus 

converge more quickly.  Later in the process, however, points that depart from the front 

are far more likely to be a non-optimal solution, so rewarding these points with greater 

fitness may draw more points away from the frontier in later generations.  More 

importantly, higher diversity weighting prevents ‘clustering’ of points at various points 

along the front, so some diversity benefit must be added in order to provide a well-

distributed selection of design options. A balance must be struck for weighting these 

parameters, and adjustment should be made through some trial and error with the assistance 

of these metrics. 

 

Figure 5.1-4 High diversity weighting converges more quickly, but results in poor stability. 
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Figure 5.1-5 Lower diversity weighting converges more slowly, but is more stable. 

 
Figure 5.1-6. Progression of the known Pareto front (PFknown) through the course of an 

optimization run.  (PS Total) represents the Pareto front taken across the entire data set. 
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Upon completion of each optimization run, the output of interest consists of an array of 

Pareto-optimal shield properties correlated to their objective output values.  Selection of 

point designs and further analysis can proceed with consideration of other system 

constraints, either in terms of a thermal/dose limit or in terms of mass.  A survey of the 

design space can be accomplished with an interactive plot browsing function as described 

in Section 4.8 and Appendix B, with some examples shown in Figure 5.1-7. 

 

Figure 5.1-7. Survey of the Pareto optimal set for thermally limited system.  Total system 

mass and heating displayed to the right of each design, along with layer parameters of 

material, thickness (cm), and radius (cm).  M1 (light grey) represents stainless steel, M2 

(dark grey) represents tungsten, M3 (black) represents boron carbide. 
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5.2 Example Scenarios 

Two example scenarios are demonstrated to estimate the required shielding mass and 

approximate design profile of a shadow shield, based upon limited information for tolerable 

crew dose or thermal deposition in a propellant storage tank.   

5.2.1 Thermally Limited Constraint 

If the shield design is limited by thermal effects in propellant (i.e. to avoid cavitation in 

pump), this is a relatively straight-forward assessment, as total heating values can be 

directly tallied within MCNP6 and used as an objective function in the optimization case.  

Full radiation transport within the propellant does add some computational expense for 

each run.  If computation time is not of great concern, then the problem can be evaluated 

as-is with a tank full of propellant, or in whatever condition applies to the problem 

requirement.  To expedite the run, the problem can reasonably be truncated by voiding the 

tank and evaluating current across the aft surface, providing a surrogate for energy 

deposition.  The shield attributes determined in the final Pareto set may then be re-run in 

the more ‘expensive’ fashion to scale the results for true tank heating. 

In this example, an arbitrary limit of 40 kW thermal deposition is selected (in a real 

scenario, this limit will be determined through separate analysis, as discussed in Section 

3.1.3).  This example also assumes the existence of a criticality model of a reactor core 

with full-thrust operating power of 560 MW, and shield material selection is limited to B4C 

(enriched in 10B) and Tungsten. A spacecraft of the form described in the Mars Design 
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Reference Architecture (DRA) 5.0 is also assumed (Drake, 2009), as sketched in Figure 

5.2-1.   

 
Figure 5.2-1. Notional sketch of a Mars transfer vehicle utilizing a nuclear thermal 

propulsion stage.  

 

In order to produce the source term, the MCNP6 criticality model of the core is modified 

to incorporate a set of surfaces that encapsulate the core, and the particle history crossing 

this envelope is recorded with the SSW method described in Section 4.1.4.  A template 

MCNP6 input deck is then generated that incorporates the key aspects of the geometry, as 

in the ‘Tank-fill’ template described within Appendix C.  In this case, the core is replaced 

with a voided region but the source-recording surfaces are maintained.  The propellant 

tanks are also included in this geometry, and the tanks are filled with liquid hydrogen.  

Heating tallies are implemented in the propellant and tank wall volumes for both photons 

and neutrons.  The template in the appendix also includes dose scoring regions near the 

crew habitat area, but these are not used in this case.  Any further adjustments to transport 

options, such as material specification or implementation of variance reduction, must be 

made to the template input deck.  Finally, a set of keywords, shown in Table 5.2-1, are 

instantiated into the geometry descriptions in place of numerical values to serve as markers 

for the optimization script.   
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Table 5.2-1 Description of keywords for MCNP6 input deck templates 

Keyword identifier Description 

mat(i) Material ID and Density for layer i 

p(i) Central base position of shield layer i 

t(i) Thickness of shield layer i 

r(i) Radius of shield layer i 

 

It is recommended that the input deck first be produced with dummy numerical values in 

place of these keywords and executed independently to confirm or troubleshoot proper 

function of the transport simulation.  It should also be visualized using either the built-in 

MCPLOT viewer or the VisEd GUI to confirm that the geometry matches the user’s 

expectation. 

Each layer described by the set of keywords corresponds to a layer in the main optimization 

script, ‘MOEA_main.m’, where the cell identification, material identification, and size 

limits are defined.  Details on how to define these parameters are covered in the comments 

of the script.  Additional parameters for MOEA performance such as mutation rate and 

generation size are adjusted in this input portion of the script.   

Finally, the main script may be executed within the same folder as the subroutines 

mentioned in  Appendix A (or be provided a path to those subroutines within the 

environment variables of MATLAB).  The script will then execute as described in Figure 

4.6-2, and as prescribed within the input portion of the script.   

Investigation of the resulting dataset is performed as described in Section 4.8 using the 

interactive plotting functions provided in Appendix B.  At this stage, it is left to the user to 
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find the design solution that best meets the criteria.  In this case, a line drawn from the 

vertical axis corresponding to 40 kW (the imposed constraint) leads to a point that very 

closely matches this constraint (40,465 W).  If that point is selected with a left-click, a 

secondary plot is produced that provides a basic graphic depiction (radial cutaway view), 

total mass and heating, and material, thickness, and radius of each layer.  
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Figure 5.2-2. Workflow for shielding optimization based upon a thermal limit to a 

propellant tank  

 

This result suggests that a shield comprised entirely of B4C is the most mass-efficient 

choice when limiting thermal deposition to 40 kW per engine, and a shield mass of no more 

than 239 kg would be required to meet this goal.  The design profile is of a form that 

appears often in the output of these optimization runs, but is one that is a rather non-

intuitive solution.  Additional mass reductions may be possible through additional 
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complexity and detailed adjustments (e.g. chamfered corners or concentric rings).  

However, this result serves as a definite upper bound on the required mass and represents 

the best solution for the problem as defined. 

5.2.2 Dose Limited Constraint 

If the goal for a given design is to minimize dose to crew, then the problem becomes 

considerably more involved.  The most obvious problem is that producing reasonable 

statistics for a Monte Carlo calculation requires that enough particles cross the problem 

from the engine to the crew compartment (assumed 80 m from engine core).  With even a 

modest amount of propellant remaining in the tanks, this can become a significant 

challenge.  Applying variance reduction techniques is practically a requirement, but some 

methods such as weight-window meshes (preferably determined using ADVANTG, see 

section 4.1.5) will only apply for a single propellant tank fill-level and would need to be 

reevaluated for every tank fill condition.  This is due to the other significant challenge of 

dose-driven requirements: dose rate matters less than the integral dose, meaning that the 

extensive process of time-dependent dose calculation discussed in section 4.3 needs to be 

addressed with each case.  This is simply not feasible for an optimization method that 

requires relatively large populations of trials.  Fortunately for most situations, the evaluated 

integral dose scales directly with terminal dose rate (dose rate at full power with the lowest 

evaluated tank fill).  The strategy in this scenario is then to evaluate a trial case, either with 

a reference shield design or with no shield in place and determine the resulting integral 

dose as usual to establish the scaling factor for terminal dose-rate to integral dose.   
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Alternatively, this can be thought of as needing to reduce the unshielded integral dose by 

some constant ‘attenuation factor’ to meet the problem requirement.  This same factor 

would then apply to each of the point-wise dose rates, with the least computationally 

expensive of these being the terminal dose rate condition.  The optimization problem 

should then be run with one of the objective functions being for terminal dose rate, and 

then apply the scaled dose requirement to determine the optimal shield for a given integral 

dose requirement.  A more detailed description of the process follows. 

First, a source term must be produced as in the previous example from Section 5.2.1, using 

the methods described in Section 4.1.4.  The source term is then implemented within a 

template MCNP6 input deck, such as that shown in ‘tankfill_basic.inp’ provided in 

Appendix C.  This input also incorporates a set of keywords (labeled ‘INSERT_1’, 

‘INSERT_2’, etc.) as markers for an automation script that modifies the tank fill level, runs 

the transport code, and parses the output for the tallies of interest (dose rate at the crew 

compartment in this case).  If the user also wishes to evaluate the decay gamma component, 

then the reactor core must also be incorporated into the template tank-fill input deck.  

Variations of the spacecraft geometry are acceptable, but it is best to define the cells such 

that the liquid-ullage boundary surface can be modified easily.  Dose calculations are then 

performed for various tank fill levels using the prompt fission term, producing a set of 

point-wise dose rate values at each level, as shown in Figure 4.3-2.  Pointwise decay terms 

must be evaluated using fixed photon sources embedded within the core to account for self-

attenuation, as described in Section 4.3, ultimately producing a series of pointwise dose 

rates for each energy group of interest as shown in Figure 4.3-3.  Both sets of pointwise 
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dose rates are then incorporated into the ‘Time-series dose rate calculator’ provided in 

Appendix C.  The function takes input vectors that describe the duration of each ‘burn’ and 

‘coast’ phase described in the code comments, as well as the starting propellant level, 

minimum propellant level for shutdown ‘reserve’, and an optional value of cosmic dose 

rate (Sv per second) to serve as a comparator.  In practice, the vast majority of dose is 

received in the final few minutes of full-thrust engine operation when the propellant load 

approaches its minimum value just before engine shutdown (terminal dose rate).  
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Figure 5.2-3. Dose rate and integral dose curves demonstrated in the final minutes of engine 

operation.    

 

In this example, a limit of 0.2 Sv integral dose (𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡
′ ) incident on the crew compartment is 

imposed, assuming no additional shielding by pantry, water, or cosmic-ray/solar particle 

shielding. The corresponding limit for terminal dose-rate must first be determined a scaling 

factor.  This may be accomplished by calculating a ‘baseline’ case with absolutely no 

shielding in either the engine location or in the crew compartment.  As shown in the ‘Dose 

rate’ and ‘Cumulative dose’ plots within Figure 5.2-3, the integral dose (𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡) increased to 

7 Sv just before the end of the final burn and the terminal dose rate (�̇�𝐸𝑂𝐵) at that time was 
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4.2E-2 Sv/s.  The required terminal dose rate, or �̇�′𝐸𝑂𝐵, can be determined with the simple 

relation: 

�̇�′𝐸𝑂𝐵 = �̇�𝐸𝑂𝐵

𝐷′𝑡𝑜𝑡

𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡
 (5.2.2-1) 

Thus, we find �̇�′𝐸𝑂𝐵 as 

�̇�′𝐸𝑂𝐵 = (4.2𝐸 − 2  𝑆𝑣
𝑠⁄ )

0.2 𝑆𝑣

7.0 𝑆𝑣
= 1.2𝐸 − 3  𝑆𝑣

𝑠⁄  

This result may be used as the lookup value for the optimization output plot, or the plot 

may rescaled by the scaling factor of  
𝐷𝑡𝑜𝑡

�̇�𝐸𝑂𝐵
 .  Here we will simply use the adjusted lookup 

value in the plot to determine the optimized shield design, shown in Figure 5.2-4, and the 

resulting mass (235 kg). A complete diagram of this workflow is provided in Figure 5.2-5. 
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Figure 5.2-4. Shield selection process if given a limit for terminal dose rate.  The user can 

select any point on the Pareto frontier to produce a cutaway image of the shield profile 

along with relevant thickness, radius, and material type information for the design. 
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Figure 5.2-5. Workflow for shielding optimization based upon a dose limit to crew. 
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5.3 Isoflux and Isodose Contours 

In the absence of a point design, some reference designs for shields were selected for the 

purpose of developing certain analytical models such as the isodose and isoflux contours 

presented here.  One such model assumed a 25 klb thrust and 560 MW reactor design.  The 

model generally assumed a lithium hydride and lead shield with mass of approximately 

one metric ton. This was not considered an optimized shield, and in fact was found to be 

unsuitable for use due to immense self-heating in the thermally sensitive lithium hydride 

nearest the reactor core.  Still, the design served as a convenient placeholder to develop 

transport techniques and is demonstrated here to highlight the usefulness of the ‘traditional’ 

iso-contour plot.  It is a convenient method to convey the impact of radiation shielding and 

can be easily referred to in discussions of component design and placement.  An example 

Gnuplot script for production of such plots is provided in Appendix D. 
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Figure 5.3-1 Dose rate in silicon (left) and neutron fast flux (right) profiles for a reactor 

operating at 560 MW with a basic LiH/Pb shield.   
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5.4 Mass Comparisons 

Decisions for material selection are strongly driven by mass efficiency, but are also 

counterbalanced by considerations for cost, manufacturing capability, and development 

risk.  The most poignant example of this risk/benefit trade in space reactor shielding is in 

the selection of either lithium hydride (LiH) or boron carbide (B4C) neutron shielding 

material, as discussed in Section 2.1 and Section 2.5.  The MOEA method described 

previously allows for a comparison of the mass effectiveness of each material.  For this 

comparison, two parallel calculations are performed for the same endpoint, in this case 

thermal deposition at the aft tank face with parameters as described in the example in 

Section 5.2.1.  One case permits lithium hydride in addition to boron carbide and tungsten 

(W), but forces boron carbide in the first layer to mitigate some of the thermal problems 

mentioned in Section 2.1 and Section 2.5.  The other case eliminates lithium hydride as an 

option and only permits boron carbide and tungsten.  The profiles designs chosen along the 

Pareto front are shown in Figure 5.4-1 and results are summarized in  

Table 5.4-1. 

 
Figure 5.4-1. Two sets of of non-dominated shield solutions for various thermal limits to a 

propellant tank (30 kw - 70 kW).  Left column allows lithium hydride in any layer except 

the bottom layer closest to the reactor.  Right column permits boron carbide and tungsten 

throughout.  

 

Table 5.4-1 Comparison of mass between Pareto solutions for various thermal limits to 

propellant tank with and without Lithium Hydride. 

 Mass (kg) Ratio 

LiH Permitted (B4C forced in first layer) B4C and W only 
M1 = LiH
M2 =   W
M3 = B4C

70 kW

50 kW

30 kW
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 LiH+B4C+W B4C + W 
Δ Mass 

(kg) 

Heating from 

single engine 

30 kW 395 456 1.15 61 

50 kW 185 205 1.11 20 

70 kW 87 101 1.16 14 

 

Comparing the mass of the two shield regimes (with and without lithium hydride) shows 

that lithium hydride does indeed provide the most efficient shielding per unit mass, 

providing between 30 and 50 kg of mass reduction per shield.  These benefits are fairly 

modest, however, when considering the costs and risks imposed by the inclusion of lithium 

hydride.   Boron carbide therefore remains as a preferred material for this form of high-

power nuclear propulsion system.  
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6 CONCLUSION 

A set of methods for developing and optimizing a radiation shield for space nuclear 

propulsion was explored and utilized for some example scenarios. Beginning with a 

defined reactor, it is possible to generate a useful source to evaluate the exiting flux for its 

dosimetric and radiation heating properties.  The source can be implemented within a 

multiobjective evolutionary algorithm to survey the design space and downselect to a set 

of feasible design solutions that maximizes the effectiveness of the shield system per unit 

mass.  More robust calculations may then be pursued at this stage, including evaluation of 

the time-series dose or heating profiles based upon rundown of the propellant load within 

the stage tanks.  Dose and flux contours may also be produced at this stage, allowing for 

further consideration of component placement.  With additional knowledge of the thermal 

and dose consequences and the limits imposed by each effect, the shield may be further 

reduced to a single point design.  This is a complex and iterative process that must be 

considered early in the design of both a nuclear engine and especially for a full propulsion 

stage.  There are many significant interfaces introduced by penetrating nuclear radiation 

that are not typical of most flight systems, and the methods employed in this work may be 

used to characterize their effects. 

Calculations for time dependent dose provided an unexpected perspective on the nature of 

the shielding problem for a nuclear propulsion stage of the kind described in this work.  

The extreme quantity of propellant and length of the propulsion stage that separates the 

engine from the crew compartment results in a nearly negligible reactor-driven dose to 

crew throughout most of the mission.   The engines are active for only short intervals, on 
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the order of minutes, and the vast majority of dose is delivered within the last few minutes 

of full-power engine operation.  Thus, any mass burden for shielding with the intent to 

reduce crew dose would be better expended in the crew compartment where it may also 

serve to reduce exposure to cosmic rays or solar particles.  If such crew shielding is 

assumed, then the design requirement for shielding at the engine is instead driven by 

engineering constraints on fluid handling for propellant and for radiation effects in 

hardware.  

The multiobjective evolutionary algorithm developed for this work provided unique insight 

into the variety of possible configurations to maximize shield effectiveness.    The set of 

Pareto-optimal solutions are very diverse, and vary greatly with dependence upon the 

tolerable heat/dose or mass constraints.  Not all solutions are intuitive, which highlights 

the importance of this method. In the absence of such a method, any optimization attempt 

using classical methods would almost certainly lead to convergence upon local optima.  

The ability of this method to simultaneously evaluate both discrete parameters (e.g. 

material selection) and continuous parameters (e.g. thickness and diameter) is both 

convenient and insightful.  The relative simplicity of the method also permits greater 

flexibility and can be adapted to other problems with few modifications. 

Throughout this investigation, certain logistical problems presented themselves repeatedly, 

attributable to the unique nature nuclear propulsion.  Thermal effects of radiation 

deposition in propellant must be explored extensively in order to provide a target exiting 

flux for shield selection.  The reference mission design and spacecraft in this study were 

not necessarily expected to be fixed parameters, nor was any detail regarding crew living 
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quarters available.  The methods within this work are therefore intended to be 

reimplemented as the mission matures, but also provide valuable insight for shield sizing 

and mass estimate for early trade studies in mission planning. 

6.1 Future Work 

6.1.1 Detailed design 

The present work has served well to evaluate the merits of various design approaches and 

to demonstrate the necessity to optimize shield systems in multiple dimensions (i.e. 

thickness and diameter) simultaneously.  However, in order to develop and evaluate the 

optimization method with some reasonable consideration for calculation time constraints, 

the focus was narrowed to the relatively basic premise of a stack of cylindrical shield layers.  

Increased level of detail will be implemented, allowing adjustments such as chamfer, 

conical sections, elliptical profiles, and concentric shield components.  Each additional 

level of complexity increases the density of design options throughout the design space, 

and therefore reduces the probability for any given design to surpass the known Pareto 

front.  Such higher-complexity calculations therefore require greater numbers of 

individuals and greater care for selection of MOEA parameters.  Most such improvements 

will require fairly simple modifications to the provided methods and models, but will also 

impose greater computational expense. 

6.1.2 Enhanced exploitation 

The MOEA method described in this work serves as an excellent method of exploring the 

design space and reducing the set of candidate shield designs to one that more closely 
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approximates the idealized Pareto set.  The method works best as an ‘exploratory’ method, 

meaning that optimization code can take broad leaps across the design space and direct the 

design closer to the general direction of the Pareto-optimal solution.  Given sufficient time, 

the effects of random mutation and crossover slowly push the frontier ever-closer to the 

true Pareto front.  Other methods for improved exploitation of those designs found through 

this exploration process will be explored and will likely be implemented in later iterations 

of this method.  Such methods will require a modest level of effort to implement, but could 

be done with few major revisions to existing functions. 

6.1.3 Higher Order Objective Space 

In its present form, the described MOEA method is intended for multiobjective 

optimization with consideration of two objectives.  Some additional benefit can be gained 

by permitting optimization of three or more objectives simultaneously.  In the case of a 

three-objective problem (e.g. mass vs. dose vs. heat), the Pareto front would be represented 

as a surface in three dimensions.  With any further addition of objectives, the front will be 

a hypersurface.  Many of the same techniques applied in this work can be extended to such 

higher order problems, including point-to-point and point-to-surface distance 

approximations, but those processes cannot be visualized in the usual sense.  Development 

of this method in the context of two objectives enabled better understanding of the 

processes at work, and extension of this method to higher orders will represent a significant 

level of effort. 
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APPENDIX A 

Script and subroutine functions for the MOEA method used in this work.   

MOEA_main.m 

Calls the functions: scoring_fxn.m, mcnp_write_and_run.m, historian.m, pruner2.m, 

parser.m 

clear 
close all 

  
template_name='tankfill_basic2_template';   

  
cells=[10 20 30 40]; %Cell ID for shield layers, as appear in MCNP 

template 
t_bounds= [.1 10; .1 10; .1 10; .1 10]; %Low/upper limit thickness for 

each layer 
r_bounds= [ 20 80; 20 80; 20 80; 20 80]; %Lower/upper limit radius for 

each layer 

  
material_mask=[24 65 39]; %Material IDs to use, as appear in the MCNP 

input 
m_names=['SS' 'W' 'B4C_enr']; %Name to use for each material                              
density_mask= [7.9 19.2 1.888];  %Density of each material (g/cm3) 

  
%Specify the 'boundaries' for the material, in reference to the  
%  'material_mask', 'm_names', and 'density_mask' variables above 
%   
%  mat_bounds= [low_limit  hi_limit;   % LAYER 1 
%               low_limit  hi_limit;   % LAYER 2 
%                       ...] 
% 
% 
%  For example, to force B4C in layer 1, and eliminate SS from all ...  
%    layers except in layer 4: 
%  mat_bounds=[3 3; 2 3; 2 3; 1 3] 
% 
% 
mat_bounds=[2 length(material_mask); 2 length(material_mask); ... 
            2 length(material_mask); 2 length(material_mask)]; 
% % % % % % % % % % % % % % % %         

                              
n_traits=12;      % Specify the number of traits that are being 

manipulated 
                  % n_traits=(Number of layers)x(tweaks per layer) 
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mat_mut_rate=0.5; % chance of swapping any given material through 

mutation 
mut_rate=0.5; %   fraction chance of mutation 
mut_range=0.3; %  +/- fraction change due to a mutation  
elites=0.1; %Fraction of top performers to keep with mutation allowed 

  

  
div_wgt=1; %Weight for diversity 
fit_wgt=1; %Weight for fitness 
mass_wgt=3;%Factor to bias lower-mass candidates 

  
precision=2; %Number of decimals to keep for rounding (e.g. 2 = 0.01 

cm) 
rng(1); 
n_generations=200; 
newgen_size=20; %Make this an even number for convenience 
archive_size=60; %Cache this many ideal histories 

  
% END OF INPUT SECTION 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%  

  
gen_size=newgen_size+archive_size; 
long_run_index=1; 
history=zeros(n_traits+length(cells)+4:1); 
archive=zeros(n_traits+length(cells)+4:1); 
run_index=0; 

  
%Produce and run a population of randomized indiduals 
for k=1:1:gen_size 
run_index=run_index+1; 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Generate a candidate individual 
for i=1:1:length(cells) 
    t(i)=round(t_bounds(i,1)+rand()*(t_bounds(i,2)-t_bounds(i,1)),1); 
        %Thickness is randomly selected between lower and upper bound, 
        %rounded to nearest 0.1 cm (1mm) 
    r(i)=round(r_bounds(i,1)+rand()*(r_bounds(i,2)-r_bounds(i,1)),1); 
    m(i)=randi(mat_bounds(i,:)); 
    mat_id(i)=material_mask(m(i)); 
    dens(i)=density_mask(m(i)); 
end 

  
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
%Perform a 'dose' calculation 
name=['gen_' num2str(t(1)*10,4)  num2str(t(2)*10,4)  ... 
 num2str(t(3)*10,4)  num2str(t(4)*10,4) '_a' ... 
       num2str(m(1))  num2str(m(2))  ... 
       num2str(m(3))  num2str(m(4))  ... 
       num2str(r(1))  num2str(r(2))  ... 
       num2str(r(3))  num2str(r(4)) ]; %Determines file name   
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mcnp_write_and_run(t,r,mat_id,dens,cells,name,template_name); 
[mass,val1,err1,val2,err2]=parser(t,cells,name); 
end 

  
if k<=newgen_size 
    

history=historian(history,run_index,t,r,m,cells,mass,val1,err1,val2,err

2); 
else 
    archive=historian(archive,run_index-

newgen_size,t,r,m,cells,mass,val1,err1,val2,err2); 
end 

   
if exist([name '.r'],'file') 
    delete([name '.r']); 
end 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

  

  
% scoring; 
combined=cat(2,history,archive); %Combine recent run w/ archive for 

scoring 

  
[combined,mass_dose,mass_dose_sort,front_nosort,front_sort,... 
         mass_scaled,dose_scaled,diversity,fitness,score]= ...  
         scoring_fxn(combined,t,r,m,cells,div_wgt,fit_wgt,mass_wgt); 

  
%Stash results for later reference 
long_history(:,long_run_index:long_run_index-

1+run_index)=combined(:,:); 
long_history2(1:length(mass_dose_sort(1,:)), ... 
    long_run_index:long_run_index-1+run_index)=mass_dose_sort(:,:)'; 
long_history2(1+length(mass_dose_sort(1,:)), ... 
    long_run_index:long_run_index-1+run_index)... 
    =front_sort(:); 
% 

long_history2(2+length(mass_dose_sort(1,:)),long_run_index:long_run_ind

ex-1+run_index)... 
%     =score(:); 

  
long_run_index=long_run_index+run_index; 

  

  

  
%%%%%%%%%% Now Actually create the true archive based on performance of 

the 
%%%%%%%%%% first generations 
repro_prob=score*(1/sum(score)); 

  
cumul_repro_prob(1)=repro_prob(1); 
for i=2:1:gen_size 
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cumul_repro_prob(i)=cumul_repro_prob(i-1)+repro_prob(i); 
end 

  
new_arch=zeros(1,gen_size); 
% This routine fills in a logical array 'new_arch'  
new_arch=front_nosort; 
if sum(new_arch)<archive_size  
while sum(new_arch)<archive_size  
    randval=rand(); 
    n=1; 
    while n<=gen_size %March thru the cumulative prob dist 
        if randval<cumul_repro_prob(n) 
            new_arch(n)=1; %Mark as a hit and stop the march 
            break; 
        else 
            n=n+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
else 
    

new_arch=pruner2(mass_scaled,dose_scaled,archive_size,front_nosort); 
end 
archive=combined(:,logical(new_arch)); 
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  
for generations=1:1:n_generations 

  

     

     

     
%%% Reproductive success is based off of score 

  
repro_prob=score*(1/sum(score)); 

  
cumul_repro_prob(1)=repro_prob(1); 
for i=2:1:gen_size 
   cumul_repro_prob(i)=cumul_repro_prob(i-1)+repro_prob(i); 
end 

  
survivor_traits=mass_dose(:,3:2+n_traits)'; 

  
for i=1:1:(gen_size-(gen_size*elites)) 

  
    %Pick parent 1 
    randval=rand(); 
    n=1; 
    while n<=gen_size %March thru the cumulative prob dist 
        if randval<cumul_repro_prob(n) 
            parent1=n; %Mark as a hit and stop the march 
            break; 
        else 
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            n=n+1; 
        end 
    end 

     
    %Pick parent 2 
    done=0; 
    while done==0 
        randval=rand(); 
        n=1; 
        while n<=gen_size %March thru the cumulative prob dist 
            if randval<cumul_repro_prob(n) 
                parent2=n; %Mark as a hit and stop the march 
                break; 
            else 
                n=n+1; 
            end 
        end 
        if parent1~=parent2 %Check for self-mating... that's a sin. 
            done=1; 
        end 
    end 

     
        %%% Pick a spot to tear the 'chromosome' 
        cut_here=randi(n_traits-1);         
        %Put the mother's genes into place 
        new_pop(1:cut_here,i)=survivor_traits(1:cut_here,parent1); 
        %And father's genes to fill the rest 
        

new_pop(cut_here:n_traits,i)=survivor_traits(cut_here:n_traits,parent2)

;  
end 

  
%Add the elites back into the population 
rank_line(1,:)=score; 
rank_line(2:1+n_traits,:)=mass_dose_sort(:,3:2+n_traits)'; 
temp=sortrows(rank_line'); 
rank_line=temp'; 
%elite_traits=rank_line(2:1+n_traits,1:gen_size*elites); 
elite_traits=rank_line(2:1+n_traits,gen_size-

(gen_size*elites)+1:gen_size); 
for i=(gen_size-(gen_size*elites))+1:1:gen_size 
new_pop(:,i)=elite_traits(:,i-(gen_size-(gen_size*elites))); 
end 

  
history=0; 
combined=0; 
run_index=0; 

  
%Produce and run a population of indiduals using new values 
for individual=1:1:newgen_size; 

     
run_index=run_index+1; 
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    %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 
% Generate a candidate individual 
for i=1:1:length(cells); 
    t(i)=new_pop((3*i)-2,individual); 
    m(i)=new_pop((3*i)-1,individual); 
    r(i)=new_pop((3*i),individual); 
    mat_id(i)=material_mask(m(i)); 
        dens(i)=density_mask(m(i)); 
end 

  
%Allow some mutation: 
for i=1:1:length(t) 
    if rand()<mut_rate % mutation rate 
    new_t=t(i)+(normrnd(0,(mut_range*t(i)))); %Guassian deviation 
    if new_t < t_bounds(i,1) 
        t(i)=t_bounds(i,precision); 
    elseif new_t > t_bounds(i,2) 
        t(i)=t_bounds(i,2); 
    else 
        t(i)=round(new_t,precision); 
    end 
    end 

     
    if rand()<mut_rate % mutation rate 
    new_r=r(i)+(normrnd(0,(mut_range*r(i)))); %Guassian deviation 
    if new_r < r_bounds(i,1) 
        r(i)=r_bounds(i,precision); 
    elseif new_r > r_bounds(i,2) 
        r(i)=r_bounds(i,2); 
    else 
        r(i)=round(new_r,precision); 
    end 
    end 

     
    if rand()<mat_mut_rate % mutation rate 
    m(i)= randi(mat_bounds(i,:)); 
    mat_id(i)=material_mask(m(i)); 
        dens(i)=density_mask(m(i)); 
    end 
end 

  

         
%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

%Perform a 'dose' calculation 
name=['gen_' num2str(t(1)*10,4)  num2str(t(2)*10,4)  ... 
 num2str(t(3)*10,4)  num2str(t(4)*10,4) '_a' ... 
       num2str(m(1))  num2str(m(2))  ... 
       num2str(m(3))  num2str(m(4))  ... 
       num2str(r(1))  num2str(r(2))  ... 
       num2str(r(3))  num2str(r(4)) ]; %Determines file name   
mcnp_write_and_run(t,r,mat_id,dens,cells,name,template_name); 
[mass,val1,err1,val2,err2]=parser(t,cells,name); 
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history=historian(history,run_index,t,r,m,cells,mass,val1,err1,val2,err

2); 

  
if exist([name '.r'],'file') 
    delete([name '.r']); 
end 

  
end 
combined=cat(2,history,archive); %Combine most recent run with archive 

for scoring 

  

  
[combined,mass_dose,mass_dose_sort,front_nosort,front_sort,... 
         

mass_scaled,dose_scaled,diversity,fitness,score]=scoring_fxn(combined,t

,r,m,cells,div_wgt,fit_wgt,mass_wgt); 

  

  
%Stash results for later reference 
ref=length(long_history2(1,:)); 
ref2=length(long_history(1,:)); 
% Hello there.  By now you are wondering why I didn’t make my life so  

% much easier and develop these as classes or functions or something.   

% Well you’re right.  Why didn’t I do that?  This worked ‘well enough’  

% for my purposes, but leaves so much to be desired.   

% Best of luck and happy bug hunting! -Jarvis 
 

long_history(:,ref2+1:ref2+length(combined(1,:)))=combined(:,:); 

  
long_history2(1:length(mass_dose_sort(1,:)),ref+1:ref+length(mass_dose_

sort(:,1)))=mass_dose_sort(:,:)'; 
long_history2(1+length(mass_dose_sort(1,:)),ref+1:ref+length(mass_dose_

sort(:,1)))... 
    =front_sort(:); 
% 

long_history2(2+length(mass_dose_sort(1,:)),long_run_index:long_run_ind

ex-1+run_index)... 
%     =score(:); 

  
long_run_index=long_run_index+run_index; 

  
% scoring; 
%%% Create a new archive based using the best of the newgen+archive 
%%% populations 

  
new_arch=zeros(1,gen_size); 

  
% This routine fills in a logical array 'new_arch'  
new_arch=front_nosort; 
if sum(new_arch)<archive_size  
while sum(new_arch)<archive_size  
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    randval=rand(); 
    n=1; 
    while n<=gen_size %March thru the cumulative prob dist 
        if randval<cumul_repro_prob(n) 
            new_arch(n)=1; %Mark as a hit and stop the march 
            break; 
        else 
            n=n+1; 
        end 
    end 
end 
else 
    

new_arch=pruner2(mass_scaled,dose_scaled,archive_size,front_nosort); 
end 

  

  
archive=combined(:,logical(new_arch)); 

  
end 

 

scoring_fxn.m 

function [history,mass_dose,mass_dose_sort,front_nosort,front_sort,... 
         

mass_scaled,dose_scaled,diversity,fitness,score]=scoring_fxn(history,t,

r,m,cells,div_wgt,fit_wgt,mass_wgt) 
%pareto_rescale; 
clear('pset'); 

 
mass_dose(:,1)=sum(history(1+length(m)+length(r)+length(t):length(m)+le

ngth(r)+length(t)+length(cells),:),1); 
mass_dose(:,2)=history(length(m)+length(r)+length(t)+length(cells)+1,:)

+history(length(m)+length(r)+length(t)+length(cells)+3,:); 
%mass_dose(:,3:2+length(t))=history(1:length(t),:)'; 
for i=1:1:length(t) 
    mass_dose(:,2+(3*i)-2)=history(i,:)'; 
    mass_dose(:,2+(3*i)-1)=history(length(t)+i,:)'; 
    mass_dose(:,2+(3*i))=history(length(m)+length(t)+i,:)'; 
end 
front_nosort = paretoset([mass_dose(:,1) mass_dose(:,2)]); 
%mass_dose(:,2+length(t)+1)=front_nosort; 

  
mass_dose_sort=sortrows(mass_dose,1); 
front_sort = paretoset([mass_dose_sort(:,1) mass_dose_sort(:,2)]); 
%mass_dose_sort(:,2+length(t)+2)=front_sort; 

  
mass_scaled_sort=mass_dose_sort(:,1)/max(mass_dose(:,1)); 
dose_scaled_sort=mass_dose_sort(:,2)/max(mass_dose(:,2)); 
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mass_scaled=mass_dose(:,1)/max(mass_dose(:,1)); 
dose_scaled=mass_dose(:,2)/max(mass_dose(:,2)); 

  
true_mass=mass_dose_sort(:,1); 
true_dose=mass_dose_sort(:,2); 

  
pset(:,1)=mass_scaled_sort(front_sort); 
pset(:,2)=dose_scaled_sort(front_sort); 

  
%debug_flag 
if length(history(1,:))>50 
    yep=1; 
end 
% 
fitness = zeros(length(dose_scaled),1); 

  
for i=1:1:length(dose_scaled) 

    
    P = [mass_scaled(i) dose_scaled(i)]; 

     
    for j=1:1:length(pset)-1 

  
        a=pset(j,:); 
        b=pset(j+1,:); %Draw line between points of pareto set 

             
%         %%%%%%%%%%% Snippet from web 
        d_ab = norm(a-b); 
        d_aP = norm(a-P); 
        d_bP = norm(b-P); 

         
        if dot(a-b,P-b)*dot(b-a,P-a)>=0 
            A = [a,1;b,1;P,1]; 
            dist = abs(det(A))/d_ab; 
        else 
            dist = min(d_aP, d_bP); 
        end 
%         %%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%%% 

  

         
        if j==1 
            fitness(i)=dist; 
        elseif dist<fitness(i) 
            fitness(i)=dist; 
        end 

             
    end 

     
end 

  
fitness_scaled=1-fitness/max(fitness); 
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%%% Measure diversity based upon rectangular area of adjacent points... 
%%% this doesn't work if the points aren't ordered along a front... 
% i=1; 
% diversity(1)=4*(abs(mass_scaled(i+1)-

mass_scaled(1))*abs(dose_scaled(i+1)-dose_scaled(1))); 
% for i=2:1:length(dose_scaled)-1 
% diversity(i)=abs(mass_scaled(i+1)-mass_scaled(i-

1))*abs(dose_scaled(i+1)-dose_scaled(i-1)); 
% end 
% i=length(dose_scaled); 
% diversity(gen_size)=4*abs(mass_scaled(gen_size)-mass_scaled(i-

1))*abs(dose_scaled(gen_size)-dose_scaled(i-1)); 

  

  
%%% Measure diversity based upon the points distance from its nearest 
%%% neighbor 
for i=1:1:length(dose_scaled) 
   exclusion=logical(zeros(1,length(dose_scaled))); 
   exclusion(i)=1; 
   distances =real( sqrt((dose_scaled(:)-dose_scaled(i)).^2 + 

(mass_scaled(:)-mass_scaled(i)).^2)); 
dist_notme=distances(~exclusion); 
diversity(i)=min(dist_notme); 
end 

  
%%%% 
mass_range=[min(mass_scaled) max(mass_scaled)];  % x  
mass_bias_range=[mass_wgt 1];                    % y 

  
for i=1:1:length(dose_scaled) 
% mass_bias= interp1(x,y,0,'linear','extrap');    % easier than y=mx+b 

method 
mass_bias(i)= interp1(mass_range,mass_bias_range,mass_scaled(i));    % 

easier than y=mx+b method 
end 
%%%% 

  
diversity_scaled=diversity/max(diversity); 
score=(div_wgt*diversity_scaled'+fit_wgt*fitness_scaled).*mass_bias'; 

  
figure; 
colormap cool; 
hold on; 
scatter3(mass_dose(:,1), mass_dose(:,2),score,[],score); 
plot(mass_dose_sort(front_sort,1), mass_dose_sort(front_sort,2) , 'r'); 
hold off 
axis([0 max(true_mass) 0 max(true_dose)]); 
grid on 
xlabel('mass'); 
ylabel('dose'); 
title('Pareto Front'); 
end 
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historian.m 

function [history] = 

historian(history,run_index,t,r,m,cells,mass,val1,err1,val2,err2) 
%UNTITLED6 Summary of this function goes here 
%   Detailed explanation goes here 

  
for f=1:1:length(t) 
    history(f,run_index)=t(f); 
end 

  
for f=1:1:length(m) 
    history(length(t)+f,run_index)=m(f); 
end 

  
for f=1:1:length(r) 
    history(length(t)+length(m)+f,run_index)=r(f); 
end 

  
for f=1:1:length(cells) 
    history(length(r)+length(t)+length(m)+f,run_index)=mass(f); 
end 

  
history([length(cells)+length(r)+length(t)+length(m)+1 

length(cells)+length(r)+length(t)+length(m)+2],run_index)=[val1 err1]; 
history([length(cells)+length(r)+length(t)+length(m)+3 

length(cells)+length(r)+length(t)+length(m)+4],run_index)=[val2 err2]; 

  
end 
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pruner2.m 

function [survivors]=pruner2(x,y,n_desired,front_nosort) 
%Create pairs of closely coupled points and eliminate one of the pair 

  
tab=(1:1:length(x)); 
inner_front=front_nosort; 
survivors=logical(zeros(1,length(x))); 

  
while length(x)>n_desired 

     
    kill=logical(zeros(1,length(x))); 

     
    for j=1:1:length(x) 
        distances =real( sqrt((y(:)-y(j)).^2 + (x(:)-x(j)).^2)); 
        [~,dist_rank]=sort(distances); 

         
        closest(j)=distances(dist_rank(2)); 
        dist_next(j)=distances(dist_rank(3)); 
        closepairs(j,:)=[j dist_rank(2)]; 
        %    diversity(i)=min(dist_notme); 
    end 

     
    for j=1:1:length(x) 
        dist_next2(j)=dist_next(closepairs(j,2)); 
    end 

     

     
    table=[closest', inner_front, closepairs, dist_next',dist_next2']; 
    sort_table=sortrows(table); 

     
    if sum(sort_table(:,2))==length(x) 
        all_front=1; %All points are now on the front 
    else 
        all_front=0; 
    end 

     
    h=1; 
    while h<=length(sort_table(:,1)) 
        if sort_table(h,2) ~= 1 || all_front==1 
            %IF the point is not on pareto front OR (it is on the front 

AND 
            %            all points are now on the pareto front) 
            if sort_table(h,5)<=sort_table(h,6) && ... 
                    (inner_front(sort_table(h,3))~=1) 
                % Compare which of the pair has the next-closest 

neighbor 
                %    and kill the closest, unless it's on the front 
                kill(1,sort_table(h,3))=1; 
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                break; 
            elseif sort_table(h,5)>sort_table(h,6) && ... 
                    (inner_front(sort_table(h,4))~=1) 
                % Same comparison as above, for the other point in pair 
                kill(1,sort_table(h,4))=1; 
                break; 
            elseif sort_table(h,5)<=sort_table(h,6) 
                kill(1,sort_table(h,3))=1;  %Both pairs must be on 

front 
                break;                      % so just compete by 

distance 
            else 
                kill(1,sort_table(h,4))=1; 
                break; 
            end 
        else 
            h=h+1; 
        end 
    end 

     
    x=x(~kill); 
    y=y(~kill); 
    tab=tab(~kill); 
    inner_front=inner_front(~kill); 
    clear closest dist_next closepairs dist_next2; 

     

     
end 

  
for n=1:1:length(tab) 
    survivors(tab(n))=1; 
end 

  
end 
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parser.m 

function [ mass, val1, err1,val2,err2 ] = parser( t, cells, name ) 
%UNTITLED3 Summary of this function goes here 
%   Detailed explanation goes here 
         for i=1:1:length(t) 
             mass(i)=mass_reader([name '.o'], cells(i)); 
         end 
         [val1,err1]=tally_reader([name '.o'],1); 
         [val2,err2]=tally_reader([name '.o'],11); 

  
end 

 

 

mass_reader.m 

 
function [mass] = mass_reader( filename, cellnum ) 
%Extracts the cell mass from an output file.   
%Takes as arguments: MCNP output filename and requested cell, 
%    i.e. cell_mass = mass_reader_output('output_file.o',30) 
% 
% Returns the mass, if found. Otherwise it returns the string 'NOCELL' 
%  
fid = fopen(filename); 
a = 1; 
found_table=0; 
found_vals=0; 
done=0; 
while done==0 
    while found_vals==0 
        while found_table==0 
            while isempty(strfind(a,'1cells'))==1 
                a = fgets(fid); 
            end 
            for i=1:1:5 
                a = fgets(fid); 
            end 
            found_table=1; 
        end 
        if length(a)>19 
            if cellnum==str2double(a(11:18)) 
                found_vals=1; 
                mass=str2double(a(66:76)); 
                fclose(fid); 
                return; 
            end 
        end         
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        if isempty(strfind(a,'total'))==0 
            mass='NOCELL'; 
            found_vals=1; 
            done=1; 
            fclose(fid); 
            return; 
        end 
        a = fgets(fid);         
    end 
    done=1; 
end 
fclose(fid); 
end 

  

tally_reader.m 

 
function [val,err] = tally_reader( filename, talnum ) 
%UNTITLED Summary of this function goes here 
%   Detailed explanation goes here 

  
fid = fopen(filename); 

  
%index = 1; 

  
a = 1; 
found_tally=0; 
found_vals=0; 
done=0; 

  
while done==0 
    while found_vals==0 
        while found_tally==0 
            while isempty(strfind(a,'1tally'))==1 
                a = fgets(fid); 
            end 
            if talnum==str2double(a(10:20)) 
                found_tally=1; 
            end 
            a = fgets(fid); 
        end 

         
        while isempty(strfind(a,'total'))==1 
            a = fgets(fid); 
        end 
        % 
        %         if isempty(strfind(a,'terminated'))==0 
        %             val='NOTALLY'; 
        %             found_vals=1; 
        %             done=1; 
        %             return; 
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        %         end 
        found_vals=1; 
    end 
    val=str2double(a(18:28)); 
    err=str2double(a(30:35)); 

     
    done=1; 
end 
fclose(fid); 
end 
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mcnp_write_and_run.m 

function [ void ] = mcnp_write_and_run( t, r, mat_id, dens, cells,name 

) 
shield_bottom=58; 

  
p(1)=shield_bottom; 
for i=2:1:length(t) 
    p(i)=p(1)+sum(t(1:i-1)); 
end 

  
 mcnp_run=1; 
 mcnp_overwrite=0; 
 input_write=1; 
 input_overwrite=0; 
 mctal_parse=0; 

  
command = ['set MCNPPATH=D:\MCNP\MCNP_CODE\bin'];  
status = dos(command); 
command = ['PATH %MCNPPATH%;%PATH%'];  
status = dos(command); 
command = ['set DATAPATH=D:\MCNP\MCNP_DATA'];  
status = dos(command); 

         

     
    if input_write==1 
    if exist([name '.i'],'file')==0 || input_overwrite==1 

         
    fid = fopen('gen_template_test1.i');  % open input template file 
    fid2 = fopen([name '.i'], 'w');% create input file handle 

     
    a = 1; 
    while a > 0         
        a = fgets(fid);  
            if isempty(strfind(a,' t1 '))==0 %               
                a = strrep(a,' t1 ', [' ' num2str(t(1)) ' ']); 
            end 
            if isempty(strfind(a,' t2 '))==0 % 
                a = strrep(a,' t2 ', [' ' num2str(t(2)) ' ']); 
            end 
            if isempty(strfind(a,' t3 '))==0 %               
                a = strrep(a,' t3 ', [' ' num2str(t(3)) ' ']); 
            end 
            if isempty(strfind(a,' t4 '))==0 % 
                a = strrep(a,' t4 ', [' ' num2str(t(4)) ' ']); 
            end 
            if isempty(strfind(a,' p1 '))==0 %               
                a = strrep(a,' p1 ', [' ' num2str(p(1)) ' ']); 
            end 
            if isempty(strfind(a,' p2 '))==0 % 
                a = strrep(a,' p2 ', [' ' num2str(p(2)) ' ']); 
            end 
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            if isempty(strfind(a,' p3 '))==0 %               
                a = strrep(a,' p3 ', [' ' num2str(p(3)) ' ']);  
            end 
            if isempty(strfind(a,' p4 '))==0 % 
                a = strrep(a,' p4 ', [' ' num2str(p(4)) ' ']); 
            end  
                        if isempty(strfind(a,' r1 '))==0 %               
                a = strrep(a,' r1 ', [' ' num2str(r(1)) ' ']); 
            end 
            if isempty(strfind(a,' r2 '))==0 % 
                a = strrep(a,' r2 ', [' ' num2str(r(2)) ' ']); 
            end 
            if isempty(strfind(a,' r3 '))==0 %               
                a = strrep(a,' r3 ', [' ' num2str(r(3)) ' ']); 
            end 
            if isempty(strfind(a,' r4 '))==0 % 
                a = strrep(a,' r4 ', [' ' num2str(r(4)) ' ']); 
            end 

  
            if isempty(strfind(a,' mat1 '))==0 %               
                a = strrep(a,' mat1 ', [' ' num2str(mat_id(1)) ' -' ... 
                                             num2str(dens(1)) ' ']);   
            end 
            if isempty(strfind(a,' mat2 '))==0 % 
                a = strrep(a,' mat2 ', [' ' num2str(mat_id(2)) ' -' ... 
                                             num2str(dens(2)) ' ']); 
            end 
            if isempty(strfind(a,' mat3 '))==0 %               
                a = strrep(a,' mat3 ', [' ' num2str(mat_id(3)) ' -' ... 
                                             num2str(dens(3)) ' ']);   
            end 
            if isempty(strfind(a,' mat4 '))==0 % 
                a = strrep(a,' mat4 ', [' ' num2str(mat_id(4)) ' -' ... 
                                             num2str(dens(4)) ' ']); 
            end  
            if a<0 
                continue; 
            end 
            fprintf(fid2, '%s', a); 
            continue; 
%        fprintf(fid2, '%s', a);  
    end 

  
        fclose(fid); 
        fclose(fid2);  
    else 
%        sprintf([name '.i already exists and overwrite is disabled']) 
    end 
    end 

     

     
    if mcnp_run==1 
        if exist([name '.o'],'file')==0 || mcnp_overwrite==1 
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         command = ['mcnp611 tasks 7 i=' name '.i o=' name '.o r=' name 

... 
             '.r rssa=D:\MCNP\InOut\NTR\SCCTE2\source\30m\wssa'];  
%          command = ['mcnpx i=' name '.i o=' name '.o r=' name ... 
%              '.r rssa=D:\MCNP\InOut\NTR\SCCTE2\source\mcnpx\wssa'];  
        status = dos(command); 

         
        end 
    else 
       sprintf([name '.o already exists and overwrite is disabled']) 
    end 

     
end 
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Basic MCNP Input template for use with mcnp_write_and_run.m 

Simplified dose model from NTR 
1    0      2 -4 -85     imp:n=1 imp:p=1 $Core region 
10   mat1        -100    imp:n=1 imp:p=1 $Shield layer 1 
20   mat2        -200    imp:n=1 imp:p=1 $Shield layer 2 
30   mat3        -300    imp:n=1 imp:p=1 $Shield layer 3 
40   mat4        -400    imp:n=1 imp:p=1 $Shield layer 4 
90   0           -900    imp:n=1 imp:p=1 $Dose region 
990  0     -999 100 200 300 400 900 #1 imp:n=1 imp:p=1 $Void fill 
999  0     999           imp:n=0 imp:p=0 $Universe 

  
c Surfaces 
2 pz -48.5000 
4 pz 57.5000 
85 cz 42.0023 
100 rcc   0 0 p1  0 0 t1  r1    $Shield layer 1 
200 rcc   0 0 p2 0 0 t2  r2   $Shield layer 2 
300 rcc   0 0 p3 0 0 t3  r3   $Shield layer 3 
400 rcc   0 0 p4 0 0 t4  r4   $Shield layer 4 
900 rcc   0 0 400 0 0 50.0 420 $Dose region 
999 rcc   0 0 -100  0 0 5500 600 $Universe 

  
c Materials 
m12 5010.70c 4 &  $B4C_Enr 
     6000.70c 1 
c   B4Cnat(1.989) 95% TD pebbles=2.34 (95enr), use 85% TD vibropack              
m38   5010.70c  .16                                                              
      5011.70c  .64                                                              
      6000.70c  .20                                                              
c                                                                                
c   B4Cenr(1.888) 95% TD pebbles=2.221 (95enr), use 85% TD vibropack             
m39   5010.70c  .76                                                              
      5011.70c  .04                                                              
      6000.70c  .20                                                              
c                                                                                                                                                          
m0301  74182.70c -1.89183E-02  74183.70c -1.02791E-02  74184.70c -

9.49955E-01   
      74186.70c -2.08481E-02  $Tungsten 
m0401  1001.70c  -1.00000E+00  $Hydrogen 
m0555  13027.70c -1.00000E+00  $Aluminum 
m990   $29000.70c -0.0258 $ Al-Li alloy (see excel sheet) 
       3006.70c -0.0013 
       3007.70c -0.016 
c       12000.70c -0.0026 
c       30000.70c -0.006 
c       40000.70c -0.0009 
       13027.70c -0.9449 
c NTRgen Neutron Shield (lithium steel alloy) 
m0560  42092.70c -7.10007E-04  42094.70c -4.50005E-04  42095.70c -

7.90008E-04   
      42096.70c -8.30008E-04  42097.70c -4.80005E-04  42098.70c -

1.23001E-03   
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      42100.70c -5.00005E-04  24050.70c -1.80002E-03  24052.70c -

3.35003E-02   
      24053.70c -3.80004E-03  24054.70c -9.00009E-04  26054.70c -

1.04001E-02   
      26056.70c -1.65102E-01  26057.70c -4.00004E-03  26058.70c -

5.00005E-04   
      28058.70c -1.71002E-02  28060.70c -6.50007E-03  28061.70c -

3.00003E-04   
      28062.70c -9.00009E-04  28064.70c -2.00002E-04  1001.70c  -

9.46009E-02   
      3006.70c  -4.26004E-02  3007.70c  -6.12806E-01   
c NTRgen Gamma Shield (lead) 
m0565  82204.70c -1.40000E-02  82206.70c -2.41000E-01  82207.70c -

2.21000E-01   
      82208.70c -5.24000E-01   
c   SS316L(7.9)  Stainless, 7.9g/cc, 2.5%Mo, 17%Cr, 66.5%Fe, 12%Ni               
m24   14028.70c -0.003445  14029.70c -0.000181  14030.70c -0.000124              
      15031.70c -0.000220  16032.70c -0.000142  16033.70c -0.000001              
      16034.70c -0.000007  24050.70c -0.007103  24052.70c -0.142292              
      24053.70c -0.016443  24054.70c -0.004162  25055.70c -0.015000              
      26054.70c -0.037610  26056.70c -0.611719  26057.70c -0.014387              
      26058.70c -0.001933  28058.70c -0.080640  28060.70c -0.032128              
      28061.70c -0.001420  28062.70c -0.004596  28064.70c -0.001216              
      42092.70c -0.003554  42094.70c -0.002264  42095.70c -0.003937              
      42096.70c -0.004169  42097.70c -0.002412  42098.70c -0.006157              
      42100.70c -0.002507   5010.70c -0.000010   6000.70c -0.000220              
c 
c     W   TD=19.2                                                                
m65    74182.70c -.264 74183.70c -.143 74184.70c -.307 74186.70c -.286           
c                                                                                
c   Shield LiH(.955) 95TD natLiH (.74) with 3 v/o SS316L(7.9) (~25 w/o 

SS)       
m66   24050.70c -0.0018  24052.70c -0.0335                   
      24053.70c -0.0038   24054.70c -0.0009  26054.70c -0.0104                   
      26056.70c -0.1651   26057.70c -0.0040  26058.70c -0.0005                   
      28058.70c -0.0171   28060.70c -0.0065  28061.70c -0.0003                   
      28062.70c -0.0009   28064.70c -0.0002                                      
       1001.70c -0.0946    3006.70c -0.0426   3007.70c -0.6128                   
      42092.70c -0.000790024 
      42094.70c -0.000503268 
      42095.70c -0.000875161 
      42096.70c -0.000926733 
      42097.70c -0.000536167 
      42098.70c -0.001368648 
c                                                                                
m01   1001.70c 2  8016.70c 1 $WATER 
mode p n 
c sdef par=d4 pos=0 0 0 vec=0 0 1 dir=d1 erg=fpar=d5 axs=0 0 1 rad=d3 

ext=0 
c si4 L  1 2 
c sp4    2 1 
c ds5 S  21 22 
c si1 -1 0 1 
c sp1 0 0 1 
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c sb1 0 0 1 
c si21 L .01 2 
c sp21   0.5 0.5 
c si22 H 0 19i 2.0 5i 8.0 
c sp22 D 0 1.26E-01 
c       6.94E-02 
c       6.35E-02 
c       6.69E-02 
c       1.26E-01 
c       4.24E-02 
c       2.95E-02 
c       5.05E-02 
c       4.45E-02 
c       2.65E-02 
c       9.87E-03 
c       1.70E-02 
c       1.33E-02 
c       1.95E-02 
c       2.49E-02 
c       1.19E-02 
c       1.45E-02 
c       1.40E-02 
c       1.22E-02 
c       2.14E-02 
c       1.31E-01 
c       2.76E-02 
c       2.50E-02 
c       4.39E-03 
c       6.97E-03 
c       1.45E-03 
c si3 0 30 
c sp3 -21 1 
ssr wgt=3.82E19 $Approx 7.64E10 fission neutrons per second at 1W 
PRINT 10 
nps 1000000 
*f1:p 900.3 
*e1 0.1 28i 3.0 4i 8.0 
*f11:n 900.3 
*e11 0.1 28i 3.0 4i 8.0 
f6:p 40 
fm1 1.602E-13  $Convert MeV to Joules for Watt-heating  
fm11 1.602E-13 
fm6 1.602E-13  
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Tank-fill MCNP Input template for use with mcnp_write_and_run.m 

BASIC TANKFILL MODEL FOR PROPELLENT-LOAD DOSE/HEAT CALCULATIONS 

c                                                                                

c                                                                                

190   0         9999             $Outside our universe 

1   0        -901 2 -76 -910.1   $DUMMY CORE REGION 

c 

10  mat1       -100     $Shield layer 1 

20  mat2      -200     $Shield layer 2 

30  mat3      -300     $Shield layer 3 

40  mat4       -400     $Shield layer 4 

c 

184    0         -9999 999 #990 #991 #992 #970 #981 #982 #983 #984 #985 

                   #980 #10 #20 #30 #40 

                   #181 #182 #1 #501 

c 

501    0         -501   $Void scoring region 

c 

990  9001 -.22     -992 -996 -990 (991:993)                        $ Tank 

bottom end 

991  9001 -.22    -992 993 996 -998                                $ Tank wall 

middle 

970  575 -.07085 -997 ((-991 -996):(996 -998 -993):(-995 998))    $ Liquid 

Hydrogen Fill 

980  580 -.0020  997  ((-995 998):(996 -998 -993):(-991 -996))    $ Ullage at 

25K 30psi 

992  9001 -.22     -992 998 -994 (995:993)                         $ Tank wall 

top end 

c 

c Void between core stage and inline tank 

181  0           -992 998 -966 960 994  

c 940  555 -2.7    -940                                           $ Al bulkhead 

c Inline tank 

981  9001 -.22     -962 -966 -960 (961:963)                        $ Tank 

bottom end 

982  9001 -.22    -962 963 966 -968                                $ Tank wall 

middle 

983  575 -.07085 -967 ((-961 -966):(966 -968 -963):(-965 968))    $ Liquid 

Hydrogen Fill 

984  580 -.0020  967 ((-965 968):(966 -968 -963):(-961 -966))     $ Ullage at 

25K 30psi 

985  9001 -.22     -962 968 -964 (965:963)                         $ Tank wall 

top end 

c 

c Void above inline tank 

182  0         968 964 -992 999 -9999 

c 991  991 -.07085 -991 -993                                      $ Tank fill 

c 950  990 -0.3    -950                                           $ Al-Li crew 

compartment wall 

999  0     -999                                                   $ Dose region 

c  

c 

c  DETAILED CORE DESCRIPTION INSERTED HERE IF NEEDED 

c 

c End of cell cards 

 

c     Surface Cards 

100 2 rcc   0 0 p1 0 0 t1  r1    $Shield layer 1 
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200 2 rcc   0 0 p2 0 0 t2  r2   $Shield layer 2 

300 2 rcc   0 0 p3 0 0 t3  r3   $Shield layer 3 

400 2 rcc   0 0 p4 0 0 t4  r4   $Shield layer 4 

900 3 rcc   0 0 400 0 0 50.0 420 $Dose region 

c 

c  SURFACES TAKEN FROM REACTOR CORE MODEL SPECIFICALLY FOR SSR/SSW SOURCES 

901 cz 42.0023                

910 trc 0 0 57.5000 0 0 6.25 42.0023 31 

2 pz -48.5000 

76 pz 63.7500 

c  

9999 rcc  0 0 -1000 0 0 10000 1500  $Universe envelope 

c 

c //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

c                   EXTERNAL STRUCTURE SURFACE DEFINITIONS 

c //////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////// 

c Core Stage Tank 

990  1 ell    0 0 450 0 0 -317 -440 $Ellipsoidal endcap outer 

991  1 ell    0 0 450 0 0 -297 -420 $Endcap inner 

992  1 c/z    0 0 440               $Cylindrical wall outer 

993  1 c/z    0 0 420               $Cylindrical wall inner 

994  1 ell    0 0 1250 0 0 317 -440 $Ellipsoidal endcap outer 

995  1 ell    0 0 1250 0 0 297 -420 $Endcap inner 

996  1 pz     450                   $Interface b/w cyl wall and ellipsoidal cap 

997  1 pz     200                   $ Liquid/ullage interface (aka fill level) 

998  1 pz     1250                  $Interface b/w cyl wall and ellipsoidal cap 

c Inline tank 

960  1 ell    0 0 2950 0 0 -317 -440 $Ellipsoidal endcap outer 

961  1 ell    0 0 2950 0 0 -297 -420 $Endcap inner 

962  1 c/z    0 0 440                $Cylindrical wall outer 

963  1 c/z    0 0 420                $Cylindrical wall inner 

964  1 ell    0 0 4550 0 0 317 -440  $Ellipsoidal endcap outer 

965  1 ell    0 0 4550 0 0 297 -420  $Endcap inner 

966  1 pz     2950                   $Interface b/w cyl wall and ellipsoidal 

cap 

967  1 pz     2670                   $ Liquid/ullage interface (aka fill level) 

968  1 pz     4550                   $Interface b/w cyl wall and ellipsoidal 

cap 

c Bulkheads 

940  1 rcc    0 0 2500 0 0 1 450 $Inline tank bulkhead  (not used) 

950  1 rcc    0 0 5550 0 0 1 500 $Crew compartment wall (not used) 

c DOSE REGION  

999  1 rcc    0 0 8150 0 0 1.0 430  

c Void quick scoring region 

501  1 rcc    0 0 55  0 0 0.1 300 

 

mode   n p 

imp:p 0 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 25 50 50 50 250 250 1000 1000 5000 5000  

      3M 3M 

imp:n 0 1 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 25 50 50 50 250 250 1000 1000 5000 5000  

      3M 3M 

NONU 0 20R  $Use the NONU card to turn off fission if keeping reactor in SSR 

tr1 0 0 300  $Position stage tanks relative to engine 

tr2 0 0 6      $Position shield segments 

tr3 0 0 6      $Position void dose region 

c beginning of material cards                                                  

c tmp   2.5852E-08 157r 

m12 5010.70c 4 &  $B4C_Enr 

     6000.70c 1 

c   B4Cnat(1.989) 95% TD pebbles=2.34 (95enr), use 85% TD vibropack              
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m38   5010.70c  .16                                                              

      5011.70c  .64                                                              

      6000.70c  .20                                                              

c                                                                                

c   B4Cenr(1.888) 95% TD pebbles=2.221 (95enr), use 85% TD vibropack             

m39   5010.70c  .76                                                              

      5011.70c  .04                                                              

      6000.70c  .20                                                              

c                                                                                                                                                          

m0301  74182.70c -1.89183E-02  74183.70c -1.02791E-02  74184.70c -9.49955E-01   

      74186.70c -2.08481E-02  $Tungsten 

m0401  1001.70c  -1.00000E+00  $Hydrogen 

m0555  13027.70c -1.00000E+00  $Aluminum 

m990   $29000.70c -0.0258 $ Al-Li alloy (see excel sheet) 

       3006.70c -0.0013 

       3007.70c -0.016 

c       12000.70c -0.0026 

c       30000.70c -0.006 

c       40000.70c -0.0009 

       13027.70c -0.9449 

c NTRgen Neutron Shield (lithium steel alloy) 

m0560  42092.70c -7.10007E-04  42094.70c -4.50005E-04  42095.70c -7.90008E-04   

      42096.70c -8.30008E-04  42097.70c -4.80005E-04  42098.70c -1.23001E-03   

      42100.70c -5.00005E-04  24050.70c -1.80002E-03  24052.70c -3.35003E-02   

      24053.70c -3.80004E-03  24054.70c -9.00009E-04  26054.70c -1.04001E-02   

      26056.70c -1.65102E-01  26057.70c -4.00004E-03  26058.70c -5.00005E-04   

      28058.70c -1.71002E-02  28060.70c -6.50007E-03  28061.70c -3.00003E-04   

      28062.70c -9.00009E-04  28064.70c -2.00002E-04  1001.70c  -9.46009E-02   

      3006.70c  -4.26004E-02  3007.70c  -6.12806E-01   

c NTRgen Gamma Shield (lead) 

m0565  82204.70c -1.40000E-02  82206.70c -2.41000E-01  82207.70c -2.21000E-01   

      82208.70c -5.24000E-01   

c   SS316L(7.9)  Stainless, 7.9g/cc, 2.5%Mo, 17%Cr, 66.5%Fe, 12%Ni               

m24   14028.70c -0.003445  14029.70c -0.000181  14030.70c -0.000124              

      15031.70c -0.000220  16032.70c -0.000142  16033.70c -0.000001              

      16034.70c -0.000007  24050.70c -0.007103  24052.70c -0.142292              

      24053.70c -0.016443  24054.70c -0.004162  25055.70c -0.015000              

      26054.70c -0.037610  26056.70c -0.611719  26057.70c -0.014387              

      26058.70c -0.001933  28058.70c -0.080640  28060.70c -0.032128              

      28061.70c -0.001420  28062.70c -0.004596  28064.70c -0.001216              

      42092.70c -0.003554  42094.70c -0.002264  42095.70c -0.003937              

      42096.70c -0.004169  42097.70c -0.002412  42098.70c -0.006157              

      42100.70c -0.002507   5010.70c -0.000010   6000.70c -0.000220              

c 

c     W   TD=19.2                                                                

m65    74182.70c -.264 74183.70c -.143 74184.70c -.307 74186.70c -.286           

c                                                                                

c   Shield LiH(.955) 95TD natLiH (.74) with 3 v/o SS316L(7.9) (~25 w/o SS)       

m66   24050.70c -0.0018  24052.70c -0.0335                   

      24053.70c -0.0038   24054.70c -0.0009  26054.70c -0.0104                   

      26056.70c -0.1651   26057.70c -0.0040  26058.70c -0.0005                   

      28058.70c -0.0171   28060.70c -0.0065  28061.70c -0.0003                   

      28062.70c -0.0009   28064.70c -0.0002                                      

       1001.70c -0.0946    3006.70c -0.0426   3007.70c -0.6128                   

      42092.70c -0.000790024 

      42094.70c -0.000503268 

      42095.70c -0.000875161 

      42096.70c -0.000926733 

      42097.70c -0.000536167 

      42098.70c -0.001368648 
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c                                                                                

m01   1001.70c 2  8016.70c 1 $WATER 

m0575  1001.70c  -1.00000E+00  $Hydrogen 

m0580  1001.70c  -1.00000E+00   

m9001 1001.74c -0.041960 $MYLAR 

      6000.74c -0.625016 

      8016.74c -0.333024 

c FLUENCE-TO-DOSE TALLIES 

f904:p 999 

e904 0.1 28i 3.0 4i 8.0 20 

c fluence to dose values for PHOTONS 

c Shultis and Faw - Radiation Shielding - Pg 470 (Sv cm^2) 

c ICRP 1996 photon ambient deep dose equiv for par beam inc on ICRU sphere  

de904 log 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5  

          0.6 0.8 1 1.5 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 

df904 log 6.1E-14 8.3E-13 1.05E-12 8.1E-13 6.4E-13 5.5E-13 5.1E-13 5.3E-13  

          6.1E-13 8.9E-13 1.2E-12 1.8E-12 2.38E-12 2.93E-12 3.44E-12  

          4.38E-12 5.2E-12 6.9E-12 8.6E-12 1.11E-11 1.34E-11 1.55E-11  

          1.76E-11 2.16E-11 2.56E-11 

c 

f914:n 999 

e914  0.020E-6 0.030E-6 0.4E-6 0.6E-6 1.0E-6 

          10E-6 300E-6 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 10 20 

c fluence to dose values for NEUTRONS 

c Shultis and Faw - Radiation Shielding - Pg 473 (Sv cm^2) 

c ICRP 1996 neutron ambient deep dose equiv for par beam inc on ICRU sphere  

de914 log 2.50E-08 1.00E-07 1.00E-06 1.00E-05 1.00E-04 1.00E-03 1.00E-02  

          2.00E-02 5.00E-02 1.00E-01 2.00E-01 5.00E-01 1.00E+00 1.20E+00  

          2.00E+00 3.00E+00 4.00E+00 5.00E+00 6.00E+00 7.00E+00 8.00E+00  

          1.00E+01 1.40E+01 1.70E+01 2.00E+01 

df914 log 1.06E-11 1.29E-11 1.33E-11 1.13E-11 9.40E-12 7.90E-12 1.05E-11  

          1.66E-11 4.11E-11 8.80E-11 1.70E-10 3.22E-10 4.16E-10 4.25E-10  

          4.20E-10 4.12E-10 4.08E-10 4.05E-10 4.00E-10 4.05E-10 4.09E-10  

          4.40E-10 5.20E-10 5.70E-10 6.00E-10 

ssr old=76 910.1 901 2 wgt=4.27E19 psc=0.5 $Approx # fission neutrons produced 

per sec at 560 MW 

dxt:n,p 0 0 8450  439 439 5e-6 1e-6 $DXTRAN FROM CRIT ALARM PRIMER 

esplt:n 0.25 1e-3 0.1 1e-6 

*f1:p 990     $Photon energy crossing aft tank surface 

*f11:n 990    $Neutron energy crossing aft tank surface 

*f21:p 501.3  $Photon energy crossing surrogate dose region plane 

*f31:n 501.3  $Neutron energy crossing surrogate dose region plane 

f6:p 970   %Photon heating in stage tank propellant 

f16:n 970  %Neutron heating in stage tank propellant 

f26:p 990  %Photon heating in stage tank wall 

f36:n 990  %Neutron heating in stage tank wall 

sd6 1 $Used to output above f6 tallies as bulk heat rather than heat per volume 

sd16 1  

sd26 1 

sd36 1 

e1 1E-30 30 

e11 1E-30 30 

e21 1E-30 30 

e31 1E-30 30 

e6 1E-30 30 

e16 1E-30 30 

e26 1E-30 30 

e36 1E-30 30 

fm1 1.602E-13   $Convert MeV to Joules for Watt-heating  

fm11 1.602E-13 
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fm21 1.602E-13 

fm31 1.602E-13 

fm6 1.602E-13 

fm16 1.602E-13 

fm26 1.602E-13 

fm36 1.602E-13 

STOP F904 0.05  
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APPENDIX B 

An interactive plotting function is required to investigate the solutions of the 

Multiobjective Evolutionary Algorithm.  The function first produces a scatter plot of the 

Pareto set by calling the recording variable ‘long_history2’.  The function then calls the 

subroutines when an individual point is selected on the plot, and a graphic depiction of 

the shield design is generated in a separate plot.  The total mass and dose (or heat) is also 

inscribed in the secondary plot, along with the material type, thickness, and radius of 

each layer.  The functions must be modified to change the desired size or axis limits of 

the secondary plot, or to alter the annotations and axis titles. 

Examiner_fullpareto.m 

function Examiner_fullpareto(long_history2_internal) 
% Evaluates the accumulated data set and makes a ‘clickable’ scatter 

plot 

%  of all non-dominated solutions (the Pareto set) 

%  Clicking on a point calls the function ‘getCoord.m’, which produces  

%  a secondary plot that draws and describes the design parameters 

%  of that individual point 

 
global global_long_history2; 
global_long_history2=long_history2_internal; 

  
figure('position',[200 200 800 800]); 
aH = axes; 
colormap cool; 
hold on; 
resorted=sortrows(long_history2'); 
resorted=resorted'; 
mass=resorted(1,:); 
dose=resorted(2,:); 
front=paretoset([mass' dose']); 
lH=plot(mass(front), dose(front), 'b*', 'MarkerSize', 2);% , 'r'); 
grid on 
xlabel('Mass (g)'); 
ylabel('Heating (W)'); 

  
set(lH,'hittest','off'); % so you can click on the Markers 
 hold on;  
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rectfig=figure('position',[1000 400 600 600]); 
set(aH,'ButtonDownFcn',@getCoord); % Defining what happens when 

clicking 

end 

getCoord.m                                                                                

function rectfig=getCoord(aH,evnt) 

%Finds the closest point to where the user clicks in the Pareto scatter 

plot, 

% uses ‘finder.m’ to get relevant data, then draws shield profile and  

% displays the corresponding data 
global long_history2; 

colors=[.7 .7 .7; .4 .4 .4; .1 .1 .1]; 
drawnow 
f = ancestor(aH,'figure'); 
click_type = get(f,'SelectionType'); 
ptH = getappdata(aH,'CurrentPoint'); 
delete(ptH) 
if strcmp(click_type,'normal') 
    %Finding the closest point and highlighting it 
    lH = findobj(aH,'Type','line'); 
    minDist = realmax; 
    finalIdx = NaN; 
    finalH = NaN; 
    pt = get(aH,'CurrentPoint'); %Getting click position 
    for ii = lH' 
        xp=get(ii,'Xdata'); %Getting coordinates of line object 
        yp=get(ii,'Ydata'); 
        dx=daspect(aH);      %Aspect ratio is needed to compensate for 

uneven axis when calculating the distance 
        [newDist idx] = min( ((pt(1,1)-xp).*dx(2)).^2 + ((pt(1,2)-

yp).*dx(1)).^2 ); 
        if (newDist < minDist) 
            finalH = ii; 
            finalIdx = idx; 
            minDist = newDist; 
        end 
    end 
    xp=get(finalH,'Xdata'); %Getting coordinates of line object 
    yp=get(finalH,'Ydata'); 
    ptH = plot(aH,xp(finalIdx),yp(finalIdx),'k*','MarkerSize',10); 
    setappdata(aH,'CurrentPoint',ptH); 
    %%%% 
    disp(yp(finalIdx)) 
    close(figure(2)); 
    rectfig=figure('position',[1000 400 600 130]); 
    bH=axes(rectfig); 
    bH.XLim=[0 120]; 
    bH.YLim=[0 20]; 
    [~,t,r,m]=finder(long_history2,xp(finalIdx),yp(finalIdx)); 
    b(1)=0; 
    for i=2:1:length(t) 
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        b(i)=b(i-1)+t(i-1); 
    end 
    for i=1:1:length(t) 
    rectangle(bH,'Position',[0 b(i) r(i) t(i)], 

'FaceColor',colors(m(i),:)) 
    %txtlocx(i)=r(i)*1.05; 
    txtlocx(i)=102; 
    %txtlocy(i)=b(i)+.5*t(i); 
    txtlocy(i)=3*i; 
    text(txtlocx(i),txtlocy(i),['M' num2str(m(i)) ' t=' ... 
               num2str(t(i)) ' r=' num2str(r(i))]); 
    end 
    %%%% Annotation - total mass/heat 
    dim = [.62 .6 .3 .3]; 
    str = [num2str(yp(finalIdx)) ' W  ' num2str(xp(finalIdx)) ' g']; 
    annotation('textbox',dim,'String',str,'FitBoxToText','on'); 
    %%%% 
    H=findobj(0,'name','Figure 2'); 
elseif strcmp(click_type,'alt') 
    %do your stuff once your point is selected    
    disp('Done clicking!'); 
    % HERE IS WHERE YOU CAN PUT YOUR STUFF 
    close(Figure(2)) 
    uiresume(f); 
end 

 

finder.m 

function [location,thickness,radius,material] = finder( 

long_history2,x,y ) 
%Searches the dataset for the point selected in the plot and provides 

the 

% relevant parameters to plot and display in the secondary plot  
done=0; 
i=1; 
len=4; 
while done==0 
    if long_history2(1,i)==x 
        if long_history2(2,i)==y 
            location=i; 
            for f=1:1:len 
                thickness(f)=long_history2(2+(3*f)-2,i); 
                material(f)   =long_history2(2+(3*f)-1,i); 
                radius(f) =long_history2(2+(3*f)  ,i); 
            end 
            done=1; 
            continue 
        end 
    end 
    i=i+1; 
end 
end  
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APPENDIX C 

An MCNP6 input for use in determining dose and heating values for a variable propellant 

load.  Core region is voided, and utilizes a surface source definition derived from a 

separate reactor core model.  The input also includes FMESH tallies for visualization of 

flux levels through the spacecraft.  This transport calculation should be run with a series 

of tank-fill levels and imported into the time-series dose calculations described further 

on. 

tankfill_basic.inp 

BASIC TANKFILL MODEL FOR PROPELLANT-LOAD DOSE/HEAT CALCULATIONS 

c                                                                                

c                                                                                

190   0         9999             $Outside our universe 

1   0        -901 2 -76 -910.1   $DUMMY CORE REGION 

c 

10   560 -0.9          -100     $Shield layer 1 

20   565 -18           -200     $Shield layer 2 

30   560 -0.9          -300     $Shield layer 3 

40   565 -18           -400     $Shield layer 4 

c 

184    0         -9999 999 #990 #991 #992 #970 #981 #982 #983 #984 #985 

                   #980 #10 #20 #30 #40 

                   #181 #182 #1 

c 

990  990 -.22     -992 -996 -990 (991:993)                        $ 

Tank bottom end 

991  990 -.22    -992 993 996 -998                                $ 

Tank wall middle 

970  575 -.07085 -997 ((-991 -996):(996 -998 -993):(-995 998))    $ 

Liquid Hydrogen Fill 

980  580 -.0020  997  ((-995 998):(996 -998 -993):(-991 -996))    $ 

Ullage at 25K 30psi 

992  990 -.22     -992 998 -994 (995:993)                         $ 

Tank wall top end 

c 

c Void between core stage and inline tank 

181  0           -992 998 -966 960 994  

c 940  555 -2.7    -940                                           $ Al 

bulkhead 

c Inline tank 
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981  990 -.22     -962 -966 -960 (961:963)                        $ 

Tank bottom end 

982  990 -.22    -962 963 966 -968                                $ 

Tank wall middle 

983  575 -.07085 -967 ((-961 -966):(966 -968 -963):(-965 968))    $ 

Liquid Hydrogen Fill 

984  580 -.0020  967 ((-965 968):(966 -968 -963):(-961 -966))     $ 

Ullage at 25K 30psi 

985  990 -.22     -962 968 -964 (965:963)                         $ 

Tank wall top end 

c 

c Void above inline tank 

182  0         968 964 -992 999 -9999 

c 991  991 -.07085 -991 -993                                      $ 

Tank fill 

c 950  990 -0.3    -950                                           $ Al-

Li crew compartment wall 

999  0     -999                                                   $ 

Dose region 

c  

c 

c  DETAILED CORE DESCRIPTION INSERTED HERE IF NEEDED 

c 

c End of cell cards 

 

c     Surface Cards 

100 2 rcc   0 0 58  0 0 0.17  85.81    $Shield layer 1 

200 2 rcc   0 0 58.17 0 0 0.38  18.11   $Shield layer 2 

300 2 rcc   0 0 58.55 0 0 2.4  80.71   $Shield layer 3 

400 2 rcc   0 0 60.95 0 0 18.54  58.6   $Shield layer 4 

900 3 rcc   0 0 400 0 0 50.0 420 $Dose region 

901 cz 42.0023 

910 trc 0 0 57.5000 0 0 6.25 42.0023 31 

2 pz -48.5000 

76 pz 63.7500 

9999 rcc  0 0 -1000 0 0 10000 1500 

c 

c 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///// 

c                   EXTERNAL STRUCTURE SURFACE DEFINITIONS 

c 

///////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////////

///// 

c Core Stage Tank 

990  1 ell    0 0 450 0 0 -317 -440 

991  1 ell    0 0 450 0 0 -297 -420 

992  1 c/z    0 0 440 

993  1 c/z    0 0 420 

994  1 ell    0 0 1250 0 0 317 -440 

995  1 ell    0 0 1250 0 0 297 -420 

996  1 pz     450 

997  1 pz     650 

c INSERT_1 
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c 997  1 pz     155 

c 976  1 pz     1050 

998  1 pz     1250 

c Inline tank 

960  1 ell    0 0 2950 0 0 -317 -440 

961  1 ell    0 0 2950 0 0 -297 -420 

962  1 c/z    0 0 440 

963  1 c/z    0 0 420 

964  1 ell    0 0 4550 0 0 317 -440 

965  1 ell    0 0 4550 0 0 297 -420 

966  1 pz     2950 

967  1 pz     2670 

968  1 pz     4550 

c Bulkheads 

940  1 rcc    0 0 2500 0 0 1 450 $Inline tank bulkhead 

950  1 rcc    0 0 5550 0 0 1 500 $Crew compartment wall 

c DOSE REGION  

999  1 rcc    0 0 8150 0 0 1.0 430  

 

mode   n p 

imp:p 0 0 5 5 5 5 5 5 25 50 50 50 250 250 1000 1000 5000 5000  

      3M 3M 

imp:n 0 0 5 5 5 5 5 5 25 50 50 50 250 250 1000 1000 5000 5000  

      3M 3M 

NONU 0 19R 

c INSERT_2 

tr1 200 0 300  $Position stage tanks relative to engine 

tr2 0 0 6      $Position shield segments 

tr3 0 0 6      $Position void dose region 

c beginning of material cards                                                  

c tmp   2.5852E-08 157r 

m0001  92234.70c -6.03001E-04  92235.70c -7.93051E-02  92238.70c -

3.25741E-01   

      8016.70c  -5.46791E-02  74182.70c -1.02150E-02  74183.70c -

5.54800E-03   

      74184.70c -5.12709E-01  74186.70c -1.11990E-02   

m0301  74182.70c -1.89183E-02  74183.70c -1.02791E-02  74184.70c -

9.49955E-01   

      74186.70c -2.08481E-02   

m0311  1001.70c  -1.00000E+00   

m0321  74182.70c -1.89183E-02  74183.70c -1.02791E-02  74184.70c -

9.49955E-01   

      74186.70c -2.08481E-02   

m0401  1001.70c  -1.00000E+00   

m0411  13027.70c -1.00000E+00   

m0431  1001.70c  -2.16180E-02  40090.70c -4.96099E-01  40091.70c -

1.09392E-01   

      40092.70c -1.69046E-01  40094.70c -1.75043E-01  40096.70c -

2.88015E-02   

mt0431    h/zr.01t  

m0441  1001.70c  -1.00000E+00   

m0451  13027.70c -1.00000E+00   

m0471  6000.70c  -1.16347E-01  40090.70c -4.48066E-01  40091.70c -

9.88004E-02   
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      40092.70c -1.52678E-01  40094.70c -1.58095E-01  40096.70c -

2.60129E-02   

m0491  6000.70c  -1.00000E+00   

mt0491   grph.01t   

m0501  1001.70c  -1.00000E+00   

m0511  74184.70c -1.00000E+00   

m0535  4009.70c  -1.00000E+00   

mt0535   be.01t     

m0540  4009.70c  -1.00000E+00   

mt0540   be.01t     

m0545  5010.70c  -7.28046E-01  5011.70c  -4.21312E-02  6000.70c  -

2.29823E-01   

m0550  1001.70c  -1.00000E+00   

m0555  13027.70c -1.00000E+00   

m0560  42092.70c -7.10007E-04  42094.70c -4.50005E-04  42095.70c -

7.90008E-04   

      42096.70c -8.30008E-04  42097.70c -4.80005E-04  42098.70c -

1.23001E-03   

      42100.70c -5.00005E-04  24050.70c -1.80002E-03  24052.70c -

3.35003E-02   

      24053.70c -3.80004E-03  24054.70c -9.00009E-04  26054.70c -

1.04001E-02   

      26056.70c -1.65102E-01  26057.70c -4.00004E-03  26058.70c -

5.00005E-04   

      28058.70c -1.71002E-02  28060.70c -6.50007E-03  28061.70c -

3.00003E-04   

      28062.70c -9.00009E-04  28064.70c -2.00002E-04  1001.70c  -

9.46009E-02   

      3006.70c  -4.26004E-02  3007.70c  -6.12806E-01   

m0565  82204.70c -1.40000E-02  82206.70c -2.41000E-01  82207.70c -

2.21000E-01   

      82208.70c -5.24000E-01   

m0570  13027.70c -1.00000E+00   

m0575  1001.70c  -1.00000E+00   

m0580  1001.70c  -1.00000E+00   

m0585  1001.70c  -1.00000E+00   

m0590  1001.70c  -1.00000E+00   

m0595  13027.70c -1.00000E+00   

m0596  4009.70c  -3.91000E-01  8016.70c  -6.09000E-01   

mt0596   beo.01t    

m990   $29000.70c -0.0258 $ Al-Li alloy (see excel sheet) 

       3006.70c -0.0013 

       3007.70c -0.016 

c       12000.70c -0.0026 

c       30000.70c -0.006 

c       40000.70c -0.0009 

       13027.70c -0.9449 

m991   1001.70c  -1.00000E+00  

m999   1001.70c 2  8016.70c 1 $WATER 

m992   5010.80c 4 6000.80c 1 $Boron carbide 

f6:p 990 

e6 0.1 28i 3.0 4i 8.0 20 

f116:p 991 

e116 0.1 28i 3.0 4i 8.0 20 
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f16:p 970 

e16 0.1 28i 3.0 4i 8.0 20 

f66:p 980 

e66 0.1 28i 3.0 4i 8.0 20 

f76:p 992 

e76 0.1 28i 3.0 4i 8.0 20 

f86:p 982 

e86 0.1 28i 3.0 4i 8.0 20 

f96:p 983 

e96 0.1 28i 3.0 4i 8.0 20 

f206:n 990 

e206  0.020E-6 0.030E-6 0.4E-6 0.6E-6 1.0E-6 

          10E-6 300E-6 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 10 20 

f316:n 991 

e316  0.020E-6 0.030E-6 0.4E-6 0.6E-6 1.0E-6 

          10E-6 300E-6 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 10 20 

f216:n 970 

e216  0.020E-6 0.030E-6 0.4E-6 0.6E-6 1.0E-6 

          10E-6 300E-6 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 10 20 

f266:n 980 

e266  0.020E-6 0.030E-6 0.4E-6 0.6E-6 1.0E-6 

          10E-6 300E-6 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 10 20 

f276:n 992 

e276  0.020E-6 0.030E-6 0.4E-6 0.6E-6 1.0E-6 

          10E-6 300E-6 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 10 20 

f286:n 982 

e286  0.020E-6 0.030E-6 0.4E-6 0.6E-6 1.0E-6 

          10E-6 300E-6 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 10 20 

f296:n 983 

e296  0.020E-6 0.030E-6 0.4E-6 0.6E-6 1.0E-6 

          10E-6 300E-6 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 10 20 

c FLUENCE-TO-DOSE TALLIES 

f904:p 999 

e904 0.1 28i 3.0 4i 8.0 20 

f914:n 999 

e914  0.020E-6 0.030E-6 0.4E-6 0.6E-6 1.0E-6 

          10E-6 300E-6 0.1 0.2 0.5 1 1.5 2 3 10 20 

c fluence to dose values for NEUTRONS 

c Shultis and Faw - Radiation Shielding - Pg 473 (Sv cm^2) 

c ICRP 1996 neutron ambient deep dose equiv for par beam inc on ICRU 

sphere  

de914 log 2.50E-08 1.00E-07 1.00E-06 1.00E-05 1.00E-04 1.00E-03 1.00E-

02  

          2.00E-02 5.00E-02 1.00E-01 2.00E-01 5.00E-01 1.00E+00 

1.20E+00  

          2.00E+00 3.00E+00 4.00E+00 5.00E+00 6.00E+00 7.00E+00 

8.00E+00  

          1.00E+01 1.40E+01 1.70E+01 2.00E+01 

df914 log 1.06E-11 1.29E-11 1.33E-11 1.13E-11 9.40E-12 7.90E-12 1.05E-

11  

          1.66E-11 4.11E-11 8.80E-11 1.70E-10 3.22E-10 4.16E-10 4.25E-

10  

          4.20E-10 4.12E-10 4.08E-10 4.05E-10 4.00E-10 4.05E-10 4.09E-

10  
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          4.40E-10 5.20E-10 5.70E-10 6.00E-10 

c 

c fluence to dose values for PHOTONS 

c Shultis and Faw - Radiation Shielding - Pg 470 (Sv cm^2) 

c ICRP 1996 photon ambient deep dose equiv for par beam inc on ICRU 

sphere  

de904 log 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.3 0.4 

0.5  

          0.6 0.8 1 1.5 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 

df904 log 6.1E-14 8.3E-13 1.05E-12 8.1E-13 6.4E-13 5.5E-13 5.1E-13 

5.3E-13  

          6.1E-13 8.9E-13 1.2E-12 1.8E-12 2.38E-12 2.93E-12 3.44E-12  

          4.38E-12 5.2E-12 6.9E-12 8.6E-12 1.11E-11 1.34E-11 1.55E-11  

          1.76E-11 2.16E-11 2.56E-11 

c NEUTRON FLUX MESH TALLY IN SPACECRAFT 

fmesh104:n geom=cyl origin= 0 0 -1000  

             imesh = 200 320 420 440 840  iints = 1 1 1 1 4 

             jmesh = 10000 jints = 500 

             kmesh = 1 kints = 1 

             emesh = 0.4E-6 1.0 30 eints=1 1 1 

             out=ij tr=1 

c PHOTON FLUX MESH TALLLY IN SPACECRAFT 

fmesh204:p geom=cyl origin= 0 0 -1000  

             imesh = 200 320 420 440 840  iints = 1 1 1 1 4 

             jmesh = 10000 jints = 500 

             kmesh = 1 kints = 1 

             emesh = 1 2 3 4 5 7.5 

             out=ij tr=1 

c NEUTRON DOSE MESH TALLY IN SPACECRAFT 

fmesh114:n geom=cyl origin= 0 0 -1000  

             imesh = 200 320 420 440 840  iints = 1 1 1 1 4 

             jmesh = 10000 jints = 500 

             kmesh = 1 kints = 1 

             emesh = 0.4E-6 1.0 30 eints=1 1 1 

             out=ij tr=1 

c fluence to dose values for NEUTRONS 

c Shultis and Faw - Radiation Shielding - Pg 473 (Sv cm^2) 

c ICRP 1996 neutron ambient deep dose equiv for par beam inc on ICRU 

sphere  

de114 log 2.50E-08 1.00E-07 1.00E-06 1.00E-05 1.00E-04 1.00E-03 1.00E-

02  

          2.00E-02 5.00E-02 1.00E-01 2.00E-01 5.00E-01 1.00E+00 

1.20E+00  

          2.00E+00 3.00E+00 4.00E+00 5.00E+00 6.00E+00 7.00E+00 

8.00E+00  

          1.00E+01 1.40E+01 1.70E+01 2.00E+01 

df114 log 1.06E-11 1.29E-11 1.33E-11 1.13E-11 9.40E-12 7.90E-12 1.05E-

11  

          1.66E-11 4.11E-11 8.80E-11 1.70E-10 3.22E-10 4.16E-10 4.25E-

10  

          4.20E-10 4.12E-10 4.08E-10 4.05E-10 4.00E-10 4.05E-10 4.09E-

10  

          4.40E-10 5.20E-10 5.70E-10 6.00E-10 

c PHOTON DOSE MESH TALLLY IN SPACECRAFT 
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fmesh214:p geom=cyl origin= 0 0 -1000  

             imesh = 200 320 420 440 840  iints = 1 1 1 1 4 

             jmesh = 10000 jints = 500 

             kmesh = 1 kints = 1 

             emesh = 1 2 3 4 5 7.5 

             out=ij tr=1 

c fluence to dose values for PHOTONS 

c Shultis and Faw - Radiation Shielding - Pg 470 

c ICRP 1996 Response photon ambient deep dose equiv for par beam inc on 

ICRU sphere (Sv cm^2) 

de214 log 0.01 0.015 0.02 0.03 0.04 0.05 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.15 0.2 0.3 0.4 

0.5  

          0.6 0.8 1 1.5 2 3 4 5 6 8 10 

df214 log 6.1E-14 8.3E-13 1.05E-12 8.1E-13 6.4E-13 5.5E-13 5.1E-13 

5.3E-13  

          6.1E-13 8.9E-13 1.2E-12 1.8E-12 2.38E-12 2.93E-12 3.44E-12  

          4.38E-12 5.2E-12 6.9E-12 8.6E-12 1.11E-11 1.34E-11 1.55E-11  

          1.76E-11 2.16E-11 2.56E-11 

PRINT 10 110 120 

ssr old= 76 910.1 901 2 wgt=7.64e10 psc=0.5 $Approx # fission neutrons 
produced per sec at 1 W 

c INSERT_4 

dxt:n,p 200 0 8450  439 439 5e-6 1e-6 $DXTRAN FROM CRIT ALARM PRIMER 

c nps 30000000 

STOP F904 0.05   $USE CAUTION WITH THIS... CAN INTRODUCE TO BIAS 

esplt:n 0.25 1e-3 0.1 1e-6 

PRDMP 2j 1 

MPLOT FREQ=500000 wmctal current_tally_a 

c end of deck 
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Decay Group Coefficients 

𝛼 and 𝜆 group coefficients used to calculate empirical decay gamma sources based upon 

George and Labauve (George et al., 1982; LaBauve et al., 1982; Shultis and Faw, 2000) 

𝜶 
1.220E-

13 
5.409E-

12 
6.711E-

08 
1.606E-

05 
4.867E-

05 
1.514E-

04 
2.159E-

03 
3.220E-

03 
4.559E-

03      
5.629E-

20 
7.981E-

20 
9.578E-

14 
4.786E-

11 
2.069E-

08 
3.461E-

08 
1.045E-

06 
2.742E-

04 
6.432E-

04 
1.341E-

03 
2.204E-

03 
2.572E-

03 
2.750E-

07  
2.753E-

18 
2.665E-

18 
6.126E-

16 
1.825E-

11 
7.970E-

11 
2.066E-

07 
2.481E-

06 
1.192E-

05 
2.584E-

04 
1.376E-

03 
2.320E-

03 
2.799E-

03 
3.506E-

03 
3.559E-

03 
2.719E-

17 
2.632E-

11 
5.115E-

09 
5.519E-

09 
3.111E-

06 
1.758E-

05 
7.848E-

05 
1.872E-

04 
2.816E-

03 
5.830E-

03 
9.529E-

03 
1.234E-

02 
1.240E-

02  
7.708E-

17 
9.292E-

12 
7.734E-

12 
7.168E-

08 2.21E-08 3.47E-06 1.49E-05 1.03E-04 2.34E-04 3.04E-03 1.11E-02 2.34E-02 4.59E-02 5.00E-02 

2.82E-11 4.54E-11 1.57E-08 1.79E-07 1.06E-06 3.17E-06 7.94E-05 2.23E-04 7.72E-04 4.00E-03 2.31E-02 9.43E-02 2.01E-01 1.72E-01 

 

 

𝝀 
6.125E-

07 
1.036E-

06 
8.330E-

04 
3.562E-

03 
6.743E-

03 
2.279E-

02 
1.337E-

01 
5.023E-

01 
2.539E+0

0      
2.787E-

13 
6.023E-

08 
5.236E-

07 
1.060E-

06 
7.083E-

05 
1.894E-

04 
7.889E-

04 
4.142E-

03 1.226E-02 
4.521E-

02 
1.962E-

01 
7.021E-

01 
2.953E+0

0  
6.788E-

14 
3.951E-

08 
3.800E-

07 
5.905E-

07 
9.240E-

07 
7.721E-

05 
1.396E-

04 
6.358E-

04 3.452E-03 
1.188E-

02 
4.160E-

02 
1.999E-

01 6.763E-01 
2.940E+0

0 
8.227E-

11 
2.772E-

08 
6.458E-

07 
2.515E-

06 
6.159E-

05 
1.356E-

04 
5.446E-

04 
2.839E-

03 1.199E-02 
4.591E-

02 
1.998E-

01 
7.130E-

01 
3.003E+0

0  
2.364E-

10 
2.524E-

08 
9.229E-

08 
6.247E-

07 1.77E-06 2.72E-05 8.66E-05 3.40E-04 1.12E-03 7.75E-03 2.75E-02 1.16E-01 5.38E-01 2.75E+00 

7.35E-10 2.14E-08 1.16E-07 1.40E-06 6.65E-06 2.34E-05 1.84E-04 7.38E-04 3.39E-03 1.45E-02 6.69E-02 2.92E-01 1.06E+00 3.67E+00 
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Decay gamma calculator 

function [MeV_rate]=delaygamma(group,runtime,downtime) 
alpha=zeros(6,14); 
lambda=zeros(6,14); 
sizes=[9 13 14 13 14 14]; 

  
alpha(1,1:sizes(1))=[1.220E-13  5.409E-12   6.711E-08   1.606E-05   ...  
    4.867E-05   1.514E-04   2.159E-03   3.220E-03   4.559E-03]; 
lambda(1,1:sizes(1))=[6.125E-07 1.036E-06   8.330E-04   3.562E-03   ... 
    6.743E-03   2.279E-02   1.337E-01   5.023E-01   2.539E+00]; 

  
alpha(2,1:sizes(2))=[5.629E-20  7.981E-20   9.578E-14   4.786E-11   ... 
    2.069E-08   3.461E-08   1.045E-06   2.742E-04   6.432E-04   ... 
    1.341E-03   2.204E-03   2.572E-03   2.750E-07]; 
lambda(2,1:sizes(2))=[2.787E-13 6.023E-08   5.236E-07   1.060E-06   ... 
    7.083E-05   1.894E-04   7.889E-04   4.142E-03   1.226E-02   ... 
    4.521E-02   1.962E-01   7.021E-01   2.953E+00]; 

  
alpha(3,1:sizes(3))=[2.753E-18  2.665E-18   6.126E-16   1.825E-11   ... 
    7.970E-11   2.066E-07   2.481E-06   1.192E-05   2.584E-04   ... 
    1.376E-03   2.320E-03   2.799E-03   3.506E-03   3.559E-03]; 
lambda(3,1:sizes(3))=[6.788E-14 3.951E-08   3.800E-07   5.905E-07   ... 
    9.240E-07   7.721E-05   1.396E-04   6.358E-04   3.452E-03   ... 
    1.188E-02   4.160E-02   1.999E-01   6.763E-01   2.940E+00]; 

  
alpha(4,1:sizes(4))=[2.719E-17  2.632E-11   5.115E-09   5.519E-09   ... 
    3.111E-06   1.758E-05   7.848E-05   1.872E-04   2.816E-03   ... 
    5.830E-03   9.529E-03   1.234E-02   1.240E-02]; 
lambda(4,1:sizes(4))=[8.227E-11 2.772E-08   6.458E-07   2.515E-06   ... 
    6.159E-05   1.356E-04   5.446E-04   2.839E-03   1.199E-02   ... 
    4.591E-02   1.998E-01   7.130E-01   3.003E+00]; 

  
alpha(5,1:sizes(5))=[7.708E-17  9.292E-12   7.734E-12   7.168E-08   ... 
    2.21E-08    3.47E-06    1.49E-05    1.03E-04    2.34E-04    ... 
    3.04E-03    1.11E-02    2.34E-02    4.59E-02    5.00E-02]; 
lambda(5,1:sizes(5))=[2.364E-10 2.524E-08   9.229E-08   6.247E-07   ... 
    1.77E-06    2.72E-05    8.66E-05    3.40E-04    1.12E-03    ... 
    7.75E-03    2.75E-02    1.16E-01    5.38E-01    2.75E+00]; 

  
alpha(6,1:sizes(6))=[2.82E-11   4.54E-11    1.57E-08    1.79E-07    ... 
    1.06E-06    3.17E-06    7.94E-05    2.23E-04    7.72E-04    ... 
    4.00E-03    2.31E-02    9.43E-02    2.01E-01    1.72E-01]; 
lambda(6,1:sizes(6))=[7.35E-10  2.14E-08    1.16E-07    1.40E-06    ... 
    6.65E-06    2.34E-05    1.84E-04    7.38E-04    3.39E-03    ... 
    1.45E-02    6.69E-02    2.92E-01    1.06E+00    3.67E+00]; 

  
% global alpha; 
% global lambda; 
% global sizes; 
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MeV_rate=0; 

  
for subg=1:sizes(group) 
    MeV_rate=MeV_rate+((alpha(group,subg)/lambda(group,subg)) ...  
        *exp(-lambda(group,subg)*downtime)*(1-exp(-

lambda(group,subg)*runtime)));  
end 

  
end 
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Time-series dose rate calculator  

function [totaldoserate,intervaldose,timestamp,spacedose]= ... 
    doserateV3_forgui(burn,coast,prop_reserve,startprop,spacedoserate) 
%Takes as input vectors burn and coast, e.g.: 
% burn=[2772 906 930 1458]; 
% coast=[86400 17280000 42336000 17280000]; 

  
tic 

  
%Dose-rate kernels must be imported from separate MCNP run to calculate 
%  doserate while engine is operating (coredk) 
propdk=[276626  2385400 5829540 9737330 13663700 17590000   21516400 

... 
    25442700    29369100    33295400    37221700 41129500   44573700 

... 
    46682400]; %These values represent volume propellant at each time 

step 

  
coredk=[5.49E-13 4.89E-13   3.59E-13    2.52E-13    1.51E-13 1.12E-13 

... 
    7.37E-14    4.82E-14    3.43E-14    2.30E-14 1.56E-14 1.09E-14 ...  
    8.25E-15 5.95E-15]; %Prompt dose rate during engine operation (Per 

W) 
% 
% 
% Decay gamma dose kernels must be calculated using a fixed source 
%  distributed within the reactor core 
%   
%Sv per 0-1 MeV gamma emitted PER 1 FISSION WHILE AT POWER 
decaydk(6,:)=[5.24E-26  3.52E-26    1.80E-26    7.12E-27    3.09E-27 

... 
    1.12E-27    3.97E-28    1.46E-28    5.79E-29    2.03E-29 ... 
    7.81E-30    2.90E-30    2.90E-30    2.90E-30]; 
%Sv per 1-2 MeV gamma emitted 
decaydk(5,:)=[7.28E-25  6.08E-25    4.07E-25    2.18E-25 ... 
    1.07E-25    5.77E-26    2.84E-26    1.28E-26    6.63E-27 ... 
    3.06E-27    1.44E-27    7.37E-28    7.37E-28    7.37E-28]; 
decaydk(4,:)=[2.11E-24  1.79E-24    1.28E-24    8.33E-25 ... 
    5.29E-25    2.92E-25    1.60E-25    9.04E-26    5.40E-26 ... 
    3.09E-26    1.80E-26    9.80E-27    9.80E-27    9.80E-27]; 
decaydk(3,:)=[3.90E-24  3.52E-24    2.71E-24    1.89E-24 ... 
    1.27E-24    7.91E-25    4.92E-25    3.11E-25    2.05E-25 ... 
    1.21E-25    7.23E-26    4.37E-26    4.37E-26    4.37E-26]; 
decaydk(2,:)=[5.36E-24  4.90E-24    4.27E-24    2.88E-24 ... 
    2.16E-24    1.39E-24    9.12E-25    6.37E-25    4.37E-25 ... 
    2.89E-25    1.74E-25    1.03E-25    1.03E-25    1.03E-25]; 
%Sv per 5-7.5 MeV gamma emitted 
decaydk(1,:)=[6.64E-24  6.32E-24    5.66E-24    4.36E-24 ... 
    3.25E-24    2.25E-24    1.71E-24    1.19E-24    8.30E-25 ... 
    5.66E-25    4.08E-25    2.83E-25    2.83E-25    2.83E-25]; 
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%Input variable parameters 
fisrate=1.748E19; %Number of fissions per second at 560MW 
power=560E6; 
n_engines=3; 
proprate=13154*3; %g/s 

tmesh=[1 10000]; %Time steps [Burn Coast] 
%End input variables 

 

time=0; 
t_end=sum(burn)+sum(coast); 
n_steps=sum(burn)/tmesh(1) + sum(coast)/tmesh(2); 
prop=startprop; 
engine_on=1; 
coast_on=0; 
t_burn=[0 0 0 0]; 
t_coast=[0 0 0 0]; 
n_burn=1; 
n_coast=1; 
MeVperGamma=[6.25 4.5 3.5 2.5 1.5 0.5]; 
index=1; 

  
phase=1; 
n_phases=2; 

  
decaykernel=zeros(1,6); 
decaydoserate=zeros(n_steps,6); 
phaseddecaydoserate=zeros(n_steps,n_phases); 
totaldoserate=zeros(1,n_steps); 
intervaldose=zeros(1,n_steps); 
timestamp=zeros(1,n_steps); 
fissiondoserate=zeros(1,n_steps); 

  
spacedose=zeros(1,n_steps); 

  

  
%for time=1:tstep:t_end 
endflag=0; 
while endflag==0 
    switch engine_on 
        case 1 
    %if engine_on==1 
        tstep=tmesh(1); 
        prop=prop-proprate*tstep; 
        fissionkernel=interp1(propdk,coredk,prop); 
        fissiondoserate(index)=fissionkernel*power*n_engines; 
        t_burn(phase)=t_burn(phase)+tstep; 
        if t_burn(phase)>=burn(n_burn) || prop<=prop_reserve 
            engine_on=0; 
            coast_on=1; 
            %t_coast=0; 
            n_burn=n_burn+1; 

             
        end 
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        case 0     
    %elseif engine_on==0 
        tstep=tmesh(2); 
        t_coast(phase)=t_coast(phase)+tstep; 
        if t_coast(phase)>=coast(n_coast) 
            engine_on=1; 
            coast_on=0; 
            n_coast=n_coast+1; 
            if phase<n_phases 
                phase=phase+1; 
            else 
                endflag=1; 
            end 
            %t_burn=0; 
        end 
    end 

     
    for allphases=1:phase %Contributions from earlier burns are 

additive 

        
        if allphases<phase 
            t_coast(allphases)=t_coast(allphases)+tstep; 
        end 

        
    %Delay gamma contributions in effect for both modes 
    for egroup=1:6 
        decaykernel(egroup)=interp1(propdk,decaydk(egroup,:),prop); 
        

decaydoserate(index,egroup)=fisrate*3*decaykernel(egroup)*(delaygamma(e

group,t_burn(allphases),t_coast(allphases))/MeVperGamma(egroup)); 
        

phaseddecaydoserate(index,allphases)=phaseddecaydoserate(index,allphase

s)+decaydoserate(index,egroup); 
    end    
    end 
    

totaldoserate(index)=(sum(phaseddecaydoserate(index,:))+fissiondoserate

(index)); 
    intervaldose(index)=totaldoserate(index)*tstep; 

     
    %Other dose contributions... 
    spacedose(index)=spacedoserate*tstep; 

     
    time=time+tstep;     
    timestamp(index)=time; 
    index=index+1; 
end 
toc 

 

  
power=560E6; 
n_engines=3; 
%fuel_reserve=4000000; 
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phases=1; 
n_phases=2; 

  
decaykernel=zeros(1,6); 
decaydoserate=zeros(n_steps,6); 
phaseddecaydoserate=zeros(n_steps,n_phases); 
totaldoserate=zeros(1,n_steps); 
intervaldose=zeros(1,n_steps); 
timestamp=zeros(1,n_steps); 
fissiondoserate=zeros(1,n_steps); 

  
%for time=1:tstep:t_end 
endflag=0; 
while endflag==0 
    switch engine_on 
        case 1 
    %if engine_on==1 
        tstep=tmesh(1); 
        fuel=fuel-fuelrate*tstep; 
        fissionkernel=interp1(fueldk,coredk,fuel); 
        fissiondoserate(index)=fissionkernel*power*n_engines*tstep; 
        t_burn(phases)=t_burn(phases)+tstep; 
        if t_burn(phases)>=burn(n_burn) || fuel<=fuel_reserve 
            engine_on=0; 
            coast_on=1; 
            %t_coast=0; 
            n_burn=n_burn+1; 

             
        end 
        case 0     
    %elseif engine_on==0 
        tstep=tmesh(2); 
        t_coast(phases)=t_coast(phases)+tstep; 
        if t_coast(phases)>=coast(n_coast) 
            engine_on=1; 
            coast_on=0; 
            n_coast=n_coast+1; 
            if phases<n_phases 
                phases=phases+1; 
            else 
                endflag=1; 
            end 
            %t_burn=0; 
        end 
    end 

     
    for allphases=1:phases 

        
        if allphases<phases 
            t_coast(allphases)=t_coast(allphases)+tstep; 
        end 

        
    %Delay gamma contributions in effect for both modes 
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    for egroup=1:6 
        decaykernel(egroup)=interp1(fueldk,decaydk(egroup,:),fuel); 
        decaydoserate(index,egroup)=fisrate*3*decaykernel(egroup)* ... 
            (delaygamma(egroup,t_burn(allphases),t_coast(allphases)) 

...  
            /MeVperGamma(egroup)); 
        phaseddecaydoserate(index,allphases)= ... 
          

phaseddecaydoserate(index,allphases)+decaydoserate(index,egroup); 
    end    
    end 
    totaldoserate(index)=(sum(phaseddecaydoserate(index,:)) ...  
        +fissiondoserate(index)); 
    intervaldose(index)=totaldoserate(index)*tstep; 
    time=time+tstep;     
    timestamp(index)=time; 
    index=index+1; 
end 
toc 
    totaldoserate(index)=(sum(phaseddecaydoserate(index,:)) ...  
        +fissiondoserate(index)); 
    intervaldose(index)=totaldoserate(index)*tstep; 
    time=time+tstep;     
    timestamp(index)=time; 
    index=index+1; 
end 
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APPENDIX D 

Gnuplot script to plot contour lines of a mesh tally, overlaid on .png image of 

engine/core 
unset tics 

unset border 

cd ‘INSERT_FILE_LOCATION_HERE' 

set term pngcairo size 1542,1542 

set size ratio 1 

set output "FastN_SCCTE2.png" 

set multiplot 

set view map 

set lmargin at screen 0.05                                                                      

set rmargin at screen .95 

set bmargin at screen 0.05 

set tmargin at screen .95 

unset key 

unset surface 

set contour base 

set cntrparam  levels discrete 1E1, 2E1, 4E1, 6E1, 8E1, \ 

                              1E2, 2E2, 4E2, 6E2, 8E2, \ 

                              1E3, 2E3, 4E3, 6E3, 8E3, \ 

                              1E4, 2E4, 4E4, 6E4, 8E4, \ 

                              1E5, 2E5, 4E5, 6E5, 8E5, \ 

                              1E6, 2E6, 4E6, 6E6, 8E6, \ 

                              1E7, 2E7, 4E7, 6E7, 8E7, \ 

                              1E8, 2E8, 4E8, 6E8, 8E8  

set cntrparam bspline 

set cntrparam order 10 

set linetype 1 lc rgb "grey"       lw 1 lt 1 

set linetype 2 lc rgb "grey"       lw 1 lt 1 

set linetype 3 lc rgb "grey"       lw 1 lt 1 

set linetype 4 lc rgb "red"      lw 2 lt 4 

set linetype 5 lc rgb "grey"       lw 1 lt 1 

set linetype cycle 5 

set yrange [0:1387]                                                                            

set xrange [0:1387]   

plot "CoreSCCTE2_1388.png" binary filetype=png w rgbimage                                       

set xrange [0:100]                                       

set yrange [0:100]   

set logscale zcb 

lines 

splot 'FILE_DESTINATION_LOCATION\FastN.txt' matrix with lines 

unset multiplot     

unset output 


